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In-Band
Tests Eyed
WASHINGTON The NAB's DAB
Task Force Technical Advisory
Group is set to tackle tests of inband first adjacent DAB systems.
The TAG, which is composed entirely of station engineers, was to
meet in the latter part of November to begin defining in-band tests.
The criteria will be designed to
determine protection ratios for adjacent channels DAB systems. So
far several such systems have been
proposed. Strother Communications Inc. recently demonstrated
the LinCom system.
Mercury Digital also has developed afirst adjacent DAB system
and the NAB has asked the Eureka
147 consortium to develop a narrowband DAB system which
would operate on first adjacent FM
channels.
First adjacent DAB systems
would place adigital signal on an
FM station's first adjacent channel.
Because each station has two first
adjacents, system proponents have
suggested that AM stations might
be able to broadcast digital signals
on an FM station's other first adjacent.
Opponents to allocation of
"new" spectrum to aDAB service
say an inband first adjacent DAB
system raises all the same spectrum allocation problems that any
DAB system seeking new spectrum
does. Nevertheless, Eureka 147
and other engineers say an onchannel DAB system is not technically possible.
NAB Senior VP of Science & Technology Michael Rau said that the first
adjacent protection ratio tests are
needed to determine "to what extent
the FM band can support an adjacent channel DAB system:'
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FCC Pushes S-Band for DAB
by Judith Gross
WASHINGTON L-band ( 1500 MHz)
spectrum for digital audio broadcasting
(DAB) in the U.S. is considered a "dead
issue," despite some hinting by the FCC
that afuture domestic hearing on spectrum could resurrect it as an option.
Bowing to military interests and opposition from the Executive Branch and the
National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA), the FCC
released what will become the U.S. delegation's position at the World Administrative Radio Conference (WARC), slated
for February, 1992 in Spain.
The FCC said at the end of October
that an agreement with the Executive
Branch will direct the U.S. delegation to
seek an allocation for satellite and complementary terrestrial DAB at 2300 MHz
(the S-band). Specifically, the U.S. is asking for 2310-2360 MHz.
At press time, the NTIA had not yet
announced its official position on the
DAB issue, but insiders suspected it
would be largely identical to the the
FCC's position.
The higher frequencies of S-band can
accommodate satellite DAB, but at a
greater cost than placing aservice at Lband. S-band is considered unsuitable
for terrestrial DAB, putting an end to arguments over using new-spectrum for
domestic land-based DAB.
The NAB had been the bearer of the
L-band torch ever since a spectrum
study determined that some 57 MHz of
new spectrum would be needed to accommodate every existing AM and FM
licensee under aterrestrial implementation of the Eureka 147 system.
NAB President and CEO Edward Fritt,
expressed disappointment at the WARC
position. "This decision unfortunately
appears to pave the way for satellite DAB
which broadcasters have strongly opposed," Fritts said.
NAB DAB Task Force Chairman Alan
Box said that in-band DAB may provide

The FCC's WARC recommendation has dashed the hopes of L- band DAB proponents

the solution.
"I think that's clearly where our intentions have to go. As long as in-band
works as well as we think it will, it won't
be aproblem," Box said.
But NAB has not given up on implementing the Eureka 147 system in the
U.S. It has asked the European consortium to develop a narrow-band or inband DAB system for the FM band.
While there has been no formal answer
from Eureka researchers, NAB Senior VP
of Science & Technology Michael Rau said
that a Eureka spokesman, whom he
declined to name, has said Eureka is interested in developing asystem for NAB.

Rau also said that the NAB is continuing its negotiations with Eureka on a
possible licensing/royalty agreement and
that such an agreement "is not contingent upon procuring L-band spectrum!"
"The intent of the agreement is to implement Eureka technology in the U.S."
Rau said, pointing out that Eureka technology consists of a number of individual patents.
In addition to its own unsuccessful
campaign to obtain L-band for terrestrial
DAB, the NAB also had successfully lobbied for an L-band WARC position from
other Region II countries. Canada and
(continued on page 10)
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DAB Offers
Opportunity For U.S.
Technology Resurgence
WASHINGTON Digital audio
broadcasting (DAB) presents a
unique opportunity for the
U.S. to regain technical leadership
in
communications
technologies— but quick, decisive leadership is needed to
bring that about.
That's the conclusion of a
DAB report from the Mitre
Corp., a technological think-

tank based in the Washington,
D.C. area.
Observing that most audio
engineering research has
moved overseas, the report
noted that "DAB is an opportunity for U.S. resurgence in
both development and production."
Summarizing the DAB race
to date, the report said the
European Eureka 147 project is
in the lead while U.S. DAB
R&D is "undercapitalized, diffuse and confronted by politi-

cal and regulatory hurdles."
In attempting to suggest
ways to overcome those hurdles, the report pointed to
the Bush Administration's national technical policy, which
calls for private sector initiation and only "regulatory
streamlining!'
It implies that if the U.S. can't
get ahead by new technology
development, it could "play
catch-up" by new product
production.
The report said that if the
U.S. loses its technical leadership in DAB it will be more
than just a loss of prestige. It
will leave "U.S. station, transmitter and receiver owners
paying royalties in perpetuity

to engineers abroad" and notes
that we can't afford to fund enhancements abroad in that
manner.

Task Force
Recommends DAB
Systems Parameters
WASHINGTON The NAB's
DAB Task Force has pressed its
Technical Advisory Group
(TAG) into service to help define parameters of adigital ;.-dio broadcasting (DAB) system
for the U.S.
The task force was going to
develop a list of technical
parameters for an in-band DAB
system, but the TAG took a
broad enough approach so that

WE SURPRISED OURSELVES!

both in-band and new-band
systems can be judged against
the parameters with no "intention of excluding any particular system," according to the
task force's chairman, Alan
Box.
The TAG defined 11 criteria
for DAB systems to meet. The
first is CD quality sound,
which they defined as 20 Hz20 kHz frequency response for
FM and 20 Hz-15 kHz for AM.
It added that a data compression algorithm should meet the
requirements of MPEG Layer
The group also said that a
DAB system should replicate or
improve reception within existing coverage areas, accommodate all existing AM and FM
broadcasters, provide immunity to multipath—including
"stoplight fades"—and provide
no interference to existing AM
and FM.
Other objectives are for a
DAB system to be immune to
other types of interference,
minimize transmission costs,
be able to support affordable
and portable receivers in a "box
no larger than existing radio
technology," provide data capacity and use a more graceful degradation than the sharp
drop-off generally associated
with digital signals.

Commission
Looks at FM
Licensing Process
WASHINGTON The FCC's
FM Branch is conducting an
informal review of the FM
licensing process and is seeking suggestions on what can
be done to reduce application
discrepancies, which reportedly occur on 60 percent of the
submitted forms.
The FCC said the most frequently occurring discrepancies
include: miscalculation of
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USA Today Launches Sky Radio
by Frank Beacham
NEW YORK In-Flight Phone Corp.
and USA Today have announced plans
to deliver live broadcast audio programming to passengers traveling in commercial airliners.
A 12-channel ground-to-air audio system that will offer live sports, news
and entertainment 24 hours a day has
been proposed by In-Flight Phone
Corp. of Oak Brook, Ill. The company
has filed an application with the FCC
for an experimental license to use modified single sideband emission from a
network of land-based antennas for the
service.
Sports programming will include
professional football, baseball, basketball, hockey and select college games,
In-Flight announced. Passengers will be
charged a fee on a per-game basis for
sporting events, while news and entertainment specials will be provided free
as sponsored programming.
USA Today—publishers of the daily
satellite-delivered national newspaper—
announced the formation of USA Today Sky Radio, a single channel
satellite-to-aircraft service delivering
advertising-supported news and sports
to passengers through the existing audio systems on commercial aircraft.
The Arlington, Va.based newspaper
said a constant wheel of live news,

financial reports, sports scores and
weather reports will be offered to passengers during the day from aprogramming center in the Washington, D.C.
area. On weekends and evenings, Sky
Radio plans to offer live professional
and college sporting events.
Sky Radio will begin broadcasts in
1992 and is awaiting approval of its plan
by the FAA, according to USA Today
spokesman Steven Anderson. He said
Delta Airlines is already committed to
carry the Sky Radio program service.
While Sky Radio will use existing airline sound systems, In-Flight plans to
market its service with a new digital
air-to-ground telephone service, according to In-Flight Director of Communications Darren S. Leno.
He said passengers will be able to
plug their Walkman-type headsets into
a jack in the armrest and choose programs from an LED menu display on
the rear of the forward seat. This same
menu can be used for avariety of other
services including telephone, fax, passenger paging, flight schedules, weather
service, car and hotel check-in, aircraft
position, stock quotes, catalog shopping
and electronic games.
"Most people who fly want to stay
in touch with the events taking place
on the ground;' In-Flight Board Chairman and CEO Jack Goeken said. "This
new service will let passengers listen

to the play-by-play action of their favorite sports team."
USA Today views its new radio service as an extension of the newspaper.
"USA Today has become the news
source for travelers who want to know
what happened in the past 24 hours and
what will happen in the next 24 hours.
Sky Radio is the perfect fit for airline passengers who want aquick update on the
news as it happens," USA Today spokesman Thomas Farrell said.
USA Today will provide the service
through a partnership with Washington, D.C.-based FliteCom Systems, Inc.

FliteCom spent more than a year developing the Sky Radio technology and
service.
FliteCom was formed by Richard
S. Cooperman, I. Don Brown and
Richard M. Neustadt in 1990. All three
will hold positions with USA Today Sky
Radio.
In-Flight's Goeken, atelecommunications pioneer, is also founder of MCI, the
FTD Mercury Network and Airfone. He
has applied for apatent on asystem enabling aircraft traveling at jet speeds to
stay in contact continuously with stations on the ground.
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A New Frame for the Big Picture
by Alex Zavistovich
WASHINGTON Fall and winter traditionally are thought of as seasons of
change. It's nature's planning time,
filled with expectations for the year
to come. And while it's only coincidental, long-time readers of RW may notice
some changes in our pages through the
season, as well.
Take this column, for instance. Iknow
many of you opened this issue fully
expecting to read another installment
of IG's Earwaves. Surprise! Instead,
you've got Pilot Tone ... Radio A to Z
(I had to find away to get my initials
in there somehow).

Pilot
Tone
... Radio A to Z

In Pilot Tone, you can expect a take
on the news you won't find anywhere else in the paper—one that's
filtered through my view of the Big
Picture.
There'll be more surprises in store
for RW in the issues ahead. Nothing
drastic, mind you; we're just putting
into operation afew things we've been
kicking around for some time.
One thing in particular you won't
want to miss is RW's year-end issue,
winging its way to you in the next
couple weeks. In it, we'll recap the
Top Ten News Stories of 1991, an idea
we borrowed from our own annual
Radio World Directory. Those stories
are bound to include some of the developments in digital audio broadcasting (DAB)—in particular, the whole
NAB-Eureka-IBOC-IBAC song and
dance.
* **
Speaking of DAB, it was interesting

to learn that the FCC has recommended 2.3 GHz (the S-band) for DAB
as the U.S. position to take to WARC
next year.
That effectively makes the NAB's
plan for Eureka 147 at L-band a moot
point—there won't be L-band spectrum
available for DAB in the U.S. It's dead
in the water. And because most people with an opinion don't think terrestrial DAB will work at S-band, an
in-band solution seems to be the way
to go. Even the DAB Task Force now
seems to agree (although they won't
let go of Eureka as a system with
promise).
All this doesn't mean that DAB at
L-band won't be happening anywhere
in the world, though. The Canadians
are convinced of the workability of the
concept, and they're taking their recommendations for the spectrum to WARC
next year.
They won't be alone, either. A number of other nations also are interested
in L-band DAB (thanks in large part
to the NAB, which lobbied for some
solidarity among U.S. allies back
when it thought it could steamroll
the concept by everyone earlier this
year).
Still, Iguess anyone with an interest
in DAB in the U.S. pretty much owes
in-band proponents—particularly Randy
Odeneal of Sconnix—a debt of gratitude. If he hadn't been rattling the
NAB's cage back when the association
was kowtowing to the Eureka system,
broadcasters might have found themselves without a DAB pot to transmit
in. Now, at least there's some basic
agreement about where the technology
ought to be headed. Look for Judith
Gross' front-page story in this issue for
the latest on the DAB front.
***
Well, on to more concrete matters.
The FCC finally got around to issuing
the text on Docket 87-26Z the keystone
to its campaign for AM improvement
(as reported in RW, Oct. 23, 1991). The
voluminous text—four years in the
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making—is, as expected, far from being widely endorsed.
A common complaint heard in the
industry is that the FCC's action primarily offers disincentives to improvement.
After all, stations creating the most interference on the existing band get first
dibs on the expanded 1605 kHz to 1705
kHz allocations, and in many cases a
station looking to upgrade its facility
would have to ratchet down in power
in order to make any changes.

Being a board operator can be a
thankless job. In fact, often the only
time anyone ever hears anything about
board operators is when there's been
some kind of mix-up on the air. That's
an operator's worst nightmare, and
it's the topic of Bruce Bartlett's latest
installment of Line Out.
In this issue, Bruce looks at one DJ's
dead air nightmare switching between
AM, FM and news, and recalls atime
when aboard operator became abored

. . . broadcasters might have
found themselves without a DAB
pot to transmit in.
The FCC is trying to improve interference conditions on the dial, all
right, but at the expense of a good
number of existing broadcasters. In
fact, with this action the FCC is even
planning to liff its freeze on new AM
facilities in the new year.
You know, Commissioner Andrew
Barrett raised a good question in
regard to this when the plan first
was approved: How can we talk about
reducing interference and lift a freeze
on AM stations in the same breath?
Iguess some things are beyond the
abilities of us mere mortals (or
even some commissioners) to comprehend.
Still, the rules are upon us, and the
sooner broadcasters come to grips with
their applications, the sooner we'll understand the rules' true impact on the
industry. That's why Cris Alexander's
latest installment of Feed Line is of such
great interest. Cris looks at what
the regulations really mean to a
station planning a facility change.
His first-hand encounter with the
new rules is a must-read for any AM
broadcaster.

operator (and the solution that got him
chewed out).
And finally, ahappy 50th to Harold
Hallikainen. No, it's not his 50th
birthday—it's the 50th installment of his
Insight on Rules column. That's more
than four years and going strong. In
his latest installment, Harold delves
deeper into the FCC Self-Inspection Report, which was tried out on West
Coast radio stations earlier this year.
Those of you interested in a copy
of the report (at this time an AMonly inspection) may want to turn
to Harold's column for more information.
Well, that's it for this time. Drop me
aline if you have something you think
would be of interest to RW's readers.
You can write to me at 5827 Columbia Pike, Suite 310, Falls Church, Va.,
22041, phone: 703-998-7600, or fax:
703-998-2966.
Tune in next time,
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OPINION

If you have comments for Radio World, call us at 800-336-3045 or send aletter to Readers'
Forum (Radio World, Box 1214, Falls Church VA 22041 or MCI Mailbox #302-7776). All
letters received become the property of Radio World, to be used at our discretion and
as space permits.

Accepting composite inputs
Dear RW,
In the Oct. 23, 1991 issue of RW there
appeared an article by Jeff Detweiler of
QE! Corporation describing the CATLINK studio-to-transmitter link.
Ifound the article informative, but noticed aglaring error that Ifeel compelled
to correct for the benefit of your readers
and Mr. Detweiler.
In the first paragraph of his article, Mr.
Detweiler states," ... it is the only digital gm that will accept acomposite input" This is not only incorrect, but leads
to awrong condusion, since the T-TECH
model FOA-1T/F0A-1R fiber optic sn
we manufacture does indeed support
wideband composite inputs, but in fact
has more bandwidth than QEI's CATLINK system. The T-TECH SU can also
handle SCA and several higher subcarrier frequencies riding on the same channel as composite stereo.
In addition, the T-TECH link has adjustable compensation for channel frequency response tilt and group delay variation, so that stereo separation can be
unimpaired or even improved. This is crucial, because any digital audio system will
have anti-alias and anti-image filters

whose flatness must be corrected to 0.01
dB for 60 dB stereo separation, and whose
group delay must be constant to within 0.1
degrees of linear phase.
Irealize that both the CAT-LINK and
the T-TECH link perform valuable service in the appropriated application, but
Imust set the record straight concerning
marketing claims.
Dan Talbot, President
T-TECH Corporation
Hudson, Mass.
The facts about triodes

5

The FCC's decision on AM improvement is finally out, and while the new rules may
indeed lead to reduced interference ir the band, it's not without some cost.
When the Commission decided to revamp the old technical standards under which
AM stations had been operating, its goal was clear: to dean up interference on the dial.
The result was athree-pronged attack on interference, incorporating technical improvements, migration to the expanded band and consolidation of the existing band.
Special consideration was given to AM stereo stations, as well—throwing abone to
atechnology many believed rlie FCC had chosen to abandor. Complaints already have ansen about how the FCC has set about reducing interference, however.
Revised calculations for detesmining nighttime interference levels and rules regarding voluntary facility modifications mean that many stations willhave to accept apower
cutback at some time. The FCC also is taking asomewhat cool tone toward marginally profitable AM ,stations, offering
owners tax certificates to cease operations.
By reducing parser levels, getting rid of
some stations and 4Preading the others to
the 1605-1705 kHz expanded band, the result will be more room for the remaining stations, and--at least theoretically—reduced
interference. The Commission thus has accomplished its goal.
It's important to note that the goal was not to reduce interference while keeping
everything else at status quo. Nor could it be. In large measure, interference on
the band can be attributed to the condition of the band in general; therefore, anything less than an overhaul might not yield any improvement at all.
To paraphrase Commissioner Ervin Duggan, the greater good often cannot be
served without some pain and sacrifice on the part of those most affected by the
problem. In this case, the sacrifices will undoubtedly result in extended life for
the AM band and greater profitability for the remaining stations.
All of which is cold comfOrt for the stations who will have to suffer so that
greater good can be achieved. And yet, the FCC has taken steps toward doing
what AM broadcasters themselves asked them to do.
In the end, the industry is healthier if the band is healthier. And that's what

No Pain,
No Gain?

Dear RW,
It is unfortunate that my article on tetrode tubes versus triode tubes, after
having undergone the editing process,
misconstrues factual data as opinion.
(RW Buyers Guide, Nov. 20, page 45).
My original submission is based on fact,
operational theory and data gathered
from both transmitter and tube manufacturers' literature and information. Iappreciate this opportunity to set the record straight and allow readers to get the
nel because of our patented method of
entire story.
Energy-Onix is pleased to provide a sampling and reconstructing the fullyfree copy of the complete original un- processed composite stereo signal.
edited transcript of my Nov. 20 Buyers
Intraplex raised the comparison beGuide article. To obtain your free copy,
tween 16-bit discrete audio and 14-bit
circle Reader Service 53 on the enclosed composite stereo. This is redly acase of
response card supplied with this issue,
comparing two different types of signal.
telephone me at 518-828-1690, or fax me
"CD quality" audio is 16 bits of dynamic
range, not 16 bits of quality for the enVol 15, No 23
December 11, 1991 e at 518-828-8467.
Ernie Belanger, VP Marketing tire message signal. A typical CD is
Editor, Alex Zavistovich
Energy-Onix
mastered with three or four bits of
International Editor, Alan Carter
Hudson, N.Y.
"headroom" for peak handling without
Associate Editor, Charles Taylor
clipping and the inherent distortion.
News Editor, John Gatski
Contributors: Judith Gross,
Discrete versus composite
This leaves an average program level of
Frank Beacham/N.Y.
12 or 13 bits— between 72 dB and 78 dB
Technical Editor, John Bisset
Dear RW,
signal to noise!
Technical Advisor, Tom McGinley
This letter is in response to the Oct. 23,
In comparison, FM composite stereo
Production Director, Kim Lowe
1991 RW article entitled "Choosing a is processed differently. If 18 dB of
Julianne Stone, Lisa Roach, Lisa Stafford
Ad Production Coordinator,
Digital Telco Link." While we believe the
headroom were left, the average moduRegan Deatherage
majority of the article written by Inlation would be below 20 percent. This
Publisher, Stevan B. Dana
traplex is correct, we'd like to correct is not modern FM audio practice. The
Associate Publishers, Arthur Constantine
some of the information and expand on broadcaster needs a "louder" sound to
Carmel King
some points raised by Intraplex.
capture the listener in the automobile or
Marketing Consultant, Albert Leon
QE! introduced CAT-LINK in 1989,
to achieve that station's "presence" on
Ad Coordination Manager, Simone Mullins
and we manufacture both acomposite
the dial. This creates an entirely differCirculation Director, Tiana Hickman
Circulation Manager, Rebecca Seaborg
and adiscrete digital SU. We have long ent class of signal.
Accounts Receivable, Valerie Mason
recognized the need for adiscussion of
CAT-LINK's composite structure was
Advertising Sales Managers:
digital composite transmission. Now
designed with the requirements of the
Eastern U.S., Art Constantine
that we have received U.S. Patent No.
broadcaster in mind. The design did not
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5,054,070 on the method of sampling,
come in the form of data reduction or
West & Midwest U.S., Jack Ducart
transmission and reconstruction incompression methods, which would al916-962-2240, Fax: 916-962-2194
volved in the CAT-LINK, we are finally ter and possibly negatively affect the staRadio World (
ISSN: 0274-8541) is pubable to offer our side of this discussion.
tion's "sound." Instead, we looked to the
1 lished semimonthly by Industrial Marketing
Advisory Services, Inc., 5827 Columbia Pike,
To begin, since CAT-LINK is the only
FM composite signal itsek. Nyquist's
Suite 310, Falls Church, VA 22041. Phone:
real-time Ti compatible composite systheorem states that the sample fre703-998-7600, Fax: 703-998-2966.
tem available, we take issue with the
quency must be twice the bandwidth,
Second-class postage rates are paid at Falls Church VA
22041 and additional mailing offices. POSTMASTER:
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With some thought and experimentaP.O. Box 1214, Falls Church VA 22041. Copyright 1991
CAT-LINK offers 14-bit and 15-bit linear tion, this led to asample rate of 76 kHz!
by Industrial Marketing Advisory Services, Inc. All rights
reserved.
composite systems, with the sn, side of With this we could also send the auxFree subscriptions are available upon request to profesthe system configurable with up to four iliary channel data without affecting the
sional broadcasting and audiovisual equipment users.
additional channels of audio. Typically,
composite signal in any way.
For address changes, send current and new address to
only two channels are used so as not to
One of the major benefits of transmitRW a month in advance at the above address. Unsolicited manuscripts are welcomed for review; send to
decrease the dynamic range of the comting composite with QEI's patented
the attention of the appropriate editor.
posite channel.
method is that no input filters are reOne of the channels is typically 10 kHz
quired. This eliminates the problems asNext Issue
with 11- or 12-bit resolution for SCA or sociated with passband ripple and phase
Radio World
backup program material; the other is 3 anomalies that affect separation and
kHz with 8-bit resolution for the remote
crosstalk performance.
December 25, 1991
control. This all fits into asingle T1 chartIn the case of adiscrete system, input
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filtering must be used, requiring the left
and right channel program material to be
processed once before entering the STL
to maximize the response of the system
and adjust to the requirements of the
channel, and asecond time before the
stereo generator to achieve the desired
result of an FM composite signal. This
effectively brings the broadcaster back to
the pre-OptimodTm days, requiring control of the peaks and overshoots of lowpass filtering, which today's stereo
generators and audio processing systems
perform.
The best FM transmission systems
typically have specifications in the mid
to upper 70 dB range for signal to noise
and 0.01 percent distortion. The dynamic
range of the CAT-LINK composite input
is structured so that the operating level
of the input is just 30 percent below the
clipping level. This creates aheadroom
requirement of about 2.5 dB, or less than
half abit.
This means your program level is actually transmitted from 13 1/2 bits to 14
1/2 bits for a14-bit or 15-bit composite
system. This is actually better than that
of "CD quality" audio! If a16-bit linear
system is used, either the material must
be heavily limited to control the peaks
of the signal, to avoid digital clip, or
enough headroom must be left for the
peak excursions, effectively reducing the
channel from 16-bit resolution to 13- or
14-bit! This lowers signal to noise from
the 90 dB range of signal to noise to the
mid 70s!
Eric A. Eckstein, Bill Hoelzel
QEI Corporation
Williamstown, N.J.

Correction
In RW's Nov. 6, 1991 SBE convention wrap-up issue, the price of
Delta Electronics' ASE-2AM stereo
exciter was incorrectly listed as
$4,000. The correct price is $3,155.
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Costas Remotes Beat the Odds
by Frank Beacham
NEW YORK Each week, within earshot of an audience of millions of radio
listeners, Steve Kirsch plays a game of
broadcast Russian Roulette. Using skills
honed by years as afoot soldier in the
"remote" trenches, he keeps turning up
awinner.
Kirsch is manager of remote broadcasts
for Bob Costas' "Coast-to-Coast" radio
show, a weekly sports talk program
produced by the Olympia Broadcasting
Network and heard on more than 200 affiliate stations.
One of the unique things about the
show is its location: sports bars in towns

VW"

•

Photo by Jon W. Tatooles

Remote engineer Steve Kirsch (seated) confers with Bob Costas before alive airing of
Costas' Coast-to-Coast sports talk program.
throughout America. Since the subject
is always sports, Costas likes to broadcast from places where sports buffs can
witness afree-form discussion while sipping a favorite brew.

But what is fun for the audience can
be anightmare for abroadcast engineer.
Hitting sports bars in more than 20 cities ayear plus another 20 or so broadcasts from the show's home base,

Mixer Products Michael Petersen and
asked if he could use aprototype.
"It's like they made this thing just for
me," Kirsch said.
Introduced earlier this year as the

Sports bar remotes may be fun for
audiences, but they can be a nightmare for a
broadcast engineer.
Runyon's in New York, Kirsch navigates
a mine field of potential pitfalls each
week.
"The biggest problem on the road is
the house PA system," he said. "It's been
anightmare!'
Kirsch travels to each city aday in advance. This is to prevent the airlines from
sending his gear to the wrong town on
the day of abroadcast. He has trimmed
his travel package to three shipping
cases.
Since the entire show originates from
the location and is fed directly to IDB's
satellite uplink facility on Staten Island,
Kirsch must roll in his own spots. This
necessitates a complete broadcast
facility—including cart machines—for
each setup.
Kirsch has picked his road tools carefully. He works only with field-tested
gear from companies such as Shure,
Sennheiser, Sony, Comrex and ITC. But
anew product he began using this year
literally revolutionized his job.
"I had been using Shure M267
mixers ... twisting alot of knobs, trying to keep things under control," Kirsch
said. But, he added, with four open
microphones, ahouse PA feed and alot
of rowdy bar customers, consistently
good results were elusive.
Then Kirsch heard that Shure was developing anew portable automatic mixer
that would work with any type of microphone. He called Shure's Director of

FP410 Shure IntelliMix, the unit combined three functions which helped
Kirsch tame his remote problems.
Noise Adaptive Threshold, a circuit
which distinguishes constant background sound from rapidly changing
sound, ensures only the voice of aguest
will activate a microphone. With
MaxBus, one voice will activate only one
mixer channel even if multiple microphones are hearing that voice. And Last
Mic Lock-On maintains seamless background ambience by keeping the most
recently activated microphone open until
anewly activated microphone takes its
place.
By using the automatic mixer, Kirsch
avoids the comb filtering and ambient
noise and reverberation build-up problems common to multi-microphone radio production.
Comb filtering occurs when open
microphones at different distances from
asound source are mixed together. Because sound travels at a finite speed,
sound waves from the source arrive at
the microphones at different times. As
aresult, the outputs of the microphones
are out-of-phase with each other. When
combined in amixer, these out-of-phase
signals produce acombined frequency
response very different from the frequency response of asingle microphone.
Another effect of multiple open microphones is the build-up of ambient noise
and reverberation. In the case of the

Costas show, four microphones might be
open when only one person is talking.
When the number of open microphones is doubled (one to two, two to
four, four to eight, etc.), the mixed audio output level increases by three
decibels.
Speech clarity and intelligibility always
suffer as ambient noise and reverberation increase. The remedy is to keep the
minimum number of microphones open
that will handle the program audio. This
is where the FP410 comes in handy,
Kirsch said. Within four milliseconds of
the moment a new talker begins, the
(continued on page 8)
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FCC Denies Gammon Remotes
City-of-License Move Beat Odds
by Charles Taylor
WASHINGTON Taking nearly two
years to make its decision, the FCC
has spurned Tom Gammon's plan to
move WHMA-FM 90 miles from Anniston, Ala. to an Atlanta suburb.
In its 18-page Report and Order, the
FCC concluded that the change in
Crown Broadcasting's city of license
would not serve the public interest
because it would remove service from
Anniston and add unnecessary service
to the already well-served Atlanta market.
The Commission also said the plan
could increase interference to as many
as 27399 listeners of WHMAs first adjacent channel in northern Georgia.
"This is, we believe, a significant
negative factor weighing strongly
against the grant of awaiver," the FCC
said.
Gammon said that after more than
a $13 million investment in the plan,
he and his investor are "disgusted" with
the edict.
"The FCC made the rules and we
followed them," he said. "I think
they didn't make their decision based
on the merits of the case. Iinvite anyone to read the merits of the case
and tell me whether it was a fair decision!'
According to Gammon, the reason

his case drew such criticism—while 24
similar city of license changes have
been approved by the Commission
without controversy—is because people thought it would prompt an avalanche of relocations. But to date, he
said, there have been only eight in the
top 100 markets.
Gammon did not elaborate on
whether or not the decision will be appealed. "What we need right now is
a fair decision on what's good for the
public!' he said.
The NAB said in a brief statement
that "the Commission made the right
decision because it followed its own
rules!'
Gammon purchased WHMA in mid1989, following passage of a new FCC
rule that allowed stations to apply for
different cities of license. In the February 1990 proposal, Gammon said the
configuration would offer two new first
local services—to Sandy Springs, Ga.,
acommunity of more than 77000, and
Lineville, Ala.—while not depriving Anniston of local service.
The plan was met with fierce opposition from anumber of Atlanta broadcasters and the NAB, which claimed
that the move represented "nothing
more than athinly veiled effort to subvert Communications Act requirements
and relocate a radio station to a much
larger market!'
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line Comrex frequency extender. The
third line is for program coordination.
One of the most difficult remote situations for Kirsch is not live, but tapedelayed programs made aboard
cruise ships. Several times ayear the
Costas show is taped during sports
(continued from page 7)
cruises aboard ships of Norwegian
mixer selects and silently activates the
Cruise Lines.
most appropriate microphone.
"The cruises are the worst. They
When the talker stops, the mixer
keeps that microphone on until anew
have PA speakers everywhere ... in
one is activated. Only then is the unthe floors and the ceilings!' Kirsch
said. "There's a perpetual low freused microphone turned down.
Kirsch uses his M267 now to buffer quency rumble from the motors
which you can't get rid of. That's couhis pair of FP410s from the house system and to get an upper hand over
pled with extraneous ship noises!'
As amaster of radio remotes, Kirsch
house Ins who try to raise the PA
level for the customers.
said "less is more" sums up his
professional philosophy.
Normally, "Coast-to-Coast" is
"I don't travel with every piece of
broadcast live. From home base in
New York, Kirsch has apermanent 8 equipment Iown," Kirsch said. "But
kHz broadcast line installed from
on the other hand, everything douRunyon's to the IDB teleport. From re- bles up everything else. Inever want
mote locations, he orders three voiceto get on the road and get caught with
grade telephone lines and uses atwomy pants down."

(continued from page 2)
transmitter power output, towers
constructed to the wrong height, incorrect listing of antenna and transmission line types, and expiration of the
construction permit before license filing. Often, stations also are out of
compliance with special operating conditions.
Such discrepancies increase license
processing time and are adrain on the
FCC engineering staff's time, the Commission noted.
The deadline for responses to this
informal inquiry is Dec. 16, 1991.
Responses should be mailed, dropped
off, or sent by fax to: FM Licensing
Comments, Mass Media Bureau, Room
310, 1919 M St. NW, Washington, D.C.
20552; fax: 202-632-0158.

WASHINGTON The FCC recently
reaffirmed the short spacing rules it
adopted in 1989, allowing stations to
use directional antennas, facilities
reduction or to take advantage of terrain elevation to offer short space protection to adjacent stations.
Following the FCC's 1989 decision,
several parties, including the NAB,
challenged the rules on several points,
including whether such special rules
regarding short spacing were even
necessary.
In upholding the short space rules, the
Commission said they offer greater flexibility in site selection, but do not allow
astation to cause interference to other
stations.
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Hill Inquiry Targets DAB
protection of services which cater to local markets. He
predicted a dire future for
broadcasters if satellite services
were to begin operations first.
'As listeners, already desirous
of digital sound, move to satellite DAB, the ability of local radio stations to hold their audience and advertisers who
seek those listeners is lost," Box
said. He also said that asatellite DAB service could worsen
an already harmful recession.
But Shapiro spoke on behalf
of the consumer electronics in-

and Finance, held in early
November.
NAB Executive VP John Abel
WASHINGTON The NAB
came under some heavy grilling and DAB Task Force Chairman
for its alliance with Eureka, and Alan Box testified, along with
a Congressional committee John Holmes, director of the aushowed an unexpected grasp of dio systems business unit for
Electronics;
Gary
issues surrounding digital au- Delco
dio broadcasting (DAB) in a Shapiro, group VP for the ElecCapitol Hill hearing on emerg- tronic Industries Association
(EIA); and Douglas Bennet,
ing radio technologies.
Except for the NAB, there president of National Public Rawere no DAB systems propo- dio (NPR).
Box took the opportunity to
nents invited to testify at the
hearing of the House subcom- reiterate NAB's stand against
mittee on Telecommunications satellite DAB and to call for the
by Judith Gross
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dustry, which he said supports
the prospect of satellitedelivered audio. "The potential
consumer benefits and unifying
effects of national radio service
are too large to be ignored,"
Shapiro said.
Bennet said NPR also favors
satellite delivery, especially for
areas not adequately served by
public or commercial interests
today. He noted that services
such as English-as-a-secondlanguage—which would not be
economically provided by commercial stations, or even asingle public station in a small
market—could be feasible via
satellite.
"Direct satellite broadcasts,
available everywhere in the
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country, have the potential to
solve this problem because
taken together small groups of
isolated people add up to very
large audiences," Bennet said.
In addition to subcommittee
chairman Ed Markey, the five
witnesses were questioned extensively by Representatives
Matthew Rinaldo and Don Ritter, each of whom has been active in radio legislation.
On the question of whether
DAB should be anew service or
an enhancement of existing
service, Markey said, "I'm not
sure we should always protect
the incumbents in these situations!'
Rinaldo and Ritter questioned
Box on the would-be NABEureka alliance, with Ritter at
first under the impression that
the agreement had been completed.
'Doesn't such an arrangement
constitute a conflict?" Ritter
asked, and Box pointed out that
an agreement was still pending
but that it would not be aconflict.
"But can you see how such
asituation might appear to be
a conflict to others?" Ritter
pressed. Box conceded that he
could see how it might be seen
that way. At one point Box was
asked if an in-band or narrowband Eureka system worked
as well as the Eureka 147 system demonstrated up until
now.
Box said that it did, although
Eureka has yet to develop fully
or test such asystem.

FCC Says
S-Band
(continued from page 1)
Brazil have supported L-band,
and Mexico was moving in that
direction.
The U.S. WARC position now
apparently puts the U.S. delegation in the position of opposing other Region II DAB spectrum requests. But Ambassador
Jan Baran, who will head the
U.S. WARC delegation, said
meetings in the next few weeks
will attempt to work out amore
united front.
"Historically, we have had a
unified position, and it's better to have one than not;'
Baran said. He also said that
he foresaw "no flexibility" in
the U.S. WARC position opposing L-band and favoring Sband and could not envision
a shift.
The FCC, however, left the
door to other bands slightly ajar
when it said the U.S. would
"seek the addition of terrestrial
DAB allocation issues to the
agenda of the post 1992 ITU
WARC, at which time all bands
will be considered!'
Industry insiders say the possibility of other portions of the
spectrum being considered for
even adomestic DAB allocation
are "remote at best!'
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Tape Recipe: Heat and Serve
by Dee McVicker
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. Sound archivists
at the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill (UNC-CH) recently cooked
up ascheme to save valuable recordings.
Faced with rapidly deteriorating sound
recordings of some of North Carolina's
most distinguished folk musicians and
storytellers, they baked 50 tapes for four
hours at 122° Fahrenheit.
The oven technique was used on 1970s'
and 1980s' vintage reel-to-reel tapes, enabling the archivists to preserve one-of-akind recordings documenting historical
vocalists and the rich African- American
traditions of Coastal and Piedmont North
Carolina.
Among the recordings preserved were
those by popular singers Shirley Ceasar
and Elizabeth Cotten. Field recordings of

RADIO
Southern folklore, in particular the
rhymed stories passed on through generations of African-Americans, also were
preserved by the baking technique.
Advanced deterioration
"We realized that we had abody of important material, including some really
fine performances, that was showing advanced forms of deterioration," said Mike
Casey, sound and image librarian at UNCCH library's Manuscripts Department.
"We had to find some way of saving it for
future generations!'
Funded by a grant, the University's
manuscript department, which archives
more than 40,000 recordings and some 10
million manuscripts, began seeking
methods to restore the recordings long
enough to rerecord them onto long-term
storage media.
Challenging the group's efforts was a
problem common of mastering-quality
tapes made in the 1970s and 1980s. As
Casey explained, "The binding system
breaks down. When you try to play the
tapes, the lubricant material migrates to
the surface. And sometimes, the binder
material comes to the surface!'
This shedding of binding material—the
chemical agents that "glue" layers of tape
material together—significantly hinders
tape performance.
Says Casey, "Tape-to-head contact becomes very poor and the recording you
make is not going to be very good. Sometimes the tape doesn't even play because
it is shedding so bad!' Or worse, he adds,
"they squeal!'
Several remedies were tried to get the
tapes to at least make one pass through for
rerecording, including coating them with
asilicone lubricant. Unfortunately, Casey
noted, "We could never get (the silicone)
to hold onto atape for afull pass!'
The archivists also tried re-recording
cuts onto various tape machines, finding some success with those that had
fewer tape guides and parts in contact
with the tape. "That helped some,"
Casey said, "but it wasn't a foolproof
method and we didn't exactly have
a whole run of machines to work
with!'
After repeated attempts at these more
conventional methods, the archivists

decided to try the unorthodox approach
of baking the tapes. The technique
promised success by melting the tapes'
bindings slowly at alow temperature so
that, when cooled, tape bindings would
reformulate.
We were aware . . .
"We were aware that the technique was
used by some tape manufacturers. Ihad
heard talk of it at various conferences,"
Casey said.
Gathering as much information as possible on the technique, the archivists constructed asmall baking "oven" made out

of cardboard. For the heating element,
they purchased ahair dryer from aprofessional salon "with the largest number of
settings as possible because we didn't
know what we would need!'
Initial experiments were carried out on
throwaway tapes in the same binding condition, which were donated by WUNC,
the University's FM station.
With these tapes, the group quickly discovered an effective temperature range. "If
you get into the 130 degrees and above
range, then there's the danger of melting
the (tape) plastic. Lower temperatures
won't do it," Casey said.

In the final experiment, archivists
spaced tapes in individual hubs to circulate heat uniformly on all sides. With the
exception of two tapes that had to be
recooked for an as-yet unexplained reason, the baking technique proved to be effective for all 50 one-of-a-kind tapes. "We
were 100 percent effective," Casey said.
He is not sure how long the technique
can preserve tapes for replay, however.
Experiments on the tapes donated by
WUNC-FM show that transfer should
occur within a month. Taking no
chances, the group rerecorded the 50
tapes onto current-generation mastering
tape for long-term storage.
Dee McVicicer is afree-lance writer and
regular contributor to RW. She can be
reached at 602-899-8916.
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Be Aware of Personal Safety
by Barry Mishkind
TUCSON, Ariz. It might be late evening by the time an engineer gets to the
top of the mountain where his station's
FM transmitter is located. Perhaps it takes
asnowmobile or awalk up the side of the
hill to reach the transmitter building.
The trouble is not particularly complex.
It turns out to be ablown fuse from the
storm that had moved through late that afternoon. A few minutes and the station is
back up on the air.
Upon opening the door, the light illuminates the snowmobile. But it's not de-

serted. Standing there, nosing around for
alate-night snack, is arather large bear.
Now what?
Surprise visitor
Fortunately, I've never been forced to
come up with aquick answer. While I've
hiked my share of terrain, the dangers
have been other than four-legged. That's
true in most cases. Bears, moose, etc.,
are usually a lesser worry for the lone
engineer.
The reason is that transmitter sites are
strange places. They're usually out of the
way, down little-used roads, "two hours

from civilization and across the street from
abar." FM sites, of course, are usually up
high, overlooking the city. Just the sort of
thing for young lovers. Or sightseers. Or
thieves.
The engineer must be concerned about
personal safety from such surprise visitors, as well as the security of the site in
general. While these two concerns, have
some common solutions, atight budget or
management insensitivity are not excuses
for minimal security measures.
Tom McGinley of WPGC in Washington, recounted an incident while he was
out taking field intensity measurements,
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to which many of us can relate. A man
walked up and pulled agun on him.
McGinley solved his particular problem
by listing that site as "inaccessible" in station records. The FCC understands that
this can happen. However, that can't be
done with every poor location.
Monitor points
If your station has monitor points that
are in dangerous areas, aminimum step
would be to have two people in the vehicle. They ought to have aradio or cellular
phone to call for help if necessary.
In some areas, it's possible for acouple
of engineers to have an informal arrangement to accompany each other to remote
sites. I've done this several times.
Jim Bender of Bozeman, Mont., is one
of many engineers that have been driven
to carrying agun with them on the job.
According to Bender, this -helps me to accept the risks of my profession. It has also
helped ease the fears of my family."
It is asad day when our profession requires us to take "risks" in order to do our
jobs. Many law enforcement officers will
even suggest that carrying aweapon may
increase risks rather than help, especially
if the user has no self-defense training.
And some station liability insurance policies forbid firearms.
Come to grips
So far, the professional societies haven't
really come to grips with this sort of danger. Better respect and better wages are
fine goals. But if you can't do your job—
or worse, are attacked—they become less
important. Perhaps we'll soon hear some
recognition of the dangers the lone engineer faces in this area.

It's affordable. It's amazingly versatile. It's
CORE 2000. Join the revolution!

ENGINEER

EVOLUTIONARY
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AudioVAULT...It's the ultimate evolution of
the cart machine. Just imagine adigital source
system that features multi-user tasking (four at once),
simultaneous record/playback capabilities, standalone compatibility with most satellite systems, instant
access to stored materials, and the flexibility to
operate automatically or interactively as apart of
virtually any control system.
Now imagine those features in an easy-to-use
package that is operated like astandard cart
machine. And imagine getting all the speed
and clarity of digital without having to learn a
new system " language".
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It's economical. It's flexible. It's AudioVAULT.
The ultimate evolution!
•

For over thirty years, Broadcast Electronics has been
the one company dedicated to radio broadcast
technology. So, is it any surprise that we'd be among
the first to put the power, efficiency and clarity of
digital to work for the radio industry?
Contact us for more information on our revolutionary,
evolutionary digital systems, plus our full line of
transmitters, cart machines, studio consoles,
stereo exciters and monitors.

MIR

E

BROADCAST
ELECTRONICS INC.

4100 N. 24th St., P.O. Box 3606
Quincy, IL 62305-3606 USA
Phone ( 217) 224-9600, Telex: 250142, Fax: ( 217) 224-9607
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Perhaps hiring a private guard when
someone is put at risk would be abetter
solution. When several stations share a
site, it's often not overly expensive to share
the costs of aguard. Getting management
on board can be another story though,
and some arrangements have fallen apart
due to the refusal of one station to pay its
share.
Another good solution is afence with
an electric gate. While it has ahigher initial cost, it allows the engineer to enter easily without having to get out of the vehicle and fumble with keys. Matched with
motion sensors and lights, real security
can be achieved.
You might also check out one of the
newer remote control units that feature
built-in audio links, so that the studio can
maintain contact with the transmitter site.
In fact, by communicating with the studio,
the remote control can be used to turn on
lights, open gates, etc., to reduce the exposure of the engineer.
As we mentioned before, radios or cellular phones are real fine tools, especially
where there isn't atelephone line out to
the transmitter. Otherwise, if aproblem
occurs, the engineer has to drive some distance to seek help.
Overall, though, perhaps one of the
best pieces of advice for staying safe is the
one from the old cop show: "Hey! Let's be
careful out there!'
Barry Mishkind, aka RW's "Eclectic Engineer," is aconsultant in Tucson. He can
be reached at 602-296-3797, or 325-9883 on
MCI Mail, or barry@coyote.datalog.com on
Internet.
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FCC Self-Inspection
by Harold Hallikainen

parameters are specified). Stations utilizing automatic control systems (whether
SAN LUIS OBISPO, Calif. For the past calling them ATS or not) should have the
few months, we've been reviewing the operator verify that the required
"Self-Inspection Report" the FCC is test- power/pattern change did indeed occur.
ing. Again, this looks like an excellent way
The current rules do not specify atolerfor the FCC to determine compliance. I ance on power/pattern change times. The
hope the "mail order inspection" is put old ATS rules (73.142(d)(5)) specified an
ATS clock had to be accurate within one
into practice.
minute. The current AIS rules seem to
tolerate an interference-causing condition
for three minutes (73.1500(e)).
Reviewing my 1988 violations database,
Ifind one station fined $1,000 for operating with 1,000 W day power until midSo far, the Commission has tested the night, when 79 W was authorized at night.
Another station was cited for changing to
system on nine AM stations. This month,
we'll continue to work our way through night pattern 15 minutes late. Another
the form. If you'd like acopy, send aself- was cited for operating at day power for
15 minutes prior to sunrise, when 4.1 W
addressed stamped 8.5x11 envelope ($.98
postage), along with $2 for copying to were authorized prior to sunrise.
Under the current forfeiture schedule,
H&F, 141 Suburban Road, Building E4,
late pattern change could be considered
San Luis Obispo, Calif. 93401-7590.
"exceeding power limits," subjecting the
So tar, I've sent out about 100 copies.
The existing form is aimed at AM stations,
station to a $12,500 fine.
especially directional AMs. Many quesNote that stations running very low
tions, however, are applicable to all radio power for pre-sunrise or post-sunset must
have an antenna ammeter sufficient to destations.
termine the power correctly (73.99(k)).
Several questions ask what the day,
Such stations that use adirectional annight, PSRA and PSSA power are. When
power changes are required, it asks what tenna are required to take antenna moniprocedures are used to ensure the power tor readings at full power immediately
prior to starting low power operation, if
changes occur at the required times.
These times are, of course, listed on the the antenna monitor does not operate at
station license, which is to be posted at the low power.
control point, so the information is available to the operator. Most stations, howPublic inspection file
The FCC Self-Inspection Report asks for
ever, post another sign in front of the operator advising her or him of the month's the dates of several items that are required
power change times, taking into account to be in the Public Inspection File. These
daylight savings time (the times listed on include the most recent renewal applicathe license are standard time).
tion, the most recent ownership report,
I'd suggest the power change times also the last Annual Employment Report filed
be put on the "program log" (which with the Commission after the date the
doesn't exist as far as the FCC is con- station's license was last renewed, and the
cerned, so let's call it the "program sched- most recent EEO Model Program.
The form also asks if various items are
ule"). Since the operator is dosely following this schedule, it would be difficult to present in the file. These include —The
Public and Broadcasting—A Procedural
miss arequired power/pattern change.
Manual," letters from the public and rePower/pattern changes
quests for air time by candidates for pubTo further ensure that the power/pattern lic office. The rather detailed list of public
changes occur, the operator should log file requirements is listed in 73.3526.
The form goes on to ask where the pubtransmitter parameters after the
power/pattern change (73.1820 is unclear lic inspection file is located. 73.3526(d)
(continued on page 28)
as to whether this is required, and no
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Live! . . . in concert!

ALL the Time

CP 2013
THE COMPOSITE PROCESSOR OF
THE FUTURE HERE TODAY
* Low second harmonic clipper — flat to 420KHz!
* Separation exceeding 60 dB
* Ultra smooth, fast acting AGC, builds stereo image
without the grunge!
* 11/
2 dB louder than any other composite clipper
* Multiple outputs plus remote control

AVOID THE RUSH — CALL NOW

(1-INIATIHINDESJ inc
42 Elaine Street • R.R. 1 • Thompson, Connecticut 06277 • ( 203) 935-9066 • ( 203) 935-9242
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We are pleased to announce
asolution to your
capital budget problems
with the

BROADCAST SERVICES/EME

PriorityLeasePlan
anationwide offering with

$25,000,000
in available funding

Funds up to $ 50,000 available on credit application only —
no financial statements required in most cases.
Convert capital expenditures into fully deductible operating expense by leasing. Leasing does not affect your borrowing power,
and leaves your capital free for investment. Terms and payments
can be structured to fit your cash flow situation, and you get the
equipment you need immediately. Our leasing program accommodates amounts from $ 5,000 up to the largest facility packages.
Another reason why people are calling us...

The Preferred Source
for audio and video equipment
Here are just afew of our product lines:
Abco
Adams-Smith
ADC
AIR Corp.
AKG
A- Line Furniture
Alps Furniture
Andrew
Aphex
ATI
Atlas
Audi-Cord
Audio Animation
Audio- Digital
Audiometrics
Audio-Technica
Audiopak
Auditronics
Autogram
Azonic
B & BSystems
Belar
Beyer Dynamic
Broadcast Audio
Broadcast Electronics
Burke Technology
Cablewave
Celwave
Comark
Compu-Temp
Comrex
CRL
Crown
DAC
dbx
Di-electric
Denon
Dictaphone
Dorrough

EFXX
ElectroImpulse
ElectroVoice
Enberg
ESE
Eventide
Express Group
Fidelipac
Gentner
Gepco Wire
Hedco
Henry Engineering
Hnat-Hindes
HOME Racks
Inovonics
ITC
JBL
Kintronics
Klark-Teknik
Koss
Lexicon
Logitek
Luxo
Marantz
Mark Products
Marti
Middle Atlantic
Modulation Sciences
Monroe
MTS
MTU
Murphy Studio
Furniture
Nakamichi
NEC
Neutrik
O. C. White
Omni- Mount
Orban

BROADCAST
SERVICES/EME
The Davis Communications Group, Inc.

Otani
Priority Leasing
Pro Products
QEI
Radio Design Labs
Radix
Ramko
Rane
Revox
Ruslang
Russco
Samson
Scala
Sennheiser
Shure
Siemon
Sonnich Engineering
Stanton
Sonex
Sony Pro Audio
Soundcraft
STL
Symetrix
Tapecaster
Tascam
Technics
Telex
Telfax
TFT
360 Systems
3M/Scotch
Titus
TMD/VVill-Burt
Valley Intl.
Vega
Viking
Wegener Comms
West Penn Wire
Zercom

Mid Atlantic
Southeast
West Coast
Video Sal es
as:erCarc
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A Guide to Understanding Watt's Law

Power is the rate of doing work. When
the utility company bills you for the use
of energy it is measuring the amount of
energy that has been delivered to your
home or workplace over aperiod of time.
A watt-hour meter measures both voltage and current flow to give an accurate
reading of the energy used over aspecific
period of time. This measurement then is
related to the cost of buying fuel to generate power and maintenance to the distribution system.

the differentiating factor.
Often, work is expressed in horsepower, aterm that dates back to the time
of King George III in England. At that
time, James Watt had developed the
steam engine and was trying to sell this
by Ed Montgomery
new invention to the operators of coal
measured in foot-pounds.
In most instances, time is the most im- mines in England.
Part IV
portant consideration when determining
Up to that time, horses were used to
the amount of work being done.
pump water from the mines. James Watt
Figure 1.
ANNANDALE, Va. Power is the measFor example, atermite may take years to wanted to replace the horse with the
urement of the amount of work that is per- bore ahole through alog, while an elec- steam engine. The obvious question for
P= ( I)(E)
formed in aspecified amount of time. In tric drill can perform the same task in a Mr. Watt was: "How many horses will the
P
physics, work is defined as aforce multi- matter of seconds. Both the termite and engine replace?"
P. I
2R
After some experimenting, Watt found
plied by the distance moved in the same the drill are doing the same amount of
= E
direction of the applied force. Work is work, but the time to complete the task is that the average work ahorse could do
E2
over several hours was equal to 550 footP.
E=
pounds per second. He used this figure
!RIM RIM In
1180111Riel0 IOW
WEll Mel MA _
11111
gle
to compare the output of the steam engine
Watt's Law
to that of the horse.
In electricity it is important to relate the
amount of work performed to voltage,
Here are some problems to check your
current and resistance. Power is the end knowledge of Watt's Law:
result of voltage, current and resistance
1=4 Amperes
related to performing atask.
V=600 Volts
P=
As current flows through awire, amagnetic field is developed. This makes electric motors turn and is fundamental to
R=335 Ohms
producing radio signals. The force de¡=2 milliAmps
P=
veloping the magnetic field is considered
power. Power also is generated in the form
of heat in light bulbs, toasters, heaters,
1=500 mA
R = 1K
vacuum tubes, etc.
13=
In electronics, power is defined by the
term "watt" One watt is the force devel— That's TECTAN from Harris Allied
V=16 Volts
oped to move one joule (0.7376 foot-pound)
in one second. (746 watts equal 1horseR=41(
power). Figure 1illustrates the numerous
P=
Model 412
Tectan's 412 is a frequency
formulas available for calculating power.
Answers to last lesson's problems are:
agile, single-channel- per-carrier
Frequency Agile SCPC
Ohm's Law states that V=(1)(R). Watt's (120V)/(40,000)=.003 Ampere or 3mA
(SCPC) wideband FM receiver
(28.8V)/(.006A)=4,800 Ohms or 4.8K
FM Terminal
Law states that P=(I)(V). Therefore
for satellite transmission and
P=(1)(1)(R) or P=I2,multiplied by R. This
(.002A)(335 Ohms)=.67 Volts or 670 mV
reception of high quality audio,
is the direct method the FCC uses to calvoice or data. The standard
culate power going into an antenna.
Ed Montgomery is a communications
mainframe accepts up to four
Ohm's Law states also that 1=(V)/(R).
teacher at Thomas Jefferson High School for
elifflIMINg•
modulators or demodulators or
'MP
P=(I)(V) or power can be calculated by Science and Technology. He has taught broadII
I any combination of either. The
dividing the square of the voltage by the cast engineering at Northern Virginia Commu412-basic is PROM driven for
resistance.
nity College and worked as abroadcast engineer
NPR network reception. The
- •
There are several ways to calculate for several radio stations. He can be reached at
412-360 is agile thru 360 stanpower and they are illustrated in Figure 1.
703-750-5090.
dard channels. Both the mods
* 11)
and demods are availble in wide
«militias*
(15 kHz) or narrow ( 7.5 kHz) or
ENGINEERS AROUND THE WORLD USE
switchable.

This is the fourth in a10-part series called DC Fundamentals. Northern Virginia Community College will offer 1.2 CEUs (Continuing Education Units) to registered students who successfully complete the course and an examination mailed at its conclusion.
To register, contact the Director of Continuing Education, Annandale Campus, 8333 Little
River Turnpike, Annandale, Va. 22003, or call 703-323-3159. The fee for the course is $30.

TOPS IN AUDIO PERFORMANCE
TOPS IN QUALITY

THE
Model 450
Dual FM Subcarrier

The Tectan 450 is a frequency
agile, synthesized FM subcarrier
designed specifically for narrow
band multi-channel applications.
Each unit ( 1rack unit high) contains two completely independent transmitters or receivers for
stereo applications over terrestrial microwave, satellite or
analog fiberoptic facilities.

... AT51

AUDIO TEST SYSTEM ...

BECAUSE IT IS VERSATILE , RELIABLE ,
AND RUGGED ...
FOR MEASURING
• Harmonic Distortion
• Intermodulation Distortion
• Volts
• dB
• Signal+Noise/Noise Ratio
• Wow and Flutter
• Stereo Phasing

YOUR SATELLITE AUDIO SPECIALISTS ARE:

Contact Us Now for Complete Details
And Descriptive Literature.

ALLIED

FAX 317-962 8961
HARRIS ALLIED
II"

#

EQUIPMENT

317-96 2-8596

IN CANADA 800 268 6817
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Stereo Channels
Model AT- 51
Audio Test System
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932 PHILADELPHIA AVE.
SILVER SPRING. MD. 20910
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Airing Radio Horror Stories
by Bruce Bartlett
with Jenny Bartlett
Part II
ELKHART, Ind. This installment of
Line Out looks at more horror tales from
the dark side of our craft, this time from
reader Robert Mug,g.
Here's his story: "My goof-up took
place my first day ever on the air at a
Rowe 1.

news mixer pot, which took afeed from
the news mixer. Any of the three mixers
could be patched to the AM or FM transmitter.
"I was running the AM mixer. Iwas to
begin my show after afive-minute simulcast news show. Iwas told to turn up my
news mixer pot to monitor the news
show. Iwas also told that the FM mixer
op would patch me over, so after the
newscast Iwould be live on the air!'
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1000 W AM/FM station. The station had
an AM mixer, an FM mixer and anews
mixer that fed the AM and FM mixers
(Figure 1).
"Both the AM and FM mixers had a

Biggest nightmare
"Instead, the FM
mixer op patched the
news mixer on the air,
not my mixer. So when
the news ended, all that
was on the AM was
dead air—my biggest
nightmare. I had to
scramble to the transmitter room, find the
patch bay and patch my
mixer on the air.
"The moral: Don't
trust anyone before you
go on, and do everything yourself.
'After thinking over
what happened, I
found out that Iwas
fooled. Ithought Iwas
feeding the transmitter
because my news mixer
pot was up, and Iwas
hearing the news over
the air on AM. But the
transmitted news I
heard was coming not
from my mixer, but
from the FM mixer,
where their news mixer
pot was turned up. It
was being simulcast on

AM.
"To simulcast the news show, the FM
mixer op had patched his FM mixer
mono output to the AM transmitter (Figure 2). When it came time for my show,

r1A‘
1990 CENSUS

OUT
feeding the AM transmitter, not my
mixer.
"When the news was finished, the
newscaster turned down his mic, and we
had dead air until Iswitched the patch
to my mixer!'

NEW! 1990 BUREAU OF CENSUS
POPULATION COUNTING
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HT SERI

Rugged Performer.
Harris HT Series FM Transmitters From 3.5-35 kW.

HT Series transmitters are engineered to give you high efficiency
and unsurpassed performance. HT FM transmitters have proven
their reliability and exceptional lightning survival capabilities in
installations around the world. Here's why HT Series transmitters
are the choice of demanding broadcasters:

•Modular solid-state IPA and conservatively operated final tetrode PA

Age Analysis Reflected
in Ethnic Breakout
Resolution increased to
Block level
Percent of county
Coverage Shown
ETHNIC PIE- CHART DISPLAY
Projects Ethnic Population in
multi-color pie-chart form

datawonle
AService of DW, Inc.

Fax ( 301) 656-5341
(800) 368-5754

The Model 851 is acompact fully
integrated instrument providing TEMPERATURE, WIND SPEED or WIND
CHILL TEMPERATURE information
(switch selectable) on abright digital
display.

Bruce Bartlett is a microphone engineer
and technical writer for Crown International.
Jenny Bartlett is a technical writer. Reach
them at 219-294-8388.

WITH HARRIS ALLIED

•Low velocity, high-efficiency direct
drive cooling system

Comprehensive Ethnic and
Demographic Data

Cracked up
Then there was the time Iwas engineering a newscast. During the program, the CE ran into the control room
and mooned the newscaster through the
studio window. The newscaster cracked
up on the air and couldn't finish, so I
quickly put on whatever record was
cued up—Led Zeppelin.
No moral here, except: Don't have too
much fun on the air. See you next time.

TA

•Quarter-wave cavity offers twice
the bandwidth of folded half-wave
designs to pass more of the FM signal without distortion

WHO ARE YOUR LISTENERS?

Thanks for the story, Robert. Mugg
presented apaper about broadcast audio at the AES convention in October.

§§I*,

•55 Watt THE- 1FM Exciter with
ultra- linear VCO operates at final
carrier frequency with inaudible
noise and distortion

711111111111111

(301) 652-8822

he switched the patch feeding the AM
transmitter to the news mixer instead of
the AM mixer. The news mixer was then

15

•High overall efficiency lowers AC
power bills
•Broadband solid state RF driver uses
FETs for highest reliability
•Solid state controller with automatic
RF power control, proportional
VSWR foldback, auto-restart
•Optoisolated remote control/status
interface, fully transient protected
•Exclusive FLEXPatchTM design allows
easy bypassing of low-level stages to
keep you on the air during emergencies

Call Harris Allied today at 800-622-0022 for more information on rugged, reliable,
efficient HT Series FM transmitters.
Also available: 100% solid state 250 W, 500 W and 1kW HT Series transmitters.
11
71

LEJ HARRIS
AdiLLIED

Circuitry within the Model 851 instantly calculates the current wind
chill temperature eliminating the
need for conversion charts, graphics
or equations. 81
/"W, 21
2
/"H, 6" D.
2
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EQUIPMENT

P.O. Box 1290 • Quincy, IL LSA 62305-4290
Fax ( 217) 224-1439

TEXAS ELECTRONICS, INC.
PO. Box 7225 Dallas, TX 75209
Toll-free: 1-800-424-5651
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How Will the AM Rules Affect You?
The new rules provide for 6dB of first
adjacent channel groundwave protection
DALLAS The FCC has made some fun- to be applied at the normally protected
damental changes in the AM technical contour (0.5 mV/m). This would mean that
rules as the main thrust of its AM im- the 0.25 mV/m groundwave contour of one
station could not overlap the 0.5 mV/m
provement program. These changes will,
directly or indirectly, affect just about ev- groundwave contour of afirst adjacent
channel station.
ery AM station in the country.
Another new rule provides for 6dB of
Let's take alook first at the new rules
themselves and then examine how they first adjacent channel skywave protection
at night. Until now, there have been no adwill affect atypical station.
Until now, the first adjacent channel jacent channel skywave protection regroundwave protection ratio has been 0 quirements.
Finally, the second adjacent channel 2
dB. The 0.5 mV/m contour of one station
could not overlap the 0.5 mV/m contour of mV/m-to-25 mV/m prohibited overlap has
been changed to a5mV/m-to-5 mV/m proafirst adjacent channel station.
by W.C. "Cris" Alexander
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hibited overlap. This is aspacing rule and
not aprotection ratio.
The really big rule changes are in the
area of nighttime interference calculations
and protection requirements.
Until now, interference has been calculated using a root sum square (RSS)
method incorporating 50 percent exclusion. This RSS method is really just away
of adding the power from all the other stations together. Only co-channel stations
were considered in the calculation. The
new rules specify that no exclusion will be
incorporated in calculating astation's RSS
night limit, and that first adjacent channel
stations must be considered in the process.
For existing station protection calculation, the new rules set up athree-tiered
standard. Ihave classified this standard
into three cases below:
•Case 1: If an existing co- or adjacentchannel station is acontributor to another
station's RSS(50 percent exclusion), the existing station must reduce its contribution
to the other station's RSS by 10 percent at
the time of any voluntary facility change.
•Case 2: If the existing station is acontributor to the other station's RSS(25 percent
exclusion) but not its RSS(50 percent exclusion), afacility change will be permitted in which no increase in radiation toward the other station is involved.
•Cage 3: If an existing station is not acontributor to another station's RSS(25 percent exclusion), afacility change will be
permitted to increase radiation as long as
the RSS(25 percent exclusion) is not
equaled or exceeded. New stations will be
permitted as long as they do not equal or
exceed this same threshold.
There was astatement in the FCC's Report and Order that said in the case of involuntary facility changes (i.e., loss of site,
antenna maintenance difficulties, etc.), requests for waiver would be considered.
Presumably, this would only apply in
"Case 1" situations.
Finally, anew skywave model has been
adopted. This new model takes into account the geomagnetic midpoint latitude
in computing the skywave field.
There were many other rule changes,
including increased latitude in nighttime
antenna configuration for low power
nighttime operations, split day/night oper-

ations, and tax breaks for those that submit their licenses for cancellation. Also in
the new rules are the expanded band
migration criteria and technical standards,
but Iwill save these for another column.
How will these new rules affect your
station?
Let's say, for example, that acertain AM
station has some compelling, voluntary
reason to move its site. A new site is
selected afew miles away, and the engineering study to determine the new
operating parameters begins.
At the old site, the station operated with
5kW both day and night, directional at
night. The RSS(50 percent exclusion)
night limit was 4.65 mV/m, which
provided a nice, big calculated interference-free coverage area at night.
A daytime allocation study for the new
site shows us that everything would be the
same were it not for the new 6dB first adjacent channel protection ratio. A station

FEED
LINE
on the next channel is located 60 or so
miles away. Using our old site, our station's 0.25 mV/m contour overlaps the
other station's 0.5 mV/m contour by about
13 kilometers at the closest point. This "existing overlap" was created by the new 6
dB adjacent protection ratio.
Section 73.37 (f), "Note 1" will allow this
"existing overlap(' to remain as long as the
overlap area is not increased. The trouble
is, the new site is about 3kM closer to the
adjacent channel station.
To keep from increasing the size of the
overlap area, it will be necessary to reduce
radiation in the direction of the other station from 687 to 622 mV/m at 1km. We can
do this either by going to adirectional antenna daytime or by reducing power.
Because adirectional antenna is an expensive and troublesome proposition, the
power cut is the best way to go. Instead of
being 5kW day, our station will be 4.1 kW
day at the new site, with aresulting loss
of coverage all around.
Under the old rules, there was enough
space between the two stations' 0.5 mV/m
contours to allow the site change with no
power reduction.
A night limits study is run using the
new site coordinates. In the past, we
(continued on page 28)

Louder Cleaner Audio
FAIRCHILD DART 384 DIGITAL AUDIO RECEIVER

Great Sound!

Exclusively from Harris Allied — you can purchase or
lease the season's best digital satellite receiver. Value
packed with features to enhance your great digital
sound.
Complete system packages are available and include the antenna,
mount, feed, LNA, all cables and all electronics. Let HARRIS ALLIED
put the best system together for you! Special prices if you act now
in 1991!

Reserve a trial

Broadcasters General Store
1-904-622-9058

ALLIED

FAX 317-962-8961
HARRIS ALLIED
Call

__Kalifomia Digital

EQUIPMENT

317-962-8596

1-805-523-2310
IN CANADA 800-268-6817

Low cost upgrade for existing users avaialable
Circle 36 On Reader Service Card

1991

me, I'm interested." Circle ( 5)

Vers. 60 ready now!
$1,795.00 List

-In HARRIS
SATELLITE

Great Price!

" Send me literature." Circle ( 104)

'
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Multiple DAT automation
isn't impossible.
Pamasenec

L
b 2i

ià

2_1

Take control.
It's free.
It's not often we let our imagination take control. But with the Panasonic SH
390 Controller
for our SV-3900 Pro DAT you can do just that. And for alimited time, we'll give you onefree when
you purchase an SV-3900.
The SV-3900 features all o: the award winning features, sound quality and performance of the
SV-3700. But with much more. If you are ever going to need more than one DAT, there is only one
choice for this much control and automation. Lb to 32 SV-3900s can be controlled and monitored
from one SH MK- 390. Interfaced with your digital workstation and hard disc recorder for on- screen
control. Or in avirtually limitless variety of studio, broadcast, or installed sound applications.
Those are only afew reasons why the SV-3900 is essential equipment. The best reason is that it
frees your imagination to explore the almost limitless possibilities this technology represents. But
there's only one way to find out for yourself— that's to buy an SV-3900 Pro DAT. Do it by December
31, 1991 and you'll be able to take complete control with afree SH MK- 390 Controller.

Panasonic

For your nearest dealer, call 714-373-7278, or write: Panasonic [MT, 6.550 Katella Avenue, Cypress, CA 90630.
©1991 Panasonic. Offer void where prohibited. Offer available only in te U.S.A.

.•
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Spraying Away Static
by John Bisset
FALLS CHURCH, Va. The PD proudly
showed me his new "remote start" for
his reel-to-reel machine. He shuffled his
feet across the studio carpet and touched
the equipment rack. As his finger drew
the arc, the machine switched into Play
mode.
Ah, winter is upon us—and with it,
static electricity. If you find your studios
suffering from static, put alittle bounce
in your life by picking up acan of spray
fabric softener. True, your studios will
now smell "April fresh," but the static
will be gone.
'You'll find acan of fabric softener lasts
quite awhile—and it beats the $100 for
"anti-static carpet treatments" that some
cleaning companies charge. Ipicked up
this tip from atrade show veteran, who
was tired of paying the trade show
management big bucks to reduce static
in his booth. Itried it in the Delta booth,
and later in studios that suffered from
the problem. It works.
* * *
Since we're on the subject of sprays,
listen to this cost-saving tip from Joe
Schloss, CE of KICD-AM/FM in Spencer,
Iowa. Joe has aHarris 25-K1 FM trans-
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Owners of Studer CD players may
wonder for what purpose that silver
blank panel was intended. Well, the
secret's out—to be replaced by Mid Atlantic's CD Jewel Case Shelf (
see photo,
p. 19).

mitter that uses those reusable metal
filters in its high voltage power supply.
Every so often, you pull the filter out
and wash it. Before
reinstalling the filter,
Figure 1
it needs to be
sprayed with apretty
Symptom
expensive spray that
attracts dirt and
1
None of the 3 Boards in
dust. A low cost althe EBS is receiving the
proper power (+ 15Vdc,
ternative, which Joe
10.5Vdc, + 5Vdc) from the
says works just as
power
supply.
well, is PaMTM cooking spray. A light
spritz on the outside
of the filter works
With agood audio input
2
great.
from the Receiver Board,
and the LISTEN OPERRemember, you
ATE switch in " listen,"
don't have to soak
nothing (or abad signal)
the filter— a light
plays over the speaker.
spray will do. Joe

panel into a holder for the jewel
case.
The folks at Bradley Broadcast Sales
in Gaithersburg, Md. (800-732-7665) put
Jon in touch with Mid Atlantic, and
a new product was born. The shelves

Possible Causes

Good Reading

a. The Rectifier of Transformer is faulty.

1. - + 15Vdc

Input of R-42

b. R-24 or foil traces have
burned out.

1. ----, 15Vdc

Junction of R41 and R-42

1. - + 10.5Vdc
2. - + 5Vdc

Emitter of 08
Emitter of 09

1. Audio 1.2Vp-p

Z2 Pin 6

2. Audio 1.2Vp-p

Z2 Pin 8

c. 08 or 09 are faulty.

a. Z2 or the speakers are
faulty ( or surrounding
circuitry).

Schloss
can be
TFT's new maintenance manual for the 760 Series of EBS equipment
reached at 712includes
detailed troubleshooting charts, as well as problem flow charts.
262-1240.
* * *
We have to give Mid Atlantic high are really handy for air talent who need
Why is it that studios never have
enough space? If you suffer from points for responding to customer in- to refer to the jewel case or simply keep
cramped quarters, you understand the put on this one. WLTT-FM CE Jon track of which CD is in which machine.
need to use space wisely. With that Banks was redoing his air studio, and They're reasonably priced as well. If
in mind, let's take alook at anew offer- being short on counter space, came up you'd like information on the jewel
(continued on next page)
with the idea of turning this blank
ing from Mid Atlantic.

CLEAN ASYOUR AUDIO

1111
CCCCCCC
CC CCCCC

This compact yet powerful 11 kW FM transmitter
receives your high quality audio and transmits it
with the same quality provided by your compact
disc. Combining efficiency with outstanding
specifications provides your station with
another competitive advantage.
All Continental transmitters come standard with a2year limited parts warranty and 24
hour technical service via phone. Leasing packages are available upon request.

Contact your local Continental sales manager to get
information on increasing your competitive advantage.

CantineLiZtaL
e

Location

P.O. BOX 270879

aiettUnie—à.

DALLAS, TEXAS 75227-0879

214-381-7161

Circle ( 17) On Reader Service Card -11
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TELEX: 73-398

FAX: 214-381-4949
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(continued from previous page)
case shelf, circle Reader Service Number 34.
* * *

Judging the number of EBS systems
I've seen, Iwonder if TFT was the only
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The blank "spacer panel" used in Studer CD
players can be replaced with this Mid Atlantic
CD Jewel Case shelf.

company making the two-tone versions
when the FCC changed the EBS rules.
Although less expensive systems now
are available, the TFT Model 760 certainly has proven itself a good value.
The unit is susceptible to drying out
of the electrolytic coupling caps and
subsequent loss of "received" EBS tests,
acondition known by most veteran engineers. Based on the long-lived reputation of the Model 760, TFT recently
Las assembled several upgrades, including the capacitor replacement, and
offers both a trouble-shooting manual
and upgrade kit.
If your Model 760 was manufactured
before 1985, in addition to upgrading
your unit, the modifications will ensure continued good performance. The

upgrade kit, which includes tantalum
coupling caps, anew chassis-mounted
power resistor and bridge rectifier, sells
for $114. The manual
is $25.
In addition to providing troubleshooting flow charts, the manual
also offers trouble locator charts
(see Figure 1). These charts list symptoms and offer several solutions for
each. If you maintain TFT EBS systems,
this manual is invaluable. It saves
time.
You can order your manual and upgrade by contacting TFT at 408-727-7272,
or by calling your TFT dealer.
***
Now that code is not a requirement for the Amateur Technician class
license—or "Tech Light," to many
Hams—taking the exam is all that
stands in the way of the broadcast
engineer who would like to explore
ham radio, but never had the time to
learn the code.
The National Amateur Radio Association has just introduced MacHAM.
No, it's not the latest offering from the
"Golden Arches"; rather, it's a test
generator program that operates on a
Macintosh computer.
MacHAM coaches the user, as well
as generates FCC- style exams.
MacHAM was patterned after The Ham
Radio Handbook, published by NARA.
For more information, circle Reader
Service Number 121.

c6st

John Bisset is aprincipal with Multiphase
Consulting, a contract engineering and
projects company. He can be reached at
703-379-1665.

re-optimize

RECORD You
0\x/N CD?

D740 CD Recorder

Produce custom CDs in your own facility for jingles,
demos, sound effects, commercials, music libraries, studio
refs, archiving, and mastering. The D740 is the first fully
integrated "one box" CD Recorder. Orders now accepted.

A727 Professional CD Player - $1,995.*

with

This versatile and reliable On-Air model provides very
quick access times, autocue, synchronized clock, comprehensive remote functions and superb audio quality for
broadcasting and studio applications.

100% DSP Digital Limiter/Stereo Generator

A730 Professional CD Player - $2,995.*
Clean, Clear, Loud, and Lego

The top-of-the-line A730 is fully loaded with the most
powerful features available in the pro audio market including cue wheel for frame-accurate cueing, cue memory,
automatic recognition of up to 100 CDs, built-in monitor
speaker and separate monitor output—all this and more at
an excellent price/performance ratio.

Precise, Absolute, Modulation Control

Suggested List Pnce $ 5495 00

A728/A729 CD System Controllers
L41211

CIONTMIIIR

f
a
u

Control multiple CD Players from any location! Convenient, fast and versatile the A728/A729 controllers can
handle complicated tasks for creative program design, OnAir operation and spot production.
For friendly sales information or to order, call toll free
800-776-3833.

STUDER

Gentner
Gentner Broadcast Systems. 1825 Research Way. Salt Lake City. Utah 84119
Tel ( 801) 975-7200. Fax ( 801) 977-0087

Studer Revox America, Inc. • 1425 Elm Hill Pike • Nashville, TN 37210 • Tel: 615/254-5651 Fax 615/256-7619
New Yod 212/255-4462 • Los Angeles 818/780-4234 • Stuoer Revox Canada Ltd., Toronto 416/510-1347
•u S. Lis, Pri,
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NEW NEW NEW
12,000
MODLILAR
6 CHANNELS $3,999/ 12 CHANNEL

Um,

2619 Midpoint Drive • Fort Collins, CO 80525 • ( 303)

M311 M3N M3N

NEW NEW NEW
SERIES
WSOLES
S

$6,499

m

/18 CHANNELS - $8,893
FEATURES

• Totally Modular Console- Input modules, Output modules, Option modules
Ease of Service
Ease of Installation
Ease of Expansion
• Three Mainframe Sizes-8channels, 18 channels, 28 channels
Full Metering
Timer on All models
Talkback to "2" studios
• Ultrahigh Quality Construction and design
Penny and Giles 3000 Series slide faders
VCA's
ITT Schadow switchs
Gold connectors— IC's socketed—regulated power supply
• 3 Stereo Output Buses
• 2 Internal Mix- minus Buses for 'Telephone'
• Option Modules-D.A.'s, Mono Mixes, Remote Selectors, Etc.
• Comprehensive Logic system
Start and stop sources by isolated internal reed relays
Remote channel On and Off control with Tally lamps for turrets
Flashing OFF switchs for cart machine status
Three muting buses for Control room and two studios
Timer reset selectable on each module
Monitor DIM function during cue and talkback

224-2248

AA3

arras

SYSTEMS, INC.

ci> Circle ( 38) On Reader Service Card .0
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RF DIAGNOSTIC
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Brings you and your
remote site together
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COMPROT.: features ascreen that displays o
protection event triggered by the grid po Pier.
The cmsor on one point of the graph displays
the pertinent values of the plotted parameiers.

Li

o

•aZOOM function which allows enlargement of any detail for
easier reading.
•the HELP function: an online troubleshooting manual that guides the user to assess the causes of malfunctions. and in some cases comes up with solutions.
•the use of aMOUSE and icon representation which allows even
inexperienced computer users to be able to work with the PC.

OTHERDAT, OTHER INP:
with this feature you can
display preset values. The
green led shows that the
values are within the set
threshold limits. It is
possible to redefine the
scale and the alarm
thresholds for maximum
and minimum presettings
on every analog
instrument. It is also
possible to define the
description and the
enabling and to disable
the measurements.

LeM.
miRei

Là.7.1.11
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ilwatii •

Direct access and automatic saving of data means that the readings of all functional parameters prior to an event are stored and
therefore even occasional anomalies can be isolated and treated. It is also possible to send all data of such parameters directly to ELENOS or to your service center to receive analysis, advice and diagnosis.
Please call or write for more information on the ELENOS RF DIAGNOSTIC system today.

11=01111ZEI
121:25111001
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ALL THE LOGOS: this feature provides the possibility of adding your statiorn's logo on ;nstallotion of the software.

tr.

:I

Moreover, if the amplifier in question is manufactured by ELENOS, the computer screen will produce apicture of its front panel (with high graphic resolution) including all current meter readings. Of particular interest to the engineer are:

MULTI: features a plotted
graph displaying the daily
parameter readings. You
also have the options of
selecting weekly, monthly,
for a single parameter or
for every parameter
simultaneously. It is also
possible to have this in
bar graph form and to
print the data.

IRER

IME3

HUI

RF DIAGNOSTIC is anew telemetry and remote control system
for tube-type power amplifiers.
All the useful parameters needed to prevent malfunctioning or
to intervene in the operation of malfunctioning equipment are transferred by either radio link or telephone to apersonal computer
(IBM or compatible with an MS-DOS operating system).
A unique software system created by ELENOS, available in various languages, enables the user to obtain:
CURRENT DATA
PAST DATA
GRAPHIC DATA

RFSETUP: this feature
allows a transmitting site
with more than one
transmitter to work on the
same communication line.

AVOLBROADCAST EQUIPMENT COMPANY
73 OAK STREET
PLYMOUTH MA 02360 USA

Tel

508-8300448 e t

T1800: if the transmitter
controlled is made by
Elenos, the monitor
displays the front panel
with the meters exactly as
they are. In addition to
the information displayed
on the front panel, it is
possible to have other
functions displayed at the
test points inside the
transmitter. Some
functions are remote
controllable.

OEM INQUIRIES INVITED

M"'« •
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Searching for a Common Language
by Mel Lambert
STUDIO CITY, Calif. As anyone who
has used adisk-based recording and editing workstation soon discovers, inloading
and offloading analog or digital source
material from the system can be an extremely time-consuming exercise.
While we can use some of that time for
making notes about various takes, music
elements and sound effects, there are
physical limits to how fast we can purge
and reload hard disks.
Digital systems generate large amounts
of data—around 5.3 Mbytes per channel
per minute, for example, at asampling
rate of 44.1 kHz. Md the various time
code-based in/out edit points, cross-fade
profiles for each edit location plus other
information, and it's soon clear that the
majority of workstations output aconsiderable number of Mbytes (if not Gbytes)
of data per session.
Of course, if we have access to sufficient
disk storage capacity—or better, a networked system in which one of several

time as it takes to access the system's master menu, call up afile and hit the play key.
So far so good. What MO/PC technologies also offer is the ability to move large
amounts of digital data and editing information from one workstation platform to
another—allowing, for example, aproject
to be started on one brand and finished on
another, or for material to be recorded, auditioned and edited on one system in the
production studio, and then transferred to
the air studio's automated replay system.
Of primary concern, of course, will be
the ability of amaster recorder/editor to
produce MO/PC disks that can be read by
asecond system.
If both units come from the same
manufacturer, one can assume that media

transparency will be amatter of course;
the situation is less clear, however, between different brands. With rare exceptions, the majority of manufacturers are
adopting proprietary digital audio file
structures for both hard-disk and optical
media, not to mention utilizing different
techniques for logging edit points, crossfade information, signal processing
(equalization and dynamics, when
provided), plus myriad other information.
Will manufacturers be able to agree on
acommon archiving format? In the short
term, Ihave my doubts, simply because
too many conflicting data-storage formats
currently exist. Also, the complexity spectrum between different designs—ranging
from asimple, two-channel recorder/edi-

tor to amultichannel system with realtime mixing and EQ—means that acommon data format will need to accommodate agreat deal of redundant data, all of
which can slow down the archiving process on smaller-format configurations.
Several compromises have been proposed, induding a"Transcode Utility"
that would convert afirm's proprietary format into auniversal structure capable of
being input to other hardware. Unfortunately, such processing would probably
need to be done in something approaching real time, with inevitable inefficiencies
and delays at the end or start of asession.
Various pros and cons
Although complete data interchange
might remain adream for the foreseeable
future, several companies have agreed to
publish their respective interface protocols
(continued on page 31)
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DOMAIN
workstations functions as adedicated file
server and inload/archive location—then
data through-put becomes less problematic.
In the real world
In the real world, however, the majority
of inloads must be done in real time; dependent upon our media choice, archiving to Exabye or Data DAT might be as
much as four times real time. What we
need, of course, is some form of removeable media that also can serve as our realtime record/playback format.
In other words, it could replace existing
hard drives, or function as amaster library
from which we can quickly copy the required files onto the active hard drive(s).
In fact, the majority of existing workstation platforms—either Macintosh-, IBMor Atari-based—can be connected to some
form of removeable media. For smaller
projects, Bernoulli- and Syquest-type
drives can prove useful. For larger files we
need to consider either magneto-optical
(MO) or phase change (PC) drives. These
latter, double-sided formats come in a
choice of sizes, ranging from ISO-Format
650-Mbyte MOs, to 1.0-Gbyte PC drives.
The primary difference between these
two eraseable optical technologies, aside
from storage capacity, is one of record
speed. In contrast to MO drives, which require several complementary track-locate,
erase and record cycles, aPC drive needs
less time (around 60 percent) to transfer
the same amount of material; playback
seek and offload speeds are comparable
for both types of drive.
Both MO and PC drives will provide
workstation users with the ability to perform real-time recording and playback of
up to four tracks of audio (newer drives
currently under development will further
extend these transfer capacities).

I

t's fast becoming the most popular digital audio
recorder in the broadcast industry. And for good
reason: DigiCarts make your spots sound like CDs.
They're also afast digital editor. And they do playlisting. And they have hard disks for days of storage,
plus cartridges for portability. Get instant access to
every cue in the station, or tie in with PC- based
live- assist computers. All this for $3,995 with acart
drive, and $5,595 with ahard disk!
DigiCarts are available now from selected
broadcast distributors. Write for detailed information
on how you can go digital— for the price of a
cart machine.

DigiCart
DigiCart

360 SYSTEMS, Broadcast Products Group
18740 Oxnard Street, Tarzana, California 91356
Phone ( 818) 342-3127 • Fax ( 818) 342-4372

MADE IN USA

CORT,STATION - It
ISS,11
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Several hours of audio
In this way, you can leave aproduction
session with several hours of digital audio
under your arm, and then walk in the next
morning, insert the same MO/PC optical
disc(s) and be up and running in as much
Circle ( 89) On Reader Service Card -«
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Bring your station into
the 90's with CAltLINK
the digital STUTSL.

Diverting Lightning
From the Transmitter
by John 'Q' Shepler
Part VI

"It's adream system—we get specs like the microwave wasn't even there.
CAT-LINK has completely eliminated the STL delay."
Jeff Andrew, WGCI-FM, Chicago
"CAT-LINK solved all our problems in 4 minutes-2 minutes to install each
end. Performance has been impeccable."
Paul Christensen, WIVY-FM, Jacksonville, FL
"CAT-LINK makes money for us, and it improves the sound of the station."
Mike Callaghan, KIIS-FM, Los Angeles CA
"CAT-LINK has held up through extreme heat, ahostile RF environment and
nasty summer lightning storms."
Dick Byrd, WZGC-FM, Atlanta GA

Two-way multi- channel communications
CAT- LINK digitizes the entire composite signal with no data compression, so
you can run the stereo generator and processing at the studio, where they
really belong. At the same time, CAT- LINK sends and receives up to four
customized auxiliary channels with no crosstalk—SCAs, control channels,
voice communications, RS232 data, AM audio, transmitter readings and
satellite or remote program feeds. What's more, CAT- LINK gives you extra
capabilities like transmitter building surveillance via closed circuit TV and
an analog telemetry channel.

Transparent digital transmission
CAT- LINK encodes the fully processed composite signal, then decodes it at
the transmitter. You always get full stereo separation, without the phase or
amplitude variations that plague two-channel STLs. Dynamic range is up to
84 dB, and your processed composite signal can use virtually all of it. You
hear clear, clean, undistorted audio—all the time.

No audible delays
CAT-LINK's real-time digital encode/decode process doesn't introduce audible
delays as data compression can. Jocks can monitor on-air without problems.

Flexible signal path options
•23 GHz
Stations across the country are avoiding 950 MHz problems by using 23 GHz
with CAT- LINK. They've stopped worrying about frequency congestion and interference, repeater-induced signal degradation, and fresnel zone clearance fading.
23 GHz dish sizes also reduce wind loading and tower space requirements
•DS1 (Ti) Data Line
CAT- LINK is cutting phone bills for stations that don't have aclear microwave
path. With CAT- LINK, asingle bidirectional DS1 line replaces multiple Class
A telco lines, providing multi-channel STL and TSL over the same link. Already
available virtually anywhere, DS1 service is getting cheaper every day.

ROCKFORD, Ill. So far, we've talked
about protecting the power lines, the
tower and, most importantly, yourself
from the ravages of lightning. This
month, we'll look at what to do about
those jolts that make it into the transmitters.

Arc gaps
Some ATUs or phasors also may have
arc gaps, much like the ball gap on the antenna. These help set alimit on how high
the transient voltage can get. The gaps
protect the high voltage tuning capacitors
and transmitter RF components.
Despite static protection, grounding and
We've mentioned the importance of havarc gaps, some lightning strike energy
ing alarge enough AM transmission line.
may get back into the transmitter. The
If the line is too small, lightning will jump
overload relays may automatically clear
between the shield and center conductor.
the fault if they are working and set
This creates an arc that the transmitter
properly. This is because the lightning
feeds. It bums out the bullet connectors or
stroke has avery short duration and can
even the line itself. The heavy load may be dissipated by the time the overload realso stress other transmitter parts.
lays cycle off and on.
The transmission line and other compoAnother scheme looks at forward and
nents should be sized to take whatever
reverse power and if the VSWR goes too
transients get past the tower protection.
high, it activates the overloads or electronRF capacitors, coils and switches all are
ically shuts off the IPA or final amplifier for
vulnerable. The coils usually are less of a the milliseconds of the stroke. if you are
problem because they often are formed
persistently losing transmitter parts durfrom good-sized tubing. If you're losing
ing storms, contact the manufacturer to
capacitors, you may need ahigher voltage
see what accessories might be available.
rating.
The best protection for FM transmitters
These components are found in both
is a well-grounded tower, transmission
line and transmitter. You also need power
line protection, because most FM transmitter failures are due to blown high voltage stacks and other power supply components. Cover this path first.
There is asimple device available that
will protect the final amplifier and also
*
help you avoid FCC fines. It is called the
quarter wave stub harmonic filter. Sounds
For Affordable Lightning Protection
complicated, but it's not.
The stub itself looks like a long pipe
505-325-5336
hanging off the top of your transmitter. It
P.O. Box 2548, Farmington, N. M. 87499
FAX 505-326-2337
is made of rigid transmission line and set
to precise dimensions. The reason it

=
TIPS

Oh- Oh!

Call
CORTANA

•Twisted Pair

SUBSCRIPTIONIREADER SERVICE FORM

Rodi® Wtrld
December 11, 1991 Issue

CAT- LINK will drive
up to 5000 feet of
twisted pair wire

(continued on page 31)

11.- Circle ( 46) On Reader Service Card 41

• Fiber Optic
CAT- LINK and its optional fiber optic modem provide direct connection to
discrete fiber.

the antenna tuning units under the tower
and within the transmitter room, inside
the phasor cabinet. Make sure the ATU,
phasor chassis and transmitter cabinet all
are grounded with four-inch copper strap.
Components should be spaced far enough
so that lightning voltages cannot jump
from one to another.

Reader Service
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Use until March 11, 1992

FREE Subscription/Renewal Card
Iwould like to receive or continue receiving Radio World
FREE each month.
El YES
O NO

without repeaters.
Four wires provide
full two-way multichannel capabilities.

Signature

Date

Please print and include all information:
Name

Title

Company/Station
Address

Turn the weak link in your signal chain into one of the strongest.

City

Call QEI toll-free at 800-334-9154 for more information on CAT- LINK—
the digital STL/TSL for the 90's...and beyond.

Please circle only one entry for each category:

0 E1CORPORATION
ONE AIRPORT DRIVE •P.
O .BOX 805 • WILLIAMSTOWN ,N.
J.08094
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ITC cartridge machines have established atrack
record for quality and reliability that is the envy
of the industry.

99B Recorder/Reproducer

To prove the point, ITC is DOUBLING our
UNCONDITIONAL WARRANTY to 4
YEARS on all of our machines. That's on
everything, excepting only the normal wear
of heads and pinch rollers.
Delta IReproducer, Delta III Reproducer, Delta IV Record Amplifier

The ITC Technical Service Staff is available to assure that your
ITC product delivers the performance you've come to expect, and
that you will not experience the inconvenience and expense of
excessive down time if service is ever required.

Series IRecorder/Reproducer

Purchasing an ITC machine may save more
money over four years than the cost of a
competitive unit.
Want the facts? Call us.

Allied Broadcast Equipment
Audio Broadcast Group
Broadcast Services Company
Broadcast Supply West
Northeast Broadcast Lab

800-622-0022
800-999-9281
800-525-1037
800-426-8434
518-793-2181

In Canada:
Maruno Electronics Ltd.

416-255-9108

For 21 years, ITC has set the standards for cartridge machine quality and performance,
providing over 67,000 machines to broadcasters worldwide.
International Tapetronics Corporation
P.O. Box 241
Bloomington, IL 61702-0241
TEL: 309-828-1381
FAX: 309-828-1386
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FM Digital Modulation Analyzer

call (215) 687-5550 for FREE demo diskette!
By observing The Wizard's unique real-time peak/average measurements, you can look at your modulation
density to see the effect of your processing on your signal. This can allow you to tweak your processor to get
the most out of your modulation. Only one of the many functions of The Wizard.
By connecting The Wizard to an IBM-compatible computer, you can see your modulation graphically—the results
of your processing—all in real time— according to the parameters you set. See how your peak modulation compares to your average modulation ( modulation density). How tightly clustered are your peaks? With The Wizard,
you can find out.
Use the Peak Weighting function to analyze your modulation—we built in eight different time constants, from
3 cycles to 45 cycles, selectable from the front panel or remotely. Are you heavy enough in the L + R region?
This is where the loudness is. The Wizard will tell you.
With The Wizard, you can even analyze the competition! Just combine The Wizard with our new RFA4
Frequency Agile FM RF amplifier. Now you don't have to guess what the competition is doing; nor do you
have to hire an expensive monitoring service to give you after-the-fact data. Everything you learn from The
Wizard about your station, you can learn about your competition as well. You can even keep all your measurements permanently—just save and print out the computer file.
The Wizard even includes aloss-of- program alarm—just set the minimum modulation (anywhere from 0 - 100%)
and the maximum time you can fall below this modulation (0 sec - 60 sec, in 1/
2second increments) from the
front panel (or remotely), and the alarm will be triggered when the parameters are exceeded.
Naturally, The Wizard has the performance you've come to expect from any Belar product. Accuracy is 0.1%,
for example. Since performance is to a great degree a function of the quality of your composite signal, we
offer an optional demodulator card, with specs that can't be beat—distortion typically less than 0.003%, S/N
typically better than 95dB, and separation typically better than 70 dB. It will even self-calibrate remotely to
0.1%. With The Wizard, you'll be measuring your signal, not your monitor.
Finally, with an IBM-compatible PC and a modem, you can operate The Wizard remotely. Every setting, every
parameter—just about the only thing you can't do remotely is disable the remote feature! You will see The
Wizard's front panel appear on your computer screen. Now you can check in on your station—or with the RFA4,
acompetitor—from anyplace at anytime. But don't take our word for it— see for yourself. Call today for aFREE
demo diskette, and see what The Wizard looks like on your PC! See why we call it The Wizard.

Software will work on any IBM-compatible computer. No graphics required. Specify 51/
4 " or 31
/
2" disk size.

E E LA
ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
119 LANCASTER AVENUE •
(215) 687-5550 •

P.O. BOX 76 •

FAX (215) 687-2686
0- Circle (55) On Reeder Service Card -4
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Exploring the History of FM
by George Riggins
LONG BEACH, Calif. Continuing our
discussion on the development of FM
transmitting and receiving circuits, it is interesting to note the early negative comments of the Bell Engineering Group's
John E. Carson in 1922.

Carson wrote apaper that discussed the
mathematics of RF modulation. In it, he
mathematically demonstrated that FM
could not reduce the bandwidth necessary for radio broadcasting to less than
twice the frequency range of the audio. As
such, FM was basically discarded.
One of Carson's assumptions was that
only narrowband FM would distort. Radio innovator Major Edwin H. Armstrong
took the opposite assumption and expanded the bandwidth to 200 kHz,
achieving promising results. The problem:
hundreds of broadcast stations in a1,000
kHz band that already was too crowded
to allow the additional bandwidth necessary for FM. Armstrong's solution was to
move his experiments to the 41 MHz band.
The proposal hoped to put the desired
information on the RF signal as frequency
variations. Natural and man-made interference caused amplitude variations and
so was prone to interference. He reasoned
that by stripping the amplitude variations
and then demodulating the frequency
variations, he could faithfully reproduce
the original audio. Thus was born our current "hi-fi" method of radiating, via RE
static-free music and speech.
The first model FM system was built in
abasement lab at Columbia University.
The new system was first shown to David
Sarnoff of RCA in 1933. Why Sarnoff? Ma-

jor Armstrong had agreed to give RCA
first rights of use.
In reality, 1933 was the end of one era
and the start of another. Field testing began with the transmitter and antenna
mounted on the Empire State Building in
New York City. Good, static-free reception
was reported at distances of 80 miles.
Major Armstrong continued to improve
his equipment, both transmitting and
receiving, at the Empire State Building. A
technical paper explaining the concepts
and experimental results of the FM system
was presented to the Institute of Radio Engineers (IRE) in 1935 after the first two
years of experiments.
Built his own site
In 1938, RCA decided that the test space
was needed for TV development, so Armstrong built his own site on the Hudson
Palisades at Alpine, N.J., paying for the
tower and other facilities out of his own
funds.
The source of program material for the
experimental station was WQRX in New
York City. The calls used for the New Jersey station were W2XMN and WE2XCC.
(Yes, amateur radio call signs of the "X" series were used for experimental stations
for many years. Perhaps some of the true
Old Timers will furnish more on the subject of experimental calls and early mobile
radio calls used on the amateur bands.)
The Palisades station grew into the Yankee Network, which covered much of the
New England area before WWII. During
this experimental time, RCA was involved
with the development of television and
stayed at arm's length from the FM experiments.
General Electric, meanwhile, had requested a license in 1938 to produce
equipment under the provisions of Armstrong's patents. The GE request for a
license was influenced by W.R.G. Baker,
head of the electronics department at
General Electric.
One other scientist to extol the virtues
of FM was Daniel Noble of the University
of Connecticut, who was working on po-

We)

lice and mobile radio. It is interesting to
note that Noble later went to work for
Motorola. We all are aware that Motorola
became the dominant manufacturer in
commercial communications—or two-way
radio as it sometimes is called—for many
years.
Bell Laboratories developed aradio altimeter, based on the FM principles of
Armstrong, that was used on some aircraft during WWII. The altimeter used the
reflected signals for measuring distance

above terrain.
RCA continued to work on TV research
using AM for the transmitted audio. In
1940, RCA offered to purchase the FM patents for $1million with no further royalty
payments. No soap, as far as Armstrong
was concerned.
Forty channels
Regular FM broadcasting was authorized by the FCC on May 22, 1940. Forty
channels in the 42 MHz to 50 MHz band
were allocated. One other happening in
1940 that helped move TV sound from
AM to FM was the NTSC choice of FM for
the audio over the RCA developed AM TV
(continued on page 31)

SWEET
&LOW.
If you're into audio for video, our message is
short and sweet: The Tascam BR-20T is the lowest
priced 1
/
4"
professional centertrack timecode deck
on the market.
The BR-20T is aprofessional audio-for-video
recorder specifically designed for 2-track mastering
and video post playback. Its center timecode track
employs Tascam's innovative in- line head and timecode optimization system, neatly eliminating the
need for timecode level monitoring and adjustment.
Other pro features of the BR-20T include full
servo-controlled transport for quick, accurate
response and gentle tape handling while under
external synchronizer control. Easy, front-panel
accessibility to all major audio calibration controls.
And gapless/seamless punch in/out and spot erase.
The $ 2,999* BR-201 The sweetest little audiofor-video machine you'll ever see. At the lowest
price you'll ever hear.
Check it out, post-haste, at your nearest Tascam
dealer.

TASCAM®
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©1990 TEAC America, Inc., 7733 Telegraph Road,
Montebello, CA 90640 213/726-0303
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Intraplex, Incorporated, 80 Taylor Street, Littleton, MA 01460-3427
TEL: ( 508) 486-3722 / FAX: ( 508) 486-0709
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At acost comparable to your current backup.
The INTRAPLEX 4800 DDAT LINK Discrete Digital
Audio Transmission LINK with 16-bit linear coding and
no compression gives you far better audio performance than agood analog system.
The 4800 DDAT LINK and the TI line available
from all telephone companies offer enough bandwidth
for your 15 kHz stereo (or dual
AVG
monaural) signal...and more.
Call us at INTRAPLEX for full
details and aquotation.
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The FCC's New AM Rules
other stations. It does enter into the
RSS(25 percent exclusion) of afew other
stations, meaning that we may maintain
the status quo as far as those stations are
concerned.
Adjacent channel, there is big trouble.
Because there never have been any skywave adjacent channel protection requirements, our station has never provided
protection to any adjacent channel stations. Using the new 6dB ratio, we find
that our station enters the RSS(50 percent
exclusion) of two adjacent channel stations. Under the new rules, we must reduce our radiation toward these stations
by 10 percent.

(continued from page 16)
would have considered only the RSS(50

percent exclusion) of co-channel stations.
Now, we must find the RSS(50 percent exclusion) and RSS(25 percent exclusion) of
all co- and adjacent-channel stations.
Weighing options
Then, for each station, we must find
whether our station falls under "Case 17
"Case 2" or "Case 3" as outlined above.
This determines whether we must reduce
radiation, maintain current radiation, or
may increase radiation toward that station.
Co-channel, our station does not enter
into the RSS(50 percent exclusion) of any
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There are two ways to reduce radiation
toward these stations: reduce power or
modify our directional pattern. Unfortunately, both these protections lay in our
main lobe.
A study of our existing three-tower
"dogleg" array indicates that such achange
is not easily accommodated. An additional
tower will be needed to create another null.
The expense of the additional tower,
ground system, land and phasing/coupling
equipment (in addition to tune-up and
proof) must be weighed against the cost of
asimple power reduction. In this case, land
for an additional tower is simply not available at the new site.
Since no other suitable sites are available nearby, the power cut is our best option. The new nighttime power figures to
alittle over 4kW
Induding adjacent channel stations in
the calculation, the new RSS(50 percent
exclusion) night limit figures to be 8.78
mV/m. This is abig change from the old
4.65 mV/m. While this is purely a "paper"
change, it will affect coverage maps and
such.
When all is said and done, is this site
change worth the trouble? It may be, de-

MAKE )(MR. LISTCHECK IT T'VVICEII

For used broadcast
equipment bargains
We're the place to
shop! We don't "gift
wrap" but you'll like

requires that the file be located in the community the station is licensed to, either at
the studio (in the community) or at some
other public location in the community,
such as apublic registry for documents or
an attorney's office.
Stations that were granted permission
to have the main studio outside the
licensed community under the provisions
of 73.1125(a) prior to July 16, 1987 (when
the current 73.1125 became effective), may
continue to keep the public file at the studio. It appears that stations that have the
studio outside the licensed community
but within the "city grade contour" under
the current 73.1125 must maintain the
public file in the licensed community (instead of at the studio).
The form goes on to ask what the "public business hours" are at this location.

"Doing things for
successful FM translators"

our prices and delivery.

H MO

Get a "present" for your

Fm

TECHNOLOGY
ASSOCIATES, INC.

station today. FAX or call
our "elves" soon to see
what "goodies" are available or
what equipment you need. Get
cash for your excess
gear.
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Minimal Impact?
Some will argue that a20 percent power
reduction will have minimal impact on a
station's coverage. It's true that locally the
listeners will notice little difference. The
fringe area will lose service, though, and
any other stations looking to modify their
facilities will use the new contour locations in their protection calculations.
The situation examined here may not be
indicative of the effects of the new rules on
every station's ability to change its facilities. But in most cases, they will make any
such change more difficult. It's my guess
that a10 percent reduction in radiation in
some direction will be required of most
everyone wishing to make avoluntary
change.
Cris Alexander is director of engineering for
Crawford Broadcasting Co. in Dallas.

Self-Inspections Revisited
(continued from page 13)

EQUIPMENT

pending on how good aprice the old site
brought. The guys with thick glasses will
have to weigh the proceeds against the
cost of the move and the operating
revenues lost as aresult of the power cuts
over aperiod of time. Another factor to
consider is the value of the station.

Talk with Howard
Enstrom, veteran
broadcast consultant who, in the 70s
switched to FM
translators as a
specialty.
FMTA services: Feasibility studies,
frequency searches, system designengineering, FCC applications. Publisher of The SIGNAL SOURCE, bimonthly newsletter all about FM
translators. BEST EQUIPMENT
PRICES.

FM TECHNOLOGY
ASSOCIATES, INC.
30925 Vista Vista

73.3526(d) requires the public inspection
file to be available to the public "during
regular business hours."
Available at any time
Since these records also are subject
to FCC inspection and the FCC can
inspect any time the station is on the
air, they should be available to the FCC
at any time the station is on the air.
One station was cited for not presenting the file at around midnight (it was
locked in an office).
Finally, the form asks if reproductions
of any document in the public inspection file are available on request. If there
is acopying machine in your community, a station must provide copies of
documents from the public inspection
file that are requested in person (not
by mail) (73.3526(f)).
The Public Inspection File is rather
complicated. It should be reviewed
regularly to ensure it is in compliance.
I'd suggest the entire public file be
reviewed quarterly when the required
programs/issues list is added to the file
(73.3526(a)(9)).
Next month, we'll discuss any new
information I dig up (call me with
yours) and continue the discussion of
the FCC Self-Inspection Report. The
next section deals with station logs.
This is the 50th "Insight on Rules"
column. Thanks to RW and the readers
for giving me this opportunity.
Harold Hallikainen is president of Hallikainen and Friends, a manufacturer of
transmitter control and telemetry systems.
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100% DSP Digital

Mount Dora, FL 32757
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new state of mind.
To really understand the thinking that
created the Auditronics 800 series, you'll need more
than anew appreciation for the state-of-the-art.
You'd need adifferent state of mind — an open one.
Begin with an ideal: Perfection. Because when
Auditronics design engineers began development of
the 800, there was only one rule — no shortcuts.
To their credit, they took this opportunity to
create an entirely new console whose appearance is
more suggestive of high-performance stealth technology than the flight deck of avintage B-52.
And, the beauty of our new 800 is much
more than skirl deep. Because beneath its subdued
cha7coal exterior you'll find uncompromising compo-

nent quality and superior circuit design that clearly
indicates a " no guts, no glory" mentality on the part
of our design team.
In short, the Auditronics 800 is designed
and built to incorporate the best of everything broadcasters say they nE ed in on- air consoles today, while
omitting needless cells and whistles. The results are
astonishing — ahigh-performance console that
clearly reflects not only anew state-of-the-art, but
anew state of mind.
If this sounds like your idea of the perfect
console for your station, we invite you to find out
more about the Auditronics 800. Call 901-362-1350
today for complete information.

ouditroniu. inc.

3750 Old Getwell Road, Memphis, TN 38118 • Tel: 901-362-1350 • FAX: 901-365-8629
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AIWA Model HD-X.3000
Portable DAT Machine

Only Radio Systems Offers 3Professional DAT Machines For On-Air,
Automation, Production and Remote Use.
RS- 1000
Base unit: Sony DTC-1000
Broadcast Standard remote control
End-of-message relay closure
44.1 kHz and 48 kHz digital recording
Balanced inputs and outputs
Enhanced logic functions
Automation ready
4motor transport

RS-700
Base unit: Sony DTC-700
Broadcast Standard remote control
End-of-message relay closure
32 kHz extended-play mode (4hour)
Balanced inputs and outputs
Enhanced logic functions
Perfect for timeshifting
"Smart" rack mount with illuminated
buttons available

$2495.

$1295.

HD-X3000
4hour battery life
Full-size head
Aluminum case
Digital I/O with AES/EBU
Balanced inputs and outputs

$1995.

Rama SYSTEMS INC.
110 High Hill Road • P.O. Box 458 • Bridgeport, NJ 08014-0458
609/467-8000 - 800/523-2133 • FAX 609/467-3044
Circle ( 113) On Reader Service Card .4
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Divert Lightning from Transmitters
Common
Language
(continued from page 24)

works so simply is because FM
wavelengths are only afew feet long.

(continued from page 23)
and file structures, so that disk and
optical files can be read by "foreign'
systems.
Also, an AES Subgroup on Operational Requirements for Disk Recording has been examining the various
pros and cons of optical archive and
data-exchange formats, including
IS03-format, 650-Mbyte drives and
WORM compact disc drives.
Among its various deliberations, the
subgroup has proposed adoption of
an optimized version of AIFF (Audio
Information File Format). The structure is used by avariety of companies,
notably Apple Corp., as astandardized format for sampled sound files.
AIFF specifies anumber of pre-defined data "chunks," many of which
can be incorporated directly into any
new data interchange standard; other,
currently undefined, chunks will need
to be added, including timecode sync
plus additional source and destination
data.
If digital audio workstations are to
live up to their promise of enhanced
creativity and user convenience, exchanging data between units of the
sanie or different manufacture should
be as simple as possible. Otherwise,
as users of early-generation designs
are discovering, it can take almost as
long to set up a workstation for a
session—irdoad the various voice, music, effects and other files, plus
information—as it does to perform the
various editing, mixing and processing functions.

Mel Lambert is principal of
Media&Marketing, aconsulting service
for the professional audio industry. He
can be reached at 818-753-9510.

Short the far end
Remember your antenna theory? A
line exactly a quarter wavelength long
acts like atransformer. One end is low
impedance and the other is high impedance. We'll short the far end and
make it the low impedance. The transmitter end then will be high impedance.
The transmitter won't even see the high
impedance stub in parallel with the

transmission line.
The lightning, however, will see the
shorted stub end as a DC-to-high frequency short circuit right across the line.
The output of the transmitter is, in effect, being protected by ashort circuit at
the primary lightning frequencies. Lightning loses alot of its pep at the VHF frequencies where the stub behaves like a
filter rather than a short.
Remember that the quarter wave stub
is ahigh/low impedance transformer at
only one frequency—your channel. At
twice the frequency, the second har-

monic, the stub looks like a low impedance on both ends. This means that
second harmonics and all other even
harmonics will be shorted out.
Of course, odd harmonics won't be affected. Even so, it's usually the second
harmonic that contains excessive energy

Don't assume
Don't naturally assume that any harmonic filter on your transmitter is the
stub type. There are other filters that are
made from coils and capacitors. They
help abit with lightning, but don't offer
the hard short circuit to ground for low
and high frequencies.
Talk to your transmitter manufacturer
or antenna consultant about the possi(continued from page 27)
caused Armstrong and his wife to sepa- bility of getting ashorted stub filter for
sound. TV service was authorized July 1,
rate.
your transmitter. Since these are effec1941.
With all of these pressing issues, Armtive for only one frequency they have to
The beginning of WWII brought ahalt
strong reportedly jumped fully clothed— be custom cut to length. Rather than cut
to most research not directly related to
with hat, gloves, overcoat and scarf—to his
the pipe, the filter may have ashorting
military applications. Armstrong made all
death on the night of Jan. 31, 1954.
disc that can be moved in and out to set
his patents available to the U.S. governAt the end of WWII, the Radio Technithe exact length for any FM channel.
ment royalty-free for the duration of the
cal Planning Board (RTPB) came out in
The key is to have alayered protection
war.
support of the 1940 band allocation for FM
approach so that lightning gets diverted
In 1946, RCA tried to get around the
service. The FCC was concerned with
many times before it reaches the transArmstrong patents with a "limiter- possible skywave interference at 41 MHz
mitter circuitry. These layers are grounddiscriminator" circuit. An evaluation of and recommended that FM service be esing, static discharge, grounding, ball
the RCA circuit suggested that "quality
tablished at 96 MHz to 106 MHz. The figap, inductive loops, secondary arc gaps
was subordinated to lower cost." Three
nal allocation was as we know it today, 88
and shorted stubs or VSWR shutoffs.
years later, in 1949, patent infringement
MHz to 108 MHz.
On the AC power end it's surge proteclitigation began. (The basic Armstrong FM
tion or abackup generator.
patents were to expire in 1951.)
Gene Riggins has owned Riggins ElecThe litigation was to take five years.
tronic Sales for more than 20 years. He can be
John Shepler is an engineering manager,
There were pre-trial depositions and
reached at 213-598-7007.
writer and longtime RW columnist.
cross-examinations. Armstrong himself
was in the witness chair for one year.
RCA proposed a settlement near the
end of 1953. This settlement was rejected.
Armstrong's attorneys were of the opinion
that asettlement could be reached, but the
litigation continued.
By some reports, Armstrong experienced some sort of cerebral problem during the later stages of the litigation. This
problem, financial drain caused by the
continuing experiments and development
work, and the costs of the legal battles

The History of U.S. FM
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CCA TRANSMITTERS
P.O. Box 42,6 •

Advertising Sales Representatives:
Eastern U.S., Art Constantine:
West & Midwest U.S., Jack Ducart:

100 °10
ARDWARE

Fax
Fax

703-998-2966
916-962-2194

Fairhurn, GA 30213

(404) 964-3530 •

FAX: ( 404) 964-2222

CCA
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RadimWerld®

Broadcast Equipment Exchange'
"Broadcast Equipment Exchange - accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and
Ramko 1x6 mono DA on rack panel, cln &
wrkng, $75; Magnecord CM6K tube mon
amp, 10 W, rack mount, rebuilt, $35. EDavison, 125 NIllinois, Springfield IL 62702. 217787-0800.

ACOUSTICS
Want to Sell

WAlnIs-Slorzyk DÉsiciNGROUp,

IN( .

Specializing in Facility Design
for
Broadcast Audio 81, Video
134 Main Street
New Paltz, NY 12561

914-255-2255
914-255-2519 Fax

Davtronics RFA5AM monitor RF amp. $750.
JGoode, WCIT/WLSR, 419-228-9248.

AMPLIFIERS
Want to Sell
WE tube mono amp (2), made by McIntosh,
19" rack mounting, service info, gd cond,
$200. R Glenn, VVTGR, 1718 Shandoha,
Wimauma FL 33598. 813-634-1940.
Nalco PB-2T R/PB amp, BO: Altec 1569-A 75
W amp tube, like new, BO; United Aude/UREI
176 tube type, excel cond, $450. FVirtue. Virtue Studios, 880911 Rising Sun Ave, Philadelphia PA 19115. 215-763-2825.
McGohan MS1006 4-chnl 100 W amp. vgc.
$250; McIntosh MC-250 pwr amp. vgc. $250.
DLundy. POB 408. Hedrick KY 40849. 606546-6650,
NH Scott LK-150 150 W stereo per amp. tube
type. gd cond, new capacitors & 7199 tubes,
$175. DKromquist. D&D Prod, 7028 W 70th
Ave. Arvada CO 80008. 303-425-6851.
RCA BTE-15A w/(2) SCA gen, extender board
&book. D Lang, 503-774-0459.
Soundcraftsman 5002 (2), 750 W, excel
cond, $500 ea. A St John, WLKI FM, POB
999, Angola IN 46703. 219-665-9554.
Russo° DA2418 dist amp; Bogen C-20A mono 20 W amp; (2) McMartin B-20013 TT
preamps; call for info & pricing. M Cooney,
Radio 1,610 NKiwanis, Sioux Falls SD 57104.
605-336-2706.
Crown D-150 amp (2), $250 ea. Mark/Jerry,
Ligosa Sound Studios, 700 W Pete Rose Way
5th FI, Cincinnati OH 45203, 513-621-5111.
Auditronics 1100DAGLC dist amp (20), in (2)
Auditronics 1100MF 10-input mainframes,
w/Auditronics PS60 RM external per supply,
used 6mnths, $1300/all. BLord, Lord Brdcstg,
13313 SE 208th St, Kent WA 98042. 206-6312374.

DB KA500 & KA2500 500 W, 2500 FM RF
amp, new, single phase 220 V, ( 1) uses
36X800 tubes. (1) uses 3CX3000 tubes, under $5000 & $10,000. Allen, Allen Audio, 2407
Woodridge Dr, Decatur GA 30033.
Crown DC200A 300 W power amp, perfect,
$500; Crown 075 75 W power amp, perfect,
$250. BWatson. KSAK, 714-946-6249.
Hatter preamp, excel cond, $135. JDeering,
615-264-2886 after 7PM EST.
STUDER POWER AMP
A-vii in vont condition. S3240;
De.ign ADR Gemini
ici co , ompre ,
,,, ,r. OTT in
S136; LREI 537 ,ctave EQ, new
in KA, S390; CREI mdl 200 20110
XY plotter in mint cond, 82990, or
HO on all. Rick, 818-957-8358.
Dynakit PASII pre-amp, new & used cable
w/Canons 3 prong; manuals for Ampex
351/350/601 & mixer MX-35; Pultec EQP1A:
Unisex headsets, new, stereo or mono guitar;
monitor panel for 8 trk recorder through
speakers to stepdown to 2trk, or whatever.
Mr. Oliver, 212-874-7660.
RCA 13.4-21A mic tube pre amps (9) wIconnectors & racks; (2) RCA BX-21A tube pwr
supply's w/connectors & racks; (6) RCA tube
program amp BA-23A; (2) RCA tube per amp
SA-354; (3) RCA tube per amp SA-751; Altec
A-326; (6) Altec 1564A; (3) Altec 1567A; (8) Altec 1561A; Altec tone pre amp 1562A; Altec
1520A; Dynaco stereo 70, mint. Tracy Eaves,
615-821-6099 (evenings before 10PM EST).

Want to Buy
McIntosh, Marantz, Harmon-Kardon & Dynaco tube amps, preamps, tuners, tubes &
manuals. RGlenn, WTGR, 1718 Shandoha,
Wimauma FL 33598. 813-634-194.
Tube amps & remote mixers, Ind RCA OP-6.
OP-7, WE 22-D & RCA T3A series. BDavies,
Virgo Prod, 5548 Elmer Ave, NHollywood CA
91601. 818-761-9831.

LIGHTNING PROTECTION
Why Be Content . . .
...with only apartial protection package when you can have acomplete, low cost,
proven system from LIGHTNING ELIMINATORS & CONSULTANTS? We can provide:
SPLINE BALL IONIZERS", - to significantly reduce the risk of a strike
but " fall" as a 100% effective lightning collector. Use of multiple SBI's

Altec 287-F/287-W, any cond; also. WE amps.
Marantz & Ampro vacuum tube audio amps.
Westrex cutter amps. D deForrest, 7441
Wayne Ave 1/10-D, Miami Beach FL 33141.
305-866-5401.

can eliminate the risk of a strike.
CHEM-RODS', - chemically activated ground rods for establishing
very low resistance and low surge impedance earth connections.
SURGE PREVENTORS - to prevent the passage of power line surges

NAD 2150 power amp, cheap. THill, WBJC,
2901 Liberty Hts Ave, Baltimore MD 21215,
301-396-0404.

or transients regardless of their source or energy level.

Lightning
Eliminators
& Consultants, Inc.

McIntosh tube amps, preamps, tuners,
tubes, manuals, etc, any cond, cash paid. R
Glenn. WJGR, 1718 Shanadoh. Wimauma FL
33598. 813/634-1940.
Gates Criterion stereo record amp, will trade
mono amp & cash. DHofmann, KGHP,o
Purdy Dr NW, Gig Harbor WA 98332. 206857-3513.
Used power amps & X-overs, OSC preferred,
cash paid for working/not working. Todd, 202547-7008.

ANTENNAS & TOWERS
Want to Sell
World tower, 240' standing, 60' on ground,
24" face, excel cond, BO. LSmith, WCSS, 6
Genesee Ln, Amsterdam NY 12010. 518-8432500.
Gates FMC 4A 4-bay antenna, tuned to 103.1.
$1000; guy wires for Rohn 55 tower. 200'.
$250. BDerking, KNDY AM/FM, RR3. Marysville KS 66508. 913-562-2361,
Rohn 45G tower, 300'. wllighting kit. guys.
E0s. beacon. $8000: ERI Rototiller antenna
on/near 97.5 MHz, 3bays. RWright. WLLX,
Lawrenceburg TN 38464. 615-762-2916.

The

Cablewave 1/2" foam, 130', $130; Andrew
FHJ4-5013 170' 1/2" foam, $170; 60' 1/8" foam
w/(1) female 75AN, $150; 7/8" Andrew foam,
50', no fittings, $ 100. L Bawinkel,
WWJQ/VVJOK, 5658 143rd Ave, Holland MI
49423. 616-394-1260.
Phelps-Dodge CO-LP 1-bay antenna, tuned
to 92.7, $900; 197' Andrews 1-5/8" coax,
$1100. JSokolosky, KKBS-FM, 3125 Norcrest.
Oklahoma City OK 73121. 405-427-6869.
CSP 5kW 4-tower Maser. VBaker, WKGM,
POB 889, Blacksburg VA 24063 703-5524252.
Liberty tower, 900', 20" face, on grnd in 6
pieces. $ 10/foot: (6) Gates & (6) Collins antenna tuning units: (1) Gates & ( 1) Collins 6tower phasing cabinet; BO. F Weinberg,
KTRT, 11330 E21st St. Tulsa OK 74129. 918234-1270.

Rohn Tower 80, 492' w/beacons & guys,
standing, BO. 0 Eatmon, WAHD FM, 19 W
Hargett St, Raleigh NC 27601. 919-833-6259.
Galvanized tower, 500', 30" face w/tubular
side rails, chnl horizontals & bar diagonals.
complete w/base insulator, set for 7levels for
guy wire, reasonable. B Gibson, Seacoma
Comm, POB 5086, Kent WA 98064. 206-2284393.

ITC Replacement Audio 81 Cue Cards
Update your ITC Premium
Series Cart Machines to
State- of-the-Art Performance
Levels and Greatly Improve
Reliability Too!

Call for Specs, Pricing iit ITC Rebuilding Services

4E4HALL (804) 974-6466
1305-F Seminole Trail
Electronics Charlottesville, VA 22901

(303) 447-2828 FAX (303) 447-8122

ERI/Harris FIAXL-3E 3-bay FM antenna,
rototiller style, on air at 93.5, w/15588 per
gain, 1-5/8" end input, you ship, $3700/B0.
SMattingly, WVVW0, 5216 Bradburn Dr, Muncie IN 47304. 317-289-9500.
ERI 04-CPH-10 10-bay circ pol high power FM
antenna, tuned to 96.1 MHz, w/500 W functioning Deicers & mounting brackets, makes
100,000 W ERP H&V, w/20 kW xmtr; Dielectric 4-1/16" rigid sections wIspring hangers:
4-1/16" field flanges; some 3" rigid spring
hangers. C Murray, Eugene OR, 503-4849400.
Andrew HJ8-50B 3CO' 3-1/8" Heliax. BO: new
Andrew splice kit for 3-1/8" coax. $300; Andrew EIA connectors. BO. SKing, KATP, 7700
I-40 W. Amarillo TX 79160. 806-335-1951

ICE KRACKERS, INC.
Inexpens,ve permanent protection of guy wire
anchor hardware from guy wire ice slides.
Average cost $400 for 400-foot tower.
ICE KRACKERS sized by guy wire diameter.
All sizes available.
273 Circle Drive, Springfield, IL 62703
(800) 747-8921 or an WSSUFM (
217) 788-8518
Ask for Jim Newbanks

Rohn 8R-4R self-standing 100' tower. 1yr old.
new cond. RCA 5BTFD 5kW tuned to 92.7
MHz, gd cond; Shively Labs 6813 3-bay tuned
to 92.7 MHz; 70' 1-5/8 air coax. CHall, KCDH,
POB 165, Nephi UT 84648. 801-623-4010.
Jammu 2-element panel antenna, custom design, up to 10 kW, on 939 MHz, (4) cables,
never used, BO. B Kingman, KRLT/KOWL,
Box 15460, SLake Tahoe CA 96151. 916-5416681.

6687 Arapahoe Road
Boulder, Colorado 80303

company with nineteen years experience providing total protection systems.

to- Circle 146 on Reader Service Card -4
Transmitting plant, complete 3-tower 1kW,
w/phasing towers, (2) Gates xmtrs, processing, remote, 11 yrs old, will sell all/part. JRandolph, WHIR/WMGR, Box 1230, Danville KY
40422. 606-236-2711.
Phelps-Dodge 20 kW 3-1/8" 5-port directional coupler, $350/130; Shively 58260-E 1-5/8"
10 kW 4-port directional coupler. $200180. J
Rob/lard, WYLD AM/FM, 2228 Gravier St.
New Orleans LA 70119.
Andrew RG-322/HJ8-50B 3" Heliax coax cable. 40'. BO, DQuinlan, KCHQ, 1415 Laverne
Ave. Klamath Falls OR 97603. 503-884-3257.

"-Curd. 75 on Reader Service Card 4

sellers.

Jampro JHPC 4-bay tuned to 1025, wrkng
when removed, $4500. DMiller, KYTE FM,
906 SW Alder, Newport OR 97365. 503-2652266.
Gates/ERI FMA-8B 8-bay horiz only on 94.5
MHz, complete, gd shape, BO. F Holton,
WAHI-FM. Box 195, Augusta IL 62311.
KH 300 mm beacon, w/red fitters, excel cond,
BO GPeterson, KIMM, P088205, Rapid City
SD 57709. 605-348-1100.

S.W.R. ANTENNAS
TV

FM

LPTV

call JIMMIE JOYNT
800/279-3326
Andrew 7/8" dielectric line, 170', $4/ft; approx
300' Andrew 1/2" foam dielectric line, $1.25/ft.
EHinted. WWCCNVDNH, POB 1104, Honesdale PA 18431. 717-253-1616.
Rohn 45G tower, 300', wilighting kit, photo
control. Era plates, guys, excel cond, $7500.
R Wright, WWLY, 1208 N Locust, Lawrenceburg TN 38464. 615-762-291E
Cefewave 1-5/8" air dielectric xmission line,
290', gd cond, w/1-5/8" ER flange connectors
&hangers, 5yrs old, on spool ready to ship,
$1600/80. Dan/Paul, KRDI, Decorah IA 52101,
319-382-4251.

Phelps-Dodge 6-1/8", 750 omission line, (37)
20' sections, EIA flanges, w/(84) hangers, on
tower, you remove, $5500. M Burnham,
WWSB, 5725 Lawton Dr, Sarasota FL 34233.
813-923-8840.
Want to Buy
Guyed/self-supporting tower, 180', on
ground, w/in 200 miles of SIN, 18-24" face
at top, med/hvy duty. B Hawkins, RR2 Box
232, Edinburg IN 46124. 317-684-6568.
Guyed tower, 100-200', to hold 6-bay antenna; FM brdcst 6-bay omni-directional antenna tunable to 103.9 MHz; 3-1/8 omission line.
C Hall, KCDH, POB 165, Nephi UT 84648.
801-623-4010.
Coaxial relay, capable of handling up to 10
kW. ROsborne, WMOU, POB 667, Ravenswood WV 26164. 304-273-2544.
EPA flange nier switch, 4-port, 1-5/8", any
make in gd cond. RDuFault, WSBY, 1633 N
Divison St, Salisbury MD 21801. 301-742-5191.
Coax flanges, 1-5/8". VBaker, WKGM, POB
889, Blacksburg VA 24063. 703-552-4252.
Cablewave HFM-LP-4 antenna, 4bay horiz
only, on/near 95.9 MHz; also, Cablewave HP1000-4antenna, 4bay horiz only, on/near 95.9
MHz. TEnglish. WEZN, 10 Middle St, Bridgeport CT 06604. 203-366-9321.
Grid dishes, 8' & 10', for 950 MHz SIL system; (6) pieces 7/8 Heliax, 300' long, wIconnectors, priced right. K Austin, Austin
Brdcstng, 1101 Hwy 81 N, Marlow OK 73055.
405-658-9292.
Any Class A antenna, horizicirc, 2/more
bays, on/near 96.1 MHz, ie Phelps-Dodge,
RCA, Shively, Collins, etc reasonable. TEnglish, WEZN, 10 Middle St, Bridgeport CT
06604. 203-366-9321.
Twelve-bay tuneable 107.1, 20-25 kW xmtr,
3" line, 900-1000' tower; also, 10-bay tuneable 98.3, 20 kW xmtr, 2" line, 400-500' tower.
Bob. 303-330-1342.
Rigid copper xmlasion line & elbows, 51.1
ohm. 1-5/8'; steatite insulators. P Thurst,
WPTR/WFLY, POB 12279, Albany NY 12212.
518-456-1144.

Jampro, Shively, ERI, 10 to 12 bays FM
tuned to 107.3, or close. APatrick, 405-5362242.

AUDIO PRODUCTION
Want to Sell
Shure 5E30 gated compressor mixer, gd
cond, $125. Gary/Mike, KFYI, Phoenix AZ.
602-258-6161.
Universal Audio 962 1/8-frame click-Irk gen,
$250/80. RRhodes, RRhodes Music, POB
1550. NY NY 10101. 212-245-5045.
Often 536A dynamic silibance controller, BO.
JMiller, KGNO. 908 FronNew, Dodge City KS
67801, 316-227-4444.
Valley 610 dual chnl compressodexpander,
like new; ART Multiverb digital effects processor, 4effects at once, stereo I/O, like new. C
Lufitz, 1373 Oakridge Dr, Buckyrus OH 419.
562-2118 after 7PM.
CRL SEP400 4-band spectral energy processor, BO/trade for test equip. RKerbany, WTNJ
FM, 609 Main, Mt Hope WV 25880. 304-8775592.
ATI emphaslzer, vgc, $550. CCrouse, Beech
Tree Brdcstng, 48 Cedar St, Dedham MA
02026. 617-461-2699.
Eventide 1745-M w/3DDL & pitch rabo, excel cond, BG FVirtue, Virtue Rcrdng, 1618
NBroad St, Philadelphia PA 19121. 215-7632825.
Cornell on-air lights (4), for standard duplex
outlet box, $20 ea; Shure Audiomaster M63
EQ. $75; (2) Technics SL-1200 TT wlbases,
$150 ea; (2) Ramko MA14 spkr amps, $25 ea;
several Ramko II preamps, $25 ea. S
Sands/S Ludwig. 815-459-7000.
CASSETTES - CARTS - REELS

J & IAUDIO ' VIDEO
A wholesaler in the Radio
and Television market.
Now running

SPECIALS

on

audio and video:

BASF CASSETTES • ABIPFJI R-R's
AUDIOPAX, RDELJPAC & 31A CARTS
For more information
call person-to-person collect:
Kris Elliot at 818-992-4288
or write to:J&I Audlo/Video
20899 Kelvin Pl., Woodland
Hills, CA 91367
>Circle 28 On Render Service Care«
Bunven DNF 1201A dynamic noise filter, new
cond, $200. DBailey, Rockshoppe Prod, 3422
Beech St, Rowlett TX 75088. 214-475-9796.
Audio Digital TC4 6.8 sec delay unit (2), 15
kHz, w/stereo couple & catch-up options, $800
ea/$1500 pair; CRL AM-4S stereo syst w/SPP800, (2) SEP400A, SMP-900, updated to
NRSC specs by CRL, avail 1/92, $3175. J
Goode, WCIT/WLSR, 419-228-9248.
Want to Buy
Sony PCM601ESD digital processor, vgc, will
pay cash. ALeFay, APC Prod, POB 371, Walnut CA 91788.

BE E

December 11, 1991

AUDIO ... WTB
CRL DX2/Symetrix 511A NR, excel cond; also, (2) Symetrix SX201 parametric EO, excel
cond. BTidwell, WAFT, POB 338, Valdosta
GA 31603. 912-244-5180.
Yamaha SPX-90 Series II audio effects
processor, must be vgc. M Carta, KM Prod,
Austin TX. 512-218-1610.
dbx K.9-22 cards for Dolby 361 NR. India
Navigation, 177 Franklin St, NY NY 10013.
212-219-3670.

WANTED
DEAD OR AM!

PIIITEC EO'S
Fairchild & Tektronix Limiters;
Neumann, Telefunken, AKG.
RCA, & Schoeps microphones.
Tube McIntosh or Marantz amps
& pre- amps. Sontec, III. &
Lang EQs. Neve or API equipment. Boxes of old tubes; Urei,
Orban, United Audio, DBX, &
other outboard gear. Ampex
ATR 102s or 104s. Parts for MCI
JH 110/114 recorders. Altec
604s/c rossovers/Tannoy speakers, JBL 223 I; Altec 288h
drivers: Misc, equipment of all
types.
Please Call:
Dan Alexander Audio
5935 Market St.
Oakland, CA 94608
I -( 415) 644-2363
FAX: 1-415-652-4022
Yamaha SPX-90 effects processor: also,
phone interface. A Neri, WGTK, Box 590,
Middlebury VT 06753. 802-388-4101.
Ham radio operators looking for surplus audio processors, mixers & mics, as well as
other inexpensive gear that could help bdct
engrs play radio at home among enthusiasts
for vintage AM. Please write wlofferings.
WA3VJB, Box 73 West Friendship MD 21794-

AUTOMATION EQUIP
Want to Sell
SMC 350 Carousel ( 2), fair cond,
$225/ea+shipping; various SMC stereo automation components, call for faxed price list.
PBammerlin, WROK, 4111 Martindale NE,
Canton OH 44705. 216-492-5630.
Instacart, 48-hole (
2), w/Sentry firing system
&IBM-PC Ai/software; Otan i
R-R. DLang, 503774-0459.
SMC 350 RS Carousel, $400+freight. DVernier, KUNI, Univ NIA, Cedar Falls IA 50614.
319-273-6400.
SMC DAS12 audio switcher, MSP-12 video
programmer w/Arrdex 300A video mon, (3)
BE Series 3000A cart machines, (3) SMC 452
Carousels, all mounted in (2) racks. FEarls,
WBCA, POB 426 Bay Minette AL 36507. 205937-5596.
IGM-EC automation system: Alpha 250
UPS, (4) stereo Go-Cad 24s, (2) racks with
Panduit & (2) side panels, PC422 I/O
card, interconnect cabling & spare parts kit,
$10,000/130. LMartino, 714-889-2651.

SMC MSP-1 automation for satellite/tape/CD,
6yrs old, must sell, less than $3000. DDoelitzsch, WDDD, 1Brdcst Ctr, Mario IL 62959.
618-997-8123.
SMC MSP-15: (
5) Carousels, (5) R-As, RMT
control, (
3) video moss, logger, (4) racks, 3yrs
old, $10,000. DGill, WHON, POB 1647, Richmond IN 47374.
Harris 9000 w/CRT keyboard, Extel AH11R
printer & (8) cases of paper; (2) IGM 42-tray
Go-Carts; (2) IGM 48-tray stereo Instacarts;
(4)1TC 750 Preel decks; (2) Harris 25 Hz tone
gen; $14,000 all, will separate. D Greer,
WDZ7JWFDF, 1830 Genesee Towers, Flint MI
48504. 313-238-7300.
IGM EC controller, (
3) 250 Carousels, (4) Audicord PB, mint cond, $5000. B Huggins,
K001/KERE, 402 SRagsdale, Jacksonville
TX 75766. 586-2527.
Harris 9002: (
6) R-R, (2) IGM stereo Instacarts, (2) Go-carts, ITC premium net recorder, (2) terminals, gd for satellite, BO. RWatts,
WCKO/WRAG, POB 71, Carrolton AL 35497.
205-367-8136.
BE Control 16 incl (4) Scully 255 decks, (2)
42-tray Go-Carts, 24-tray Go-Cart, (2) sngl P
carts, ITC 3D, full logging all stereo, satellite
interface, (4) racks, many spares, $17,500; also, SMC 3060 controller wlremote, IGM rack,
(4) Scully 255 PB &cue detectors, $4000. D
Roberts, KOLT FM, 301 SWolcott, Casper WY
82601. 307-265-1984.
SMC 2-Carousel system, in use w/Unistar
format, w/ABC decoder, $3000. J Saks,
WHGR/WUPS, 517-740-1165.
IGM EC wIcomputer, 48-tray Instacart, (2)
SMC 250 stereo Carousels. BE 3300PS stereo cart, mon, (2) racks, manuals, set up for
satellite, $10,000. GTerrell, KCXY, POB 956,
Camden AR 71701. 501-836-9567.

Want to Buy
Hazeltine/Beehive Level 1slave terminals for
Cetec 7000 automation. R Gnad,
WOLF/WCCY, 313 Montezuma, Htn MI 49931.
906-482-7700.
Harris 90-9000 series auto interface to Instacart; Harris PC board $992-4574-001. J
Aey, WHOI, 4040 Simon Rd, Youngstown OH
44512. 216-783-1000.

Seeking Joint venture wIperson or company that is familiar w/promoting radio music formats, goal is to deliver via satellite. JGel>
813-642-6899.

CAMERAS ( VIDEO)
Want to Sell
IVC color camera (
3), (1) for parts, others w/all
access, cables, manuals, etc, nice glass,
$1000. Bud. TV-40, 4237 Airline, Norton
Shores MI 49442. 616-733-4040.

BE 16-C, excel cond, newest software, (3)
Scully R-R's, (3) BE single plays mono, 1-3
deck BE PB mono, 1-48 tray Go-Cart,
$15,000/130. E DeLaHunt, KPRM, POB 49,
Park Rapids MN 56470. 218-732-3306.
Beehive Micro B2 terminal, white screen.
works, 3125/BO/trade for gd mie. JHutson,
3220 72nd Ave Ct W. Tacoma WA 98466. 206566-8489.

Panasonic AK-30 (
2), w/brdcst grade Plumbicon tubes, lw hrs, BO. DBrennan, Brennan
Entrprs, 3596 Lorna Ridge Dr, Birmingham
AL 35216. 205-823-0088.

SMC DS-20 switcher, as-is w/manual. $150:
SMC PDC3 clock, RP1000 programmer wiper
supply & manuals, as-is. $300. E Stanley,
KBTO, Box 12, Bottineau ND 58318. 901-2282483.

CEI 287 studio (2), new 1" Plumbicons, all cables, CCU. (2) lrg VF outfits, (2) Verogon lens
10/1, $750 both. CPotorti, Potorti Video, 10005
Lacy Ave, Morrisville PA 19067. 215-945-3996.

Mark Persons Pmgrammer 3A controller; (4)
Revox AR77 R-R; BO. JMiller, KGNO, 908
Frontview, Dodge City KS 67801. 316-2274444.
Format Sentry controller, new, $4000. E
Histed, WWCC/WDNH, POB 1104, Honesdale PA 18431. 717-253-1616.
IGM 400 series w/(2)Revox PR99, 48-tray Instacart, 24-cart Carousel & Cones 25 Hz tone
gen, works perfectly, must sell. DSchroeder,
WSWL, 904-433-1141.
SMC 452 w/(2) Carousels, Stereo Plus MEI
Satmaster programmer. cables & manuals,
$2500+ shipping. RKerbany, WTNJ FM, 609
Main, Mt Hope WV 25880. 304-877-5592.
BE 16 complete satellite interface winew
cards & software, Instacart. (3) sngl Pcarts,
3deck, Carousel, (3) Skully PB, excel cond,
$15,000/130; also, SMC DP1 w/(4) Carousels,
remote, time announce controller, desk
mounted, not modified, excel cond, must sell,
BO. EDehanhunt, KPRM, Hwy 34 E, Park
Rapid MN 56470.

Want to Buy
Panasonic AG-450, Bud, TV-40, 4237 Airline,
Norton Shores MI 49442. 616-733-4040.

CART MACHINES
Want to Sell
BE 5301B 3-deck cart machine, mono, all
tones, $1500; also, BE SW5E audio switcher,
combines output of all 3decks, $250. LFuss,
WDTL AM/FM, POB 159, Fayetteville GA
30214. 404-460-6159.
RCA BA27, Ponly, wrkng, $50 + shipping. J
Cunningham, YSDA San Salvador, At 2Box
11313, Stonewall OK 74871. 405-265-4496.
Ampro cart tape reloader, gd cond, $150. D
Collins, 3354 Cove Lake Dr, Lexington KY
40515. 606-263-4250.
BE 210ORPS stereo R/P, gd cond, $995.
Gary/Mike, KFYI, Phoenix AZ. 602-258-6161.
Mono cart deck w/reproduce & record capabilities, 3-slot for sale by sealed bid due 1/92,
call for more info. FUrtuzuastegui, Purch Office, Maricopa County Comm College. 602731-8524.

hea ds

to

original (new) performance
specifications at afraction oi

All Work Warranted

the replacement cost. Our laboratory services include-.

Call The ITC Technical Service Department
Toll- Free at

• Digital/Optical 8. Electrical

(800) 447-0414
(309) 828-1381

inspection
• Precision recontouring of

International Tapetronics Corporation
2425 South Main Street
Bloomington,IL 61704

Audi-Cord series ER/P mono cart machine.
never used, new in ' 86, w/manual, guaranteed. $1200. IKE-Houston, 713-479-1614.
ITC SP mono sngl Pcart (3): (3) ITC trpl-deck
mono 1w/rcrd amp: ITC mono sngl R/P
w/tones; (2) ITC ESL-IV splice finder/eraser:
Dynamax CTR-33 mono trpl-deck w/record,
'89; BE 5304-13 mono 3-deck w/5310 record
unit, '83: call for info & pricing. MCooney, Radio 1, 610 NKiwanis, Sioux Falls SD 57104.
605-336-2706.
Gates Criterion 80 mono R/P, gd cond, $245.
GWachter, KFYI. 631 N1st Ave, Phoenix AZ
85003. 602-258-6161.

ITC SP (
2), w/3 tones, 9913 style head block
&improved cart hold down, recently recapped
w/new electrolytics, $775 ea. PHess. 134 Derwent Dr, Pittsburgh PA 15237. 412-366-1249.

Radio vet, 23 yrs, seeks co-signer for
$110,000 note for sm mrkt AM in SGA, 40%
for signature. B Rachels, 912-228-1204.

Festore your worn

Upgrades or Refurbishment

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
Sell

RECONDITIONING

Direct Factory Cartidge Machine Repair Service

BE 5302 mono 3-deck, ' 82: (2) Audi-Cord
TDS-1 mono Ponly carts; Audi-Cord E21 R/P
witones: Tapecaster 770 R/P sngl art:
Tapecaster 700 RIP sngl cart; Spot master
5000 R/P: Gates R/P: Audiolab TO- 16 cart
eraser; call for info & pricing. MCooney, Radio 1, 610 N Kiwanis, Sioux Falls SD 57104.
605-336-2706.

Sparta BP-22B portable AC/DC cart Pmachine, w/amp & spkr, works OK. needs to be
mounted in briefcase, $50. D Bailey, Rockshoppe Prod, 3422 Beech St. Rowlen TX
75088. 214-475-9796.
Collins stereo ilvintape w/record amp, (2)
decks in 7" high rack-mounted unit, gd cond,
$500. BWatson. KSAK. 714-946-6249.
Collin Twintape 642-E-1 stereo PB, BO. J
Socolof, KM, Dallas. 214-526-2580.
Spotmaster 2000 R/PB, grt cond, in operation. $325. JDeering, 615-264-2886 after 7
PM CST.
ITC 3D series mono trpl-P cart machine (2),
excel cond, (1) w/record amp. $2000. JSalov,
WHGR/WUPS, 517-740-1165.
BE (
2), look & act new. low use, $1300
ea/$2200 both. ANeri, WGTK, Box 590. Middlebury VT 06753 802-388-4101.
Audicord DL- PS stereo (3). in operation, excel cond. $600 ea. C Madrazo, TIJ. APDO
Postal 453, Tijuana BC Mexico 22000. 66-819677.
Latest model BE stereo PB (3), excel cond.
$1000 ea: Fidelipac stereo R/P cart machine,
$1300; matching ESL machine. $350; (2) BE
3000 stereo PB decks, $500 ea; (3) Harris stereo PB & (1) Harris stereo RP $250 all. S
Sands/S Ludwig, 815-459-7000.
WE KS19522 Li recorder/coupler, auto answer interface between cart machine & phone
line, new. $50; Sony TC228 8-trk R/P w/(16)
blank carts, cln & wrkng, $50. EDavison, 125
NIllinois, Springfield IL 62702. 217-787-0800.
IGM 99B stereo cart rcrdr w/ELSA, $3000;
Delta stereo P, $ 1000. GTerrell, KCXY, P013
956. Camden AR 71701. 501-836-9567
ITC Premium stereo R/P, gd cond, $950/130,
JPhillips, WZOM-FM, 408 Clinton, Defiance
OH 43512. 419-784-1059.
IGM 48PBM Instacart, 48-deck mono cart machine in excel cond. wIcabinet, will handle export & shipment for US buyer, BO. GDarling.
CKRW-AM, 203-4103 4th Ave. Whitehorse Yukon CN YlA 1H6. 403-668-6100.
Broadcast Electronics 2100P mono cart machine, like new, $850. Noel 215-474-7663.

CASSETTE & REEL-TOREEL RECORDERS
Want to

beads
• Complete

lb

Sheets
We also carry afull line of
replacement heads and parts.
Our 25 years o iexperience
and reputation are unmatched
in the industry.

Crown vintage tube machines (5): LL802, 751,
BX801, LL822, GCSX, $250/all. Ron, WAWZ
FM, Weston Canal Rd, Zarephath NJ 08890.
908-469-0991.

s

MAGNETIC SCIENCE
'249 Kennedy Road
p. 0 Box 121 • Greendell, NJ 078 39

Systems Marketing 512 tape deck (2), rack
mounted, manuals, $50 ea; (2) Spot Master
505-BS tape decks for parts, $50 ea. Bud, TV40, 4237 Airline, Norton Shores MI 49442. 616733-4040.

Ampex AG350 stereo 1/4", $650, console
avail; Ampex 354-2 stereo 1/4, 4heads, $975;
Ampex 01-96440-04 mie preamp, 60 db. $75
ea. TRose, Joiner-Rose Group, 4125 Centurion. Dallas TX 75244. 214-392-7800.

HEAD RELAPPING/
REPLACEMENT
All tape and film formats
30 years experience
•

350 N. Eric Drive
Palatine, IL 60067
708-358-4622
Scully 280 4-trk, in console cab. gd cond. BO.
FVirtue, Virtue Studios, 8809-11 Rising Sun
Ave, Philadelphia PA 19115. 215-763-2825.
ITC 750 Series stereo R-R (7), vgc. $550 ea;
Ampex AG 440-B FT console, $450; Ampex
AG 60043 stereo. BO; Marantz 5030-B cassette rcrdr, vgc, rack mount. $100. DLundy,
POB 408. Heidrick KY 40849. 606-546-6650,

al
ass embly

• Exclusive " Audio Magnetic
8. Data
Head "rest Repot

MCI JH-110B 2Irk in factory, metal roll around
cabinet. Well maintained & in great shape
w/complete spare set of fully working transport & audio boards, $1500. SBeverly, Flamingo Prod, 210 NE 571h, Ft Lauderdale FL
33334. 305-537-3617, FAX 305-492-9447.

Scully 280 (
2), for parts, $460+shipping/both:
(2) ITC 750 PB, gd cond, $2001ea + shipping.
PBammerlin, WROK, 4111 Martindale NE,
Canton OH 44705. 216-492-5630.

di
g ital/opt ic

alignmen tof

(201) 579-5773
as ( 201) 579-6021

o- Circle 57 On Reader Service Curd
Telex 3:1 cassette duplicator, excel cond,
needs minor work, $500 + shipping. SRussell,
60410 Klett Dr, Decatur MI 49045. 616-7829258.
Teletunken M154 1/4" stereo, 15/30, in console, w/ext meters & remote, $4000/60; Tand•
berg 84 1/4" stereo, 7.5/375/1-7/8, $200160.
RRhodes, RRhodes Music, POB 1550, NY
NY 10101. 212-245-5045.
Teac A-450 2-head stereo cassette deck (5),
top load, new heads, rebuilt motor & transport recently serviced, $140 ea: Sony IC-580
7" reel bidirectional R/P, vgc, recent service,
$200: Revox A77 MKIII, 75/3.75 ips, 1/4-trk stereo amps & speakers version, vgc, recent
service, $260: you pay shipping. A LeFay,
APC Prod, POB 371, Walnut CA 91788.
Revox A77 stereo R-Rw/built-in Dolby NR,
some spare parts, w/manual, excel cond, vry
clean, $400 + shipping. C Wagoner, Vision
West, 12410 12th Ave S, Seattle WA 98168.
206-242-2042.
Otan ARS 1000, new. JPhillips, WZOM-FM,
408 1/2 Clinton6t, Defiance OH 43512. 419784-1059.
MCI JH110B 2-trk R-R, mounted, excel cond,
several avail. BMassey, WKHX, 360 Interstate
N. Atlanta GA 30339. 404-955-0101.

SOUND YOUR BEST ON THE AIR!
CART MACHINE SERVICES:
CART MOTORS REBUILT oquiet flutter- free
perfection-shafts resurfaced
Single $ 110.00 Triple $ 130.00
CART HEADS RELAPPED guaranteed to
perform like new
Same day turnaround
Replacement heads and motors available

REEL TO REEL SERVICES:
HEADS RELAPPED and precise digital/optical
ASSEMBLY ALIGNMENTS
performed for maximum
response & head life
CAPISTAN & REEL MOTORS REBUILT
for MCI. OTARI and more.
For peak performance from your recording equipment, call
The Audio Magnetic Professionals.

Sell

Scully 284B-8 8-trk 1" deck, 375-30 ips, vry
clean, less than 100 hrs, all manuals, $5500;
MCI JH110A 1/2" rcrdr, 9yrs old, 7.5/15/30 ips,
analog meters, manual wIschematics, gd
cond, $2500 incl crate. T Sherry, 415-9693030.
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REPAIR - REFURBISHMENT

Audicord A-series R/P & P-only decks, in
desk-top cabinet, 3cues, mono, $750/both.
JGoode, WCIT/WLSR, 419-228-9248.

Ikegami HL79E (
2), no lens/pwr supply,
w/manuals, plates, cases. & Anton Bauer battery mount, lw hrs. vry clean, mint, $18,500/ea:
(4) Ikegami TA-79E/E HL79E Trias adaptors,
mint cond, $1600 ea/trade for camera unit. D
Eltzroth, Ritz AV, 6620 Virginia Manpor Rd,
Beltsville MD 20705. 800-543-0582.

IGM 48-tray stereo lnstacarts (2), boxed &
ready to ship, incl all cables, $4200 ea/$7500
both. THansen, KWSP, 805-438-3221.

ITC

Silent Sense, ANeri, WGTK, Box 590, Middlebury VT 06753. 802-388-4101.

Want to

Radio World

,./11,A1PERvicEs
224 Datura Street, Suite 614, West Palm Beach, FL 33401
Call 1-800-826-0601 for "Same Day Service" in Florida (407)659-4805
Authorized Parts Dealers for: MCI • OTARI • TEAC/TASCAM

.
41

Tascam 40-4 1/4" 4-trk, gd cond, BO. SWinthrop. Winthrop Prod, 156 W 94th St, NY NY
10025. 212-662-8685.
Recortec ACD automatic audio cassette dup
system, wits- directional master R- R
reproducer & cassette slave recorder/loader,
incl parts, supplies & manual, lw use & well
maintained. CWagoner, Vision West, 12410
12th Ave S. Seattle WA 98160 206-242-2042.

CLEAN PATCH BAYS
NO DOWN TIME

VERTIGO BURNISHERS AND INJECTORS
RESTORE ORIGINAL PERFORMANCE
TO YOUR PATCH BAYS

$34.95 Ea.
VERTIGO RECORDING SERVICES
12115 Alagnoba Filvd 4116
818-907-5161
Mee 1.0044,
400d, C4 91607
818-784.3753
Technics RS1500 2-trk deck; also. Sony/MCI
JH110C on roll-around metal cabinet: both excel cond. JGelo, 813-642-6899.
Ampex 600 series recorders (6). V Baker,
WI/GM, POB 889, Blacksburg VA 24063 703552-4252.
MCI JH-110 stereo tape deck (2). in floor consoles, $1500 ea; (2) MCI JH-110B stereo tape
decks in floor consoles. ( 1) &timer controller
&mon panel, $1500 ea; various Ampex 440s
w/outh cabinets, BO; Ampex 350 tape deck,
no amp, BO; Multisync MDA1B R-R speed
controller, BO. JSocolof, KUll, Dallas 214526-2580.
Teac auto reverse w/dbx Dolby B&C, excel
cond: Hitachi 3-head R/PB, excel cond:
$300/both. JDeering, 615-264-2886 after 7
PM EST.
Akal GX-4000D 1/4-trk 7" R- R, sound on
sound capability, tapes, all manuals, new
cond, must sell, $175. BLecato. WKRE, POB
220. Exmore VA 23350. 804-442-5000.
Ampex 601 1/4" 1/2-trk mono R-R in Samsonite suitcase, dual input, needs new tubes,
heads OK. $600/130. THeathwood, Heritage
Radio Classics, POB 16, Boston MA 02167.
617-969-9966.
Ampex 350 mono audio tape rcrdr (2), in floor
cabinet, gd cond, $725. PFnedberger, Assoc
Recording, 71 SParker Dr, Monsey NY 10952.
914-354-3192.
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CASSETTE ... WTS
Ampex SP3000 instrumentation recorder in
portable case (2), (1) for 114" 4-Irk & (1) for 1/2"
7-Irk, need documentation, $600 ea; Scully
280-1 FT PB only plug-in head assembly, 1/4"
tape, like new, $
95. KdeGruchy, WWYW FOXTV 205E67th St, NY NY 10021. 201-641-3997.
Ampex 350 1/2-Irk mono 14" reel transport
&Lang SS RIP electronics, $295+fteight. N
Mishaan, ROB 335, Lynbrook NY 11563-0335.
516-582-1338.
EXPERT BEVOX REPAIRS
Fast Turnarounds - Competimte Rates
15 ips mod. for A&B77% $350
Capstan shaft resurfacing, $35.
TM TECHNICAL ARTS
30 Music Sq. W. #5
Nashville, TN. 37203 (615) 244-6892
Gates ATC rcrdr, vgc, BO; (3) Gates Alt tape
decks. vgc. BO. LPopp, 814-467-7894.
Ampex ATR-102 1/4", gd cond, $2500: 440
capstan servo w/ps, $500. M Linett, Yr Place
or Mine, 1600 Las Flores, Glendale CA 91207.
818-244-1909.
Scully 280 4-Irk in console, excel cond, BO.
FVirtue, Virtue Rcrdng, 1618 N Broad St,
Philadelphia PA 19121. 215-763-2825.
Nakamichi 1000 2XL w/NR100, 19" rack
wiwood case, $650/130; Crown SX824 R-R
1/2-trk, 2-Irk R, 4-Irk P, w/case. $500. REnglish, DJ Entertainment, 882 Old Seneca Tpk,
Skaneatles NY 13152. 315-685-3814.
Dictaphone 40-Irk 1" loggers, dual decks.
mounted in rack w/plexiglass door, gd cond.
$1950; optional time/date gen/reader, $375;
tapes avail. GWachter, KFYI, 602-258-6161.
Crown SS700 POE 10-1/2", 15/75/375 ips, many features not found on newer machines, gd
cond. $175; Teac Dolby Bprocessor, works
grt. $50. JDeering, 615-264-2886 after 7PM
EST.
Tape Athon R-R (3), bi-directional. 3.65 ips
1/2-Irk, auto reverse, (2) portable 7" & 10.5",
(I) rack mount 105", all working, w/spare
parts. $50/ea. E Davison, 135 N Illinois.
Spnngfield IL 62702. 217-787-0800.

Ampex, ITC, Scully Reelto-Reel Tape Recorder
Spare Parts, Accessories,
Motor Remanufacturing.

VI

INTERNATIONAL
PO Box 1555
Mtn View CA
94042

Direct order line (8001 848-4428

Want to Buy
Webcor 80 wire rcrdr; Magnecord PT-6thru
PT-63AX; Brush BK-401 Soundmirror rcrdr;
Ampex 200 á300; any Fairchild tape rcrdr.
Dlgou, KMMX/KCHL, POB 1067, San Antonio TX 78294. 512-359-3167.
MCl/Ampex 1/2" 4-Irk rcrdr, vgc; also, remote
PK & dbx; other 4-Irks considered. M Carta,
KM Prod, Austin TX. 512-218-1610.
Ampex MR-70, gd cond. DdeForrest, 7441
Wayne Ave 010-D, Miami Beach FL 33141.
305-866-5401.
Revox B-77, must be 1/2-Irk. RDeen, Deen
Adv, POB 508, Adel GA 31620.
Ampex AG355/440 Ponly electronics, stereo/mono, prefer w/optional VU meters DDintenfass, Transcription Specialist, 7549-27th
Ave NW, Seattle WA 98117. 206-784-4803.
Ampex 601/602 mono FT or 102-Irk, up to $75.
E Lightman, WEDL, 550 Merchant St, Ambridge PA 15003.
Technics RS-1500, RS-1520, Otan 5050 2Irk
only in good condition. JGarvey. 203-7442476.
MCl/Sony capstan & reel motors, any cond.,
recdg heads, most mfgs, machines, new,
used. Relapped then sold. Amp Services, 224
Datura St No 614, W Palm Beach FL 33401.
800-826-0601, in FL 305-659-4805.
Ampex ATRIO0 taperecorders for parts. Circuit cards, heads, motors, machine parts, or
electronic parts. Call 818-907-5161.
Scully ' 100' recorders, record/play amplifiers, 8, 16, 24 track heads. Sequoia Electronics, 1131 Virginia Ave, Campbell CA 95008.
408-866-8434.

CD's
Want to Sell
Denon 950FA CD cartridge player, working
when removed, $700/B0. RRogers. KSKGFM. 1217 SSanta Fe, Salina KS 67401. 913825-4631.
Technics SL1200 (2), w/all ong hardware,
manuals & packaging. excel cond.
$1500/both. JDeering, 615-264-2886 after 7
PM EST

Want to Buy
Radio programs/segments or other misc
type material produced on CD format, for
brdcstr collection. R Strawn, 1900 SW 1st,
Fruitland ID 83619. 208-452-3149.

COMPUTERS

in area code 408
dial 739-9740

Want to Sell

Telex 62922869 ESL UD

TI Silent 700 electronic data terminal, $50.
Bud, TV-40, 4237 Airline, Norton Shores MI
49442. 616-733-4040.

FAX: 1-408-739-0809
Studer-Revox 877 2-Irk. vgc, $800. NHammond, PAS, 320 Ethan Allen Ave, Takoma
Park MD 20912. 301-891-3567.
Scully 2848-8 8-Irk 1" deck, 3.75-30 ips, vry
clean, less than 100 hrs. w/all manuals, $5500.
TSherry, 415-969-3030.
Revox A-77, 7.5/3.75 ips. 10-1/2" reels, workhorse, gd cond; also, AKAL 4-chnl, 10-1/2"
reels, 75/3.75 ips. gd cond: $650/both. JDeering, 615-264-2886 after 7PM EST.
Otani MX5050 QXD 4-Irk, mint cond, heads
perfect, wldbx NR (sep unit), $1800. BHanson, Reeltrax, 209 EEl Cortez, Columbia MO
65203. 314-449-2433.
Ampex ATR-102 1/4", metal heads. 2speed,
gd cond, $2400. M Linett, Yr Place or Mine,
1600 Las Flores Dr, Glendale CA 91207. 818244-1909.
Tascam 48 8-Irk w/(2) dbx DX-40 NR, excel
cond, $6000. JMaples, WMYU 102, 8419
Kingston Pike, Knoxville TN 37919. 615-6931020.
MCI JH-1108 2-Irk in Ruslang roll-around
cabinet, gd cond, $1500/130; Sony APR-5000
2-Irk on roll-around stand, SMPTE ready, vgc,
2yrs old, $3000/130. TPrice, DOCSI Corp,
1140 NLaBrea, Los Angeles CA 90038. 213462-4966.
Concertone reel hold-downs, pair, excel
cond, $15 + shipping. DDintenfass, Transcription Specialist, 7549-27th Ave NW, Seattle WA
98117. 206-784-4803.
Ampex 3200 series R-R duplicator, (3)
slaves, brand new cond, BO; Scully 280 8Irk rcrdr, working cond, BO. Jane/Dan, WBSR,
P013 8057, Pensacola FL 32505. 904-4384982.
Technics RS-1500 2-Irk, vgc, $700. BWatson,
KSAK, 714-946-6249.
Nagra 111, NP, NPO, PHO recorder w/carry
case in gd cond, $750 ea. Call Mike Murphy,
619-561-2726 or FAX 619-390-8611.

Wang CPU, (2) terminals, modem, etc, ran
Computer Concepts Business System, BO.
AMcCarthy, KUIC, 600 EMain, Vacaville CA
95688. 707-446-0200.
Tandy 1000 EX computer & CGA mon, 5-1/4"
drive. 256K memory, joystick, new cond, have
software to share, $500. Tim, 315-4881269/315-673-1624.
Digital Voice Mail software, use for sales
communication, station comment line & much
more, barter basis. 800-275-7997 X3000.

McMartin 8-501 5-chnl mono mixer, gd cond.
$325. GWachter, KFYI, 631 N1st Ave, Phoenix AZ 85003. 602-258-6161.
McCurdy 10-chnl stereo console in desk
w/all wiring & termination, BO; McCurdy 6chnl mono console, BO; CCA Elec Ultimate
10-chnl stereo console, BO; RCA BC-148 4chnl stereo mixer, not working, BO. JSocolof,
Kull, Dallas. 214-526-2580.
BE 4pot mixer, $
650/130. JPhillips, WZOMFM. 408 Clinton, Defiance OH 43512. 419784-1059.
Gates 10 pot board, completely rebuilt, also gd for parts, BO. LPopp, 814-467-7894.
Howe Prod 12-chnl stereo console, needs 2
input modules to make almost new, VCA control for cln & noiseless audio, vry reliable excel cond, $1500. Tim, 315-488-1269/315-6731624.
Audio Technica AT4462 stereo field prod mixer. vgc, w/manual, $600. C Crouse, Beech
Tree Brdcstng, 48 Cedar St. Dedham MA
02026. 617-461-2699.
Pacific Records BMX 22, 12 yrs old in gd
cond, will incl furniture. $4800+shipping. K
Rider, Unistar Radio Network, 1675 Broadway.
NY NY 10019. 212-373-4947.
McMartin B-501, needs work, $150. EHisted. VVWCCANDNH, PUB 1104, Honesdale PA
18431. 717-253-1616.
Quantum Lab 0M12-8 12 chnl, stereo mon,
8-chnl tape returns. talk back w/mic, excel
cond. $ 2000. R Glenn, WJGR. 1718
Shanadoh, Wimauma FL 33598. 813/6341940

Sell

Ramsa WR-8210 10 x4 mixing console 3
band EQ/chnl, effects, sub-mix, solo XLR mic
ins, RCA line I/O, like new. $950/130; Arrakis
mic preamp mixer, (5) I/0, will mix inputs to
sngl output, requires ± 15 VDC, $75/130. M
Friend, WTJU, Box 711 Newcoinb Hall,
Charlottesville VA 22904. 804-924-0885.
Shure M67 mixer (2). vgc, rack mount. $100
ea; (2) Shure M610-2E feedback controller,
vgc, rack mount, $100 ea. DLundy, POB 408,
Heidrick KY 40849. 606-546-6650.
Wheatstone 3224: 32-chnl mainframe, 24
chnls installed, many spares & xtras, 2.5 yrs
old, $4000. Falk Rcrdng Studio, 502-239-1044.
Radio Systems S-18, mint cond, very little
use. extras Munn, must sell asap. $55001130.
EDeLaHunt, KPRM, POB 49, Park Rapids
MN 56470. 218-732-3306.
McCurdy SS8500 custom 10 mixer/dual stereo brdcst console, excel cond, $4250. DVernier, KUNI, Univ NIA, Cedar Falls IA 50614.
319-273-6400.
LPB M-8S-03, '
85; Shure M63 mixer; Shure
M64A stereo mixer; Shure M675 prod mixer;
call for info & pricing. MCooney, Radio 1,610
N Kiwanis, Sioux Falls SD 57104. 605-3362706.

JBL 4320R control monitor (2), w1JBL 2235
15" woofer, JBL 15" passive radiator, JBL
2426 1" driver, L91 horn & lens, (2) 2405 slot
tweeters, $1250/pair; also, Ashley XR 2000 24
dBioctace stereo 3-way crossover, $400.
Mark/Jerry, Ligosa Sound Studios, 700 W
Pete Rose Way 5th FI, Cincinnati OH 45203.
513-621-5111.

Want to Buy
SAE 2800 Ea, vgc. R Glenn, WTGR, 1718
Shandoha, Wimauma FL 33598 813-6341940.

FINANCIAL SERVICES
Want to Sell
EQUIPMENT FINANCING
-LOANS BY PHONE • NO FINANCIALS REQUIRED
FOR TRANSACTIONS UNDER
$35,000
• NEW OR USED EQUIPMENT
• $2,000 to $200,000
• NO DOWN PAYMENT
• SALE- LEASEBACK
EQUIPMENT FOR WORKING
CAPITAL
WE DO START UP BUSINESS
TO APPLY OR REQUEST ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION CONTACT MARK WILSON
EXCHO E

Cetec 2000 8-chnl stereo, wrkng cond, grt for
parts, BO. BSommer, KTEO, 501 ESt Joe.
Rapid City SD 57701. 605-394-2231.
Collins 212 F1 console, mint cond. w/manual. $350: Collins stand alone TT remote system w/PA amp, $350: Harris circa ' 75 10-input
stereo console w/program. audition & mono
busses, full monitoring & manual. cln board.
$600. SSands/S Ludwig, 815-459-7000.
BiAmp 1229 Mixing Console, ASI power
amp, Akai GX77 R-Rplus much, much more.
Call for details Jack 505-392-1220.

Want to Buy

(
800) 275-0185
FAX: (214) 235-5452

FUNDING

FURNITURE
Want to Sell
Handcrafted Speaker
Cabinets. Finest quality,
best prices with the
best guarantee in the
industry. Call us first.
Jack 505-392-1220

Sunn mixing board, 8-chnl. SRussell, 60410
Klett Dr. Decatur MI 49045 616-782-9258.
Collins 212B; Altech 230B. R Osborne,
WMOU, POB 667, Ravenswood WV 26164.
304-273-2544.
Pacific Recorders BMX series mic modules,
need (2) in wrkng order. BLarson, WUSN, 875
NMichigan Ave, Chicago IL 60611. 312-6490099.
Tascam/Teac/Yamaha 8-12 chnl stereo console. TCrockett, Hot Tracks, Box 10501. Blacksburg VA 24060. 703-953-0222.
Howe 10,000 parts, any/all, please no 10K series. AMcCarthy, KUIC, 600 EMain, Vacaville
CA 95688. 707-446-0200.
Gatesway-II spare modules. Bob, 303-3301342.
On-air stereo console, 5-10 chnls. HV
Madera, WNZN, Carr Vieja del Vigia 083,
Ponce PR 00731. FAX 809-840-1588.
Gates Studioette 4-chnl mixer, '61 model, up
to $100. ELightman, WEDL. 550 Merchant
St, Ambridge PA 15003.
Langevin AM4A w/documents. JGangwer,
942 32nd St, Richmond CA 94804. 415-6442363.

CONSOLES
Want to

Audio Arts Eng 4200 parametric EQ/prearnp,
like new, $225 + shipping. CWagoner, Vision
West, 12410 12th Ave S, Seattle WA 98168.
206-242-2042.

DISCO & SOUND
EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell
Altec N501-8A 2-way crossover networks.
new in ong box, never used, $60/pair. S
Lawson, ex Prod, 928 Hyland Dr, Santa Rosa CA 95404. 528-4055.
SAE 5000 impulse NR, removes clicks &
pops, $125; JBL 4312-A 12' 3-way studio
mons, 0357.1 tweeter, 3yrs old, grt cond,
$500/B0. RGlenn, WTGR, 1718 Shandoha.
Wimauma FL 33598. 813-634-1940.

Want to Buy
Gregg Labs 2530 triband compressor/limiter,
check your junk rooms. JMauk, KMJ/KSKS,
1110 EOlive Ave, Fresno CA 93744. 209-2665800.
Gregg Labs 2530 triband compressor/limiter,
made in mid-late ' 70s. JMauk, KMJ/KSKS,
POB 70032, Fresno CA 93744. 209-266-5800.
Optimod 8000A, will pay cash, leave message at 703-276-0125.
Optimod 8000A. A Patrick, 405-536-2242.

MICROPHONES
Want to Sell
Electro Voice 666 (2), gd cond, $40 ea. T
Rose, Joiner-Rose Group, 4125 Centurion,
Dallas TX 75244. 214-392-7800.
Neumann U-67, excel cond, pwr supply,
$3000; Sony C-35P. excel cond, pwr supply,
like new, $325. FVirtue, Virtue Rcrdng, 880911 Rising Sun Ave, Philadelphia PA 19115.
215-763-2825.
Electro Voice RE-20, gd cond. no stand
adaptor, $175. T Crockett, Hot Tracks, Box
10501, Blacksburg VA 24060. 703-953-0222.
Neumann U-87, excel cond, BO. SWinthrop.
Winthrop Prod. 156 W 94th St, NY NY 10025.
212-662-8685.
RCA classic ribbon mics, others, send for list.
B Davies, Virgo Prod, 5548 Elmer Ave, N
Hollywood CA 91601. 818-761-9831.
EV 635A dynamic mic, fair cond. $40/130. M
Saady. 1st City Rec, 141-60 84 Rd 3E. Briarwood NY 11435. 718-846-2062.
Sennheiser MD214 lay mic, $35; Shure 2-way
hand mics; call for details. EDavison, 135 N
Illinois, Springfield IL 62702. 217-787-0800.
Sennheiser MD-421V w/suspension mount.
gd cond. $225 + shipping. RKerbany, WTNJ,
609 Main, Mt Hope VW 25880.
Neumann U-67, excel cond, pwr supply,
$3000; EV 642 shotgun mic, excel cond, BO.
FVirtue, Virtue Rcrdng, 1618 N Broad St,
Philadelphia PA 19121. 215-763-2825.

LIMITERS
Want to Sell

Turner S33D chrome dynamic w/base. BO.
KPatten, 818-287-7424.

Orban 8000A, excel cond, $1300. Ron,
WAWZ FM, Weston Canal Rd, Zarephath NJ
08890. 908-469-0991.
Texar Audio Prism (
2), for stereo use, (2)
RCF-1 cards, brand new, never used.
$1500/80. LMartino, 714-889-2651.
Orban 9000-A Optimod, AM stereo compatible. D Lang. 503-774-0459.
dbx 166 dual gated compressor/limiter, like
new. $
500 8Dierking. KNDY AM/FM, RR3,
Marysville KS 66508. 913-562-2361.
Valley People 610 limiter/expander, call for info & pricing. MCooney, Radio 1.610 NKiwanis, Sioux Falls SD 57104. 605-336-2706.

Optimod 8000A
$1495 & UP
414-482-2638
Gates Solid Statesman, gd cond but AGC
needs new pwr xformer, $45. M Knight, 339
New Kent Rd, Blacksburg VA 24060. 703-5525809.
Optimod 8000, clean. JPhillips, WZOM-FM,
408 1/2 Clinton St, Defiance OH 43512. 419784-1059.
CRL SEP4008, lw hrs, clean, excel cond.
w/manual, $350. P Hess, 134 Derwent Dr.
Pittsburgh PA 15237. 412-366-1249.
Orban 1118, $400; ATI Emph-A-Sizer, $700 .
you pay shipping. DSeavy, KROC. 122 SW
4th St, Rochester MN 55902. 507-286-1010.
Optimod 8100A, excel cond, $2950. EHisted, WWCC/WDNH, POB 1104, Honesdale PA
18431. 717-253-1616.
Inovonics 201 (2), peak & rms, $500 ea. M
Lines, Yr Place or Mine, 1600 Las Flores,
Glendale CA 91207. 818-244-1909.

Kersvood system: integrated amp, 90 W
RMS/chnl, tuner, tape deck, IT, spkrs, rack,
shipping xtra, $300. M Starin, WGOT TV60,
457 Varney St, Manchester NH 03102. 603625-1165.

Optimod 8000A, $1800; Optimod 8100A.
$2950; UREI 1176LN, black face, $500 ea/(2)
for $900; all perfect cond. BWatson, KSAK,
714-946-6249.

Aphex Type Caural exciter, $75. Falk Rcrdng
Studio, 502-239-1044.

Optimod 8000A, mint, $1500430. JPhillips,
WZOM-FM, 408 Clinton, Defiance OH 43512.
419-784-1059.

Shure SM58 dynamic cardioid (4), like new,
$80 ea. NHammond, PAS. 320 Ethan Allen
Ave, Takoma Park MD 20912. 301-891-3567.

UREI 529 EQ (
2), excel cond, BO. FVirtue,
Virtue Studios, 8809-11 Rising Sun Ave,
Philadelphia PA 19115 215-763-2825.

UREI 527A 1/3 octave graphic EO (2), excel
cond, $250 ea; Eventide H949 Harmonizer,
works perfectly, $1200. G Guarino, Sorcerer
Sound, 19 Mercer St, NY NY 10313. 212-9251365.
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Harris MSP 90 (2). w/stereo AGC & limiting
modules, $125 ea. D Greer, WDZZ/WFDF,
1830 Genesee Towers, Flint MI 48504. 313238-7300.
ADR stereo limiter, gd cond. $525: Inovonics 201, $500 ea: API 525, $375. M Linett, Yr
Place or Mine, 1600 Las Flores Dr, Glendale
CA 91207. 818-244-1909.

EV 644 Sound Spot. gd cond; vintage RCA.
'40s, gd cond. D Morris, WKUN. 204 W
Spring St, Monroe GA 30655. 404-2676558/404-267-2035.
Presto 45 rpm adapter sleeve for 6N disc cutter, new; manuals: Sencore tube conductance
analyzer, Sams transistor sub bootk 08 & 06,
RCA tube manual. Mr. Oliver, 212-874-7660.

Xmas tree terminal block (
18), ADC, A-66,
6x20, $3.50 ea: (12) PJ318 dbl row jack field,
$15 ea. T Rose, Joiner-Rose Group, 4125
Centurion, Dallas TX 75244. 214-392-7800.
Stencil-Hoffman mag film/video degausser;
music library of (95) 15 ips tapes, (48) 12" dblside records; (2) kg matching audio spkrs; aluminum pole-cat set; much more, send for list.
BHoward, Academy Film Prod, 3918 W Estes, Lincolnwood IL 60645. 708-674-2122.

USED GEN SETS
15kW-1000kW Diesel
Cost Efficient-Fuel Efficient

XOPRC
Call us for your generator needs
U.S. and Canada
1-803-3663912

(
207)657-3579

TV station surplus equip: Drake 2220 sat
rcvr freq agile; cassette decks, Scala CL-1483
antenna UHF; Scalia chnl 35 omit antenna;
Sony VO4800 3/4" rcrdr; Wegener 1601
mainframe: (3) Unicom 2W 2-way radios; call
for list/BO. John, 509-826-0100.
Onan series OT pwr sentry/automatic oler
switch, 00TUDD225-4/12026, 225 amp,
120/208 3-phase. 4-wire, wrkng when removed, BO. DCulp, WRQX, Washington DC.
202-686-3100.
Tascam ES-51 sync control unit & (2) ES-50
slaves. barely used, $3500/80; Symetrix TI101 telephone interface, $225 DCrepps, IBS,
225 W Loockerman, Dover DE 19901. 302678-4400.
RCA MI11645 audio patch panel. $50: mini
jackstrip: 2rows of 48 jacks, $150. LBawinkel,
WWJO/WJC1K, 5658 143rd Ave, Holland MI
49423. 616-394-1260.
TIE E3000 10-button key phone TT dial, brand
new, $50: WE field phones, magneto w/modem handset, excel cond, $75/pair: various other WE phones & key relay, call for info. EDavison, 135 NIllinois, Springfield IL 62702. 217787-0800.
Gentner FBTRB prewire bay (8), $195 ea;
Gentner GECFB100 Flexiblock (50). SIEMF2250, $8 ea; Gentner GEC-50DR prewired patch bay, 52DR w/TRS jacks 08 & approx 15' wire, $90. BLord. Lord Brdcstg, 13313
SE 208th St, Kent WA 98042. 206-631-2374.
Orban ACC11 1-3/4" security cover (6), $15
ea: Pitney Bowes A-120 postage scale, 6200
postage meter & A215 printer. $1500/all:
Fidelipac FID-MR200 200-slot mobile rack,
indv racks can be wall mounted, $150. BLord.
Lord Brdcstg, 13313 SE 208th St, Kent WA
98042. 206-631-2374.

Want to Buy

Plantronics miniature operators headset
(2). w/289B DBL plug, new. $25: WE 52 headsets w/289B plugs, jacks, gd cond, $25; music on hold interface to 1A2 phone systems,
up to 5lines. $25 ea/$100 for 10: Bogen Sam
phone page interface. new, $50/130. EDavison. 125 NIllinois, Springfield IL 62702. 217787-0800.

American Hic D-33 & DR-330, gd cond; also. Shure 333 & Greybar heavy boom stands.
Dlgou, KMMX/KCHL, POB 1067, San Antonio TX 78294. 512-359-3167.

Mod Science StereoMaxx, new, $1500. E
Histed, WWCC/WDNH, POB 1104, Honesdale PA 18431. 717-253-1616.

EV 630/635 wIcable; RE10 EV-desk mics, EV
&Shure all very reasonable; baby booms (
3).
Mr. Oliver, 212-874-7660.

WE/RCA tall boom stand, over 15' tall for
field prod, any cond. PJacoby, 803-881-1160.
RCA 44s 877s, WE 639. other ribbon mics,
working or not; also, dynamic & other types
of mics. B Davies, Virgo Prod. 5548 Elmer
Ave. N Hollywood CA 91601, 818-761-9831.
Sennheiser MKE 2002 binaural stereo mic
at gd price. FBeacham, NY NY, 212-873-9349.
RCA 44BX/77DX; WE & RCA velocity mics.
DdeForrest, 7441 Wayne Ave 010-D, Miami
Beach FL 33141. 305-866-5401.
Studio condensers: AKG, Newmann &
others. KPatten, 818-287-7424.

MISCELLANEOUS
Want to Sell
Dummy load ME-82/U, 120 W, 52 ohm. 50600 MHz. Bud, TV-40, 4237 Airline, Norton
Shores MI 49442. 616-733-4040.
Electro Impulse DPTC 10 kW FM dry dummy load, wattmeter incl, $450. Ron, WAWZ
FM, Weston Canal Rd. Zarephath NJ 08890
908-469-0991
Rotron Blowers for Eloom, CCA. CSI,
McMartin. Harris, rebuilt & new.
Goodrich Enterprises Inc.
11435 Manderson St, Omoha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821
Audio ;dormers: (
4) Ampex 15095 line input;
(9) Ampex 4580116-20 bridge input; (2) Triad
A-10,1; (2) Triad A-11-J; $15 ea. SLawson, UK
Prod, 928 Hyland Dr, Santa Rosa CA 95404,
528-4055.

Kohler S340 auto transfer switch, like new,
rated 3phase. 240 V225 amps, 4wire, 3pole,
$2500. JSalov. WHGR/WUPS, 517-740-1165.
Blonder-Tongue AMT audio modulator for TV
chnl 10, puts radio audio on TV systems, $50;
Tone Commander RT-1900 touch tone 19station intercom, decodes 19 TT combinations
to relay output, new, $25; Telephone System
400 line cards for 1A2 key systems, misc relays, dials, bulls eye lights ábulbs, bells &
power supplies, call for details. EDavison, 125
NIllinois, Springfield IL 62702. 217-787-0800.

Want to Buy
Radio/TV station buttons, collector wants to
buy/trade. BMassey, WKHX. 360 Interstate
N, Atlanta GA 30339. 404-955-0101.
FM dummy load, 5-10 kW. VBaker, WKGM,
POB 889. Blacksburg VA 24063 703-5524252.
Realistic SA-2000 right chnl volume control.
slide type for SA-2000 (31-1985) stereo amp,
Radio Shack part 0P-1632, mfr part 0
28200025 (250K/Bx2). R Kerbany, WTNJ,
609 Main, Mt Hope WV 25880.
Small market FM (107.5) ready for construction. Cash for good used equipment. Main
&production studios, SIL. monitors. EBS, 25
kW transmitter, exciter, 2-bay antenna & 500'
1-7/8 coax. Will consider packaged deal. Send
list, condition & price. WOBX-FM, cfoJ,L, Oyster, Route 1, Box 203A, Castleton VA 22716.
Jazz record collections, 10" LP/12" LP bebop, swing, dixie, highest prices paid. BRose,
Program Recdgs, 228 East 10th, NYNY
10003. 212-674-3060.

BE E
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MONITORS
Want to Sell
Potomac Instruments AM-19 antenna mon,
2tower, 2ref, gd cond, $1000. TGaoler, KUZZFM/KCWR, 3223 Sillect Ave, Bakersfield CA
93308. 805-326-1011.

Want to Buy
Solar FIAIA-1 & FMS-1FM mod mon; EBS
system; In-line 1-5/8" power meter. HV
Madera, WNZN, Carr Vieja del Vigia #83,
Ponce PR 00731. FAX 809-840-1588.
Any older McMartin mod monitors. C
Goodrich, -1435 Manderson, Omaha NE
68164. 402-493-1886.

MOVIE PROD EQUIP
Want to Sell
I3&H 16mm 202 opt/mag pr, w/sync motor
for interlock, M-H 816 hot splicer, Beaulieu
R16E camera w/Ang 12-120 ZCOM lens, Hollywood rewinds, sound readers, split & solid
reels, send for more info. BHoward, Academy Film Prod, 3918 W Estes, Lincolnwood IL
60645. 708-674-2122.
Bolex H16 (
2), w1400' mag, drive & mag motors, battery packs, 17-85 mm zoom wirt angle VF, voltage regulators, BO. KWest, SRSU,
Dept Fine Arts/Comm, Alpine TX 79832. 915837-8219.
krill« 16S w/Ang motorized zoom. (3) prime
lenses, (3) 400' mag whorq motor, matte box,
assorted drive motors, fitted case, $2200. J
Gagliardi, 20 Country Rd, Holliston MA 01746.
617-432-1752/508-429-7846.

RECEIVERS &
TRANSCEIVERS
Want to Sell
AM EBS mg on 1430 kHz, call for info & pricing. MCooney, Radio 1,610 NKiwanis, Sioux
Falls SD 57104. 605-336-2706.
GE Executive (2), wrcables & control heads,
(1) lw band, (1) high band, mica incl, $100. M
Storin, WGOT-TV 60, 457 Varney St, Manchester NH 03102. 603-625-1165.

AM STEREO RECEIVERS

Portable, tiontelStudlo, Auto

RRADCO GROUP
708-513-1386

Elenco LR 2-30 MHz linear amp for 2-way radio communication, 100-300 W, $50; Hickcck
610 1'V signal gen, works 0-250 MHz plus
markers & sweep, $30. JCunningham, KHKC,
Rt 2Box 1138, Stonewall OK 74871. 265-4496.
Kahn Power Side AM stereo system w/signal processing, new, never used, $7500. J
Socolof. Kiln, Dallas. 214-526-2580.

Want to Buy
Zenith Stratosphere AM/SW radio, '36; also, EH Scott/McMurdo silver rcvrs; can pick
up. D Hauff, Box 16351, Minneapolis MN
55416.
Motorola HT9W440 dead VHF/UHF rigs,
need 2-3. A McCarthy, KUIC, 600 E Main,
Vacaville CA 95688. 707-446-0200.
Three hand held., ( 1) base, any
freq/make/model, offering $400. BFreeman,
526 Penn Ave, Pittsburgh PA 15222. 412-2636600.
Marti equip, used, gd cond. Bob, 303-3301342.

Moseley TRC15AR 15-chnl remote, '82, recently aligned by mfr, $500. KAustin, Austin
Brdcstng, 1101 Hwy 81 N, Marlow OK 73055.
405-658-9292.
Marti RMC-2AX, gd cond w/manuals, $400.
JBolton, KKRP, POB 454, Rayville LA 71269.
318-878-9469.

Pena_

Want to Buy
Fairchild Dart 384 or Scientific Atlanta equiv
rcvr w/15 kHz & SEDAT 21 kHz cards. B
Brown, WEQX, Box 102.7, Manchester VT
05254. 802;362-4800.

1, 2 and 3- Line Systems
Call Steve Kirsch for details

Silver Lake Audio
(516) 623-6114

I

Harris 6550 receiver for sports & other. Bob,
303-330-1342.

Moseley PBR-30 chnl remote system, 110
kHz control, subaudible metering units, needs
work, $350; Potomac extension analog metering panel for AM-19, $150; Moseley 92 kHz
sub-carrier I/O cards for MRC-1600, may be
moved to other freq, $150/set; Moseley PCL404 mono SIL system, 948.0 MHz, $450. J
Goode, WCIT/WLSR, 419-228-9248.

SOFTWARE

Marti M-25C/MR-30/150-170 base station. D
Morris, WKUN, 204 W Spring St, Monroe GA
30655. 404-267-6558/404-267-2035.
Ampex 351 series remote control, $50. D
Bailey, Rockshoppe Prod, 3422 Beech St,
Rowlett TX 75088. 214-475-9796.
Mark 5' SIL dish (
2), $900+shipping. D
Donovan, KCGR-FM, 1620 American Bank,
Corpus Christi TX. 512-888-8555.
Chevy
29,000
Owen,
77305.

Moseley TRC-15 studio/xmtr units wlmanuals, lelos operation, grt cond, wrkng, inservice now, $400. JSalov, WHGRMUPS,
517-740-1165.
Marti RPT-30W450, complete system Wantenna & 175' coax, used 3times, dual freq.
BCarr, WRED, POB 6, Perrysberg OH 43552.
419-837-9696
TFT digital remote, vgc, $1500. E Histed.
VVWCCM/DNH, POB 1104, Honesdale PA
18431. 717-253-1616.
Marti S11.10 monaural on 950 MHz, $2950.
AThompson, DUTIIKXDD, 706 Butterfield,
Yakima WA 98901. 509-248-2900.
Moseley MIU-2, $250; Moseley SCD-8, $150;
Mod Science CP803, $300; you pay shipping.
DSeavy, KROC, 122 SW 4th St, Rochester
MN 55902. 507-286-1010.

Want to Buy

MARATHON PRODUCTS COMPANY
Want to Sell
Transcription file cabinets (
6); (450) standard transcriptions; (170) world transcriptions;
(30) various holiday prog transcriptions; 80.
BBeattie, 6200 16th St N, St Petersburg FL
33702. 813-526-4275.
Audiopak AM & AA3 ( 1000), 2.0-33 min
carts, clean, unused rebuilts, loaded wInew
tape, gd bond, $330/100, free shipping; (900)
Audiopak AA4 & AA3, various lengths w/ditf
programs, used, gd cond, $1/100; (20) blank
10" reel tapes, new, in boxes, $10/reef. DKincaid, 1445 Parran Rd, St Leonard MD 20685.
301-586-2177.
Adult contemporary library w/2200 songs on
CD & cart. Inc 93 Goldiscs & 230 misc CDs,
add'I 170 songs dubbed on Scotchcart Ils,
$5500; country library wtI500 songs on 66 CD
Gokiiscs & 500 add .'Scotchcart Ils, $4500;
(380)35 min Scotchcart Ils wlcountry songs,
$2 ea; all used 6mnths. BLord, Lord Brdcstg,
13313 SE 208th St, Kent WA 98042. 206-6312374.
Contemporary Christian music record library
&over 2500 top CCM songs on over 100 Ampex 456 tapes w125 Hz tones recorded on
fade of each song. DSchroeder, WSWL, 904433-1141.
Fidelipac carts (
700), various lengths, gd
cond, $1ea/$500 all; approx (400) gospel &
country albums from '40s & '505, all gd cond,
BO. DMorris, WKUN, 204 W Spring St, Monroe GA 30655. 404-267-6558/404-267-2035.

AM dFM in stable TX market, owner financing possible, grt opportunity for owner operation, real estate & home incl. 216-331-8012
or 305-296-7575.
1kW Daytime serving Savannah,
Hilton Head market. Have been
owner/operator since 1968.
Complete facility, antenna on 3.5
acres of prime commercial property. Health/age says sell! NO
COLLECT CALLS. Call 912-9648124 or 912-354-4601.

POSITIONS WANTED
Top 40, NC college & sm market prod, DJ,
6yrs exper, will relocate anywhere in US, any
market, FT only. M Allyn, 708-673-0783.
We'd like to be your morning team, funny,
creative & professional. JReynold, 919-6711162.
Engineer w120 + yrs major mrkt exper in all
phases of radio. Cecil, 214-544-3799.
Maint eng, CET, FCC gen w/radar, NABER,
NARTE certified, CE college station, NBN
chief eng áMDS exper, FT/PT, contract work.
M Rakotf, 114-41 Queens Blvd #148, Forest
Hills NY 11375.

Scala MF960 Minitlector for 950 MHz,
reasonable. TEnglish, WEZN, 10 Middle St,
Bridgeport CT 06604. 203-366-9321.

North Georgia full time AM, upscale resort
area, ideal for owner/operalor. $95,000. The
Jesse Neal Browder Co., Inc, RI 2Box 2197,
Lexington GA 30648 or 404-743-8661.

Leading country music TV/radio personality has 50 TV/radio shows of national C&W
celebs, looking for TV/radio shows/cable to air
them. 908-271-8244.

Mork STL dish, 5', $450+shipping. D
Donovan, KCGR, 1620 American Bank Plaza, Corpus Christi TX 78475. 512-888-8555.

Dart 384 w/15 KHz, + 75 KHz, voice cue card,
complete D Lang, 503-774-0459.
Wegener 1602 d1601 mainframe w/cards for
Unistar country format system, 18 mnths old,
like new, $2800. KAustin, Austin Brdcstng,
1101 Hvry 81 N, Marlow OK 73055. 405-6589292.
Adcomm 7550 satellite rcvr for Unistar ACII
&CNN, 2yrs old, $3500. BHearst, VVWCH,
725 Wood St, Clarion PA 16214. 814-226-8600.
S/A DAT 15 kHz demod (
3), $400 ea; S/A DAT
7.5 kHz demod, $400; you pay shipping. D
Seavy, KROC, 122 SW 4th St, Rochester MN
55902 507-286-1010.

Strornberg Carlson PABX dial phone system
ad(S) 6-line Phones, somPleta $1000; (50) GTF
LC-4003 phone line cards, wrkng, $10 ea.
Bud, TV-40, 4237 Airline, Norton Shores MI
49442. 616-733-4040.

Equatorial dish/LNB w/radome, receiver/controller & printer, used to receive UPI newswire,
BO. GPeterson, KIMM, POB 8205, Rapid City
SD 57709. 605-348-1100.

Harris satellite dish, 3meter delta gain white,
solid, durable, set on concrete slab, $900. 816359-2261.

Scientific Atlanta 6600/6601 SCPC rcvr,
$750; SMN Superswitch for unattended satellite operation, $300. SSands/S Ludwig, 815459-7000.
Wegener 1602 series satellite receiver tuned
to Unistar AM only format, Wall cards &
excel coed, $3500. Ray, WDXY 803-775-2321.

New

NAB Marathon cartridges prices on request.
35 Years professional expenence!
Lifetime member AES R.D.MYERS Sr.

Manufacturers of Audio Devices, Continous Tape Mag.

69 Sandersdale Rd.,
Charlton, MA 01507
1-508-248-3157 or 1-508-853-0988
Circle 115 On Reader Service Card -41
Ampex 642 NAB reels (500), 10-1/2', w/boxes; (100) poly cassette boxes. B Dierking,
KNDY AM/FM, RAI, Marysville KS 66508.
913-562-2361.

ABA)
Cartridge Rebuilding

Service

We clean, load & pack. Serviced within
10 work days! Work guaranteed!

Want to Buy
World library 16" radio transcriptions from
'43-45: 6079, 6089, 7049, 7059 & 8349, will pay
$50/disk. HMedina, 181 Thomas St, Brentwood NY 11717. 516-273-1832.
Old 45/78 records, prefer large station collections of 50s Rock, R&B, & Country. K
Gutzke, Custom Recording, 7134 15th Ave S.
Minneapolis MN 55423 612-866-6183.

3706 Vold CL, Eau Claire, WI 54701
(715) 835-7347
Fidelipac & Audiopac, over 3200 carts in gd
cond, 1500 in complete music library all catalogued, various lengths, 675 ea; country library: 4278 albums, 7834 45s, 204 CDs, 1624
carts & more, BO. ROwen, KJOJ-AM, POB
2368 Conroe TX 77305. 409-756-5501.

TAX DEDUCT EQUIP
Red Cross needs video & audio equip incl
video switcher & recorder, will pay shipping
&provide tax certificate, call w/avail equip. G
Kirby, 614-261-8871.

To place ads in this section, use the ActionGram form. To respond to box numbers,
write Radio World, PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041, Attn.

CE w/big prod voice & over 15 yrs hands-on
eng exper, seeks CE pos w/prod or air shift
in competitive top 100 market GMorgan, 704563-8676.

Composite STL system, late model pay top
dollar . A Patrick, 405-536-2242

to & including 3.5 minutes,
$1.75 ea. FOB our plant, 48 hrs delivery.

Want to Sell
Broadcast facility, complete, set up for talk,
news & music, all late/high quality equip,
14x30' 2-axle mobile studio, less than 5yrs
old, w/air conditioning & restroom. D Lang,
503-774-0459.

SCA avail on new 30 kW FM in NE IA, serves
NE IA, SE MN & SW WI. D Voss, KRDI,
Decorah IA 52101. 319-382-4251.

Comrex telephone Iraq slender, sngl line
LHouck, 512-736-5483

Rebuilding/reloading, like new, all brands, any length up

STATIONS

Moseley PCL505C, Marli or TFT 950 MHz
SIL equip for export, priced right. KAustin,
Austin Brdcstng, 1101 Hwy 81 N, Marlow OK
73055 405-658-9292.

SCA generator, 92 kHz/convertible, prefer
CAL, Moseley & Sidekick. GHilliard, 50312269791.

Audio Cartridge Rebuilding Division

TAPES/CARTS & REELS

Non DA daytime, DA night, 50 kW, low dial
position, clear chnl, unlimited time, AM in capital city; also, 3 kW FM, can upgrade to
6/25/50 kW, owner financing. Glenn 501-47°1525.

Want to Sell

Moseley PBR-15AW wire line remote; MicroControls RCR-9 & RCT-9; call for info & pricing. MCooney, Radio 1,610 NKiwanis, Sioux
Falls SD 57164. 605-336-2706.

FOR SALE: Ron Balonis' Broadcast Engineer's Computer Toolbox for IBM compatible computers Send $25.03 for acopy (5-1/4
or 3-1/2 disk), or name and address for details to COMPUTER TOOLBOX, Ronald F.
Balonis, 118 Rice Street, Trucksville PA 187081628.
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Optimod 8000A, will pay cash, leave message at 703-276-0125.

Gates RDCIO studio & xmtr units, must be
in gd wrkng order. ACalisti, WBCW, Jeannette PA 15644. 412-527-5656.

Want to Sell

Marti R10/STL10 monaural SIL system, recently aligned & tuned on 950 MHz, $2950.
A Thompson, KXDDIKUTI, 706 Butterfield,
Yakima WA 98901. 509-248-2900.

Want to Sell
WireReade Wire Management
Software..., Only WireReade has
the name, the toll- free support and
and hundreds of happy users. See
us monthly in RW's Product Showcase.
WireReody Newswire Systems Inc.
800-833-4459,

van, '
72 complete remote studio
miles, all aluminum body, $8000. R
KJ0J-AM, POB 2368, Conroe TX
409-756-5501.

SATELLITE EQUIPMENT

Moseley PCL-SCG-6 135 kHz subcarrier gen;
SCD-2 135 kHz subcarrier row; $250 ea. Ron,
WAWZ FM, Weston Canal Rd, Zarephath NJ
08890. 908-469-0991.

Scientific Atlanta 6600 satellite mmm. JWagner, WMBI AM/FM, 820 NLaSalle Dr, Chicago IL eoelo. 312-329-4279.

Ma-Corn MA23CC 23 GHz microwave system
w/xmtr, rcvr & antennas, $4000 complete. C
Haynes, WJMI/WOAD, 1850 Lynch St, Jackson MS 39203. 601-948-1515.

REMOTE &
MICROWAVE EQUIP

Moseley TRC-15AW remote, excel cond,
w/manual, $750/130. TBryan, KARO, 503 Old
63 N, Columbia MO 65201. 314-442-3116

DX Comm DSA-604-1 C & Ku Band satellite
rcvrs (5ea); (3ea) LNB, pwr dividers, blockdown converter; some new cond, some gd
cond, w/books, commercial grade quality,
$600 all/BO; Harris 6528 CBand satellite rcvr
w/LNA, feed & polar rotor, gd cond, brdcst
quality, w/book, $300/130. S Urban', VideoLine, 1641 Garden St, San Luis Obispo CA
93401. 805-544-6280.

Radio World

50K FM in Southern
Missouri Lakes area.
417-273-4308
(evenings dr weekends)

New

Georgia UHF TV, good cash flow, some owner financing. Ready for the Olympics.
$2,500,000. The Jesse Neal Browder Co., Inc,
At 2, Box 2197, Lexington GA 30648 or 404928-7906

Want to Buy
Seeking troubled/dark stations for no money down/debt assumption, all stations/areas
considered. JBallard, POB 1786, Apple Valley CA 92307, 619-261-7787.
Broadcaster w/10 yrs+ seeking to buy AM
or FM station in Richmoned VA area. Looking for no money down, owner financing. H.
Pollard, New Visions Broadcasting, POB
13081, Richmond VA 23225. 804-748-2399.

STEREO GENERATORS
Want to Sell
Moseley SCG-4T 67 kHz subcarrier gen,
McMartin BFM-2001 67 kHz subcarrier gen;
Johnson Elec 1C-1 67 kHz tuner; Belar SCM-1
SCA mon, BO. Ron, WAWZ FM, Weston Canal Rd, Zarephath NJ 08890. 908-469-0991.
Motorola C-Ouam stereo gen mon & CAL
950 SMP stereo processor, $6000/80. B
Shannon, WYWR, 401 NBlaine, Youngstown
OH 44505. 216-746-1330.

Want to Buy
C-Guam generator & monitor. D Sawyer,
303/451-6700

General Manager, experienced all phases.
Sales manager, salesman, trainer, 25 yrs in
radio, prefer Florida or Georgia. Write to: Radio World, POB 1214, Falls Church VA 22041.
Attn: Box •91-11-01RW.
Blues &jazz host/producer, in depth collection & knowledge, PT OK, San Francisco/North Bay area. SLawson, 928 Hyland Dr,
Santa Rosa CA 95404. 707-528-4055.
It PT eng is needed for older tube-type equip,
have tubes & can travel in NNew England.
Mark, 603-625-1165.
Music volunteer, college professor for 32 yrs
wt15 yrs radio exper looking to help college/commerical station w/music & programming, no pay, Philadelphia/S NJ. 609-7845782.

Radio veteran, 20+ yrs, seeks mgt pos in
sm/med SE mrkt, BS degree, exper GM, Ops
Mgr, Bus Mgr, all on-air & sales. Bob, 803-5361491.
Group Chief w/20 yrs+ exper seeks eng
mgmt position. SBE Senior cert. FCC license.
AM/FM dim exper, const maint FCC compliance. Send responses to: Radio World, POB
1214, Falls Church VA 22041. Box • 91-1102RW.
Combo eng/anner, exper in AM/FM/SAT,
20+ yrs exper, General Class License, prefer TX area. PMcKaig, 512-664-1106.
Chief engineer top 100 mrlds/20 yr vet, you
will get high integrity routine audio & xmtr
maintenance, exper in all phases, high pwr
AM directional & high pwr FM, plus super audio. 516-265-5372.
Announcer w15 yrs exper seeks FT pos in N
CA area, all formats, prod «per, any shift
Clint, 318-847-4635.
Veteran station manager, 20+ yrs, spa mgt,
PD, acct exec, air personality, iv/talk show,
computer & limited elec exper, avail immediately, prefer SE. Bob, 803/536-1491.
Program consulting avail to stations,
reasonable rates, all stations/areas considered, troubled stations aspecialty. JBallard,
619-261-7787.
Exper friendly adult communicator w/grt
prod skills seeks stable opportunity, solid air
work, team player, AC/oldies or country. Dave,
712-262-7954.
Can I
do play by play? You bet. Sports P-P
pos sought in Midwest. Tim, 402-475-3411.
Broadcast eng, young, energetic, resourceful, BSEE, exper in radio, N, studio & film,
FT/contract, will relocate. Todd, 1250 CSt NE,
Washington DC 20002. 202-547-7008,

Thirteen yrs radio exper, PD, prod, news,
sports, promo, DJ-live, automation & satellite,
computer skills, billing, programming, problem solving, pay & benefits important. John,
502-932-5420.
Newsisports vet w/7 yrs in radio, hard working, reliable & team player, some grt P-B-P.
Tim, 319/334-2549 days.
Ido sports best, looking for sports only pos,
exciting & enthusiastic, wt14 yrs exper in all
phases of brdcstng. Tim, 507/932-3094.
Sales/mgt support for you, seek station
needing revitalization, mature respected cornmunity man, ownership opportunity preferred
rather than salary, possible $$ avail, extensive media exper. 912-681-6378.

HELP WANTED

Engineer Wanted
We need a device built capable
of generating a " beep tone"
every 5- minutes for our nationwide astrology lines. If you can
make such adevice call (401)
276-3034 or fax (401) 353-0501.

CHIEF ENGINEER
AM-FM combo in New Jersey is looking for roll-up-the-sleeves type. First
Class. SSE Cert. RF & studio design,
engineering & maint. exp. EOE. Send
resume & salary history to: Radio
World, POB 1214, Falls Church VA
22041. Attn. Box 91-12-03RW.

MENT SECTION
HELP WANTED: Any company or station can run " Help Wanted" ads for
$1.50/word or buy adisplay box for $ 55/column inch. Payment must accompany insert, use your MasterCard or VISA; there will be no invoicing. Blind
box numbers will be provided at an extra charge of $ 10. Responses will be
forwarded to listee, unopened, upon receipt. Call 800-336-3045 for details.
POSITIONS WANTED: Any individual can run a " Position Wanted" ad, FREE
of charge (25 words max), and it will appear in the following 3 issues of Radio
World. Contact information will be provided, but if abox number is required,
there is a $ 10 fee which must be paid with the listing (
there will be no
invoicing). Responses will be forwarded to the listee, unopened.
Mall To: BROADCAST EQUIPMENT EXCHANGE
PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041
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The following distributors serving the broadcast industry would be glad to help you with any of your requirements
... Canada, Alaska, Hawaii,
Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands,
Ye 01' Forty- Eight . . .

SPENCER

Broadcast & Communications

RADIO! The beat goes on!

AUDIO—THRU—RF
Radio Specialists

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS

Now in our 12th year

tops in broadcast equipment

Where Service is #1

1-800-955-6800

CALL 602-242-2211
FAX 843-2860

EVANS ASSOCIATES
Consulting Communications Engineers
FCC Applications, Design
& Field Engineering
Broadcast Engineering Software

216 N. Green Bay Rd.
Thiensville, WI 53092

(414) 242-6000
Member AFCCE

SOFTWARE
FM CHANNEL SEARCH
FM Database pool
MSDOS
EGA Graphics-Color
Broadcast Technical
Consulting
Doug Vernier

V

Broadcast Consultant

1600 Picturesque Drive
Cedar Falls. IA 50613
319-266-8402

ask for Kathleen

RADIO SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING
FCC Applications • Design
•Installation • Field Service

Experienced 81 Affordable
4289 Roanridge

THIS SPACE
AVAILABLE
CALL

24 Hr: (
702) 454-2085
FAX: 702-898-8731

1-703-998-7600

Consulting Communications
Engineers

Moffat,
Larson &
Johnson, Inc.

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.
1306 W. County Road. F,
St. Paul, MN 55112
(612)631-1338 Menthe, AFCCE

W. LEE SIMMONS

There is hope for AM radio!
AM station unipole antennas with
circular polarization & beam tilt.
Broadband your present
AM tower Series R shunt fed.

BROADCAST
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CONSULTANTS

205-353-6747

Ste 200F

Kenneth Casey

Hilton Head Is., SC 29928

Consulting Radio Engineer

(803) 785-4445

& ASSOC., INC.

1036 William Hilton Pkwy

T.Z. Sawyer
Technical Consultants

Two Skyline Place
5203 Leesburg Pike # 800
Falls Church VA 22041
703-824-5660
800-523-3117
Member AFCCE

Consulting Engineers
*Design & Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
*Analysis for New Allocation,
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMDS/ITFS/OFS)
*Environmental Radiation Analysis
*Field Work
*Expert Testimony

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: (301) 921-0115
Fax:

CALL US FOR ALL
YOUR NEW BROADCAST
EQUIPMENT NEEDS

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

Miami FL 33179

PHASETEK INC.

Spanish?

• High Quality RF Components
• Custom Antenna Tuning Units
• Custom Directional Feeder Systems
•Fled Installation Services
• Replacement Parts for CSP Inc, and
Vector Technology Inc. Components and Systems
• Limited Supply of VTI FM Transmitters and Accessories

Chuck on SCPC
Westar IV - IR I

Mhz - IF 5-t."'

PHASETEK INC.
RO. Box 193 Fountainville, PA 18923
Phone: 215-249-1977

PromoSat, Inc.
12655 N. Central, Ste. 423
Dallas, TX - 52-13
(214) 991-0388

YOUR NUMBER ONE SOURCE!
Lic. No. 357096

Installation & Maintenance of
Broadcast & Communications
Towers & Antennas

Donald J. Tenns
(916) 362-6846
(916) 638-8833
FAX: (916) 638-8858

9723 Folsom Blvd. Suite A
I Sacramento, CA, U.S.A. 95827

;

Rural 8t Remote Site
Field Engineering
50 Park Ave.
Claremont, NH 03743

A

STEEPLEJACK CO.

PAINTING AND STEEPLEJACK
CONTRACTORS

FULLY INSURED FOR YOUR PROTECTION

DON HIGHLEY
713-462-6105

3722 ROMA
HOUSTON TEXAS 77080

Advertise in Radio World
and reach 18,000+ subscribers.
Call 1-800-336-3045 today!

603/542-6784

P.O. Box 007
Sharptown
Maryland 21861

le

Where In

Tower Sales & Erection
Turnkey Site Development
Installation & Maintenance
AM/FM Broadcast, TV,
Microwave Systems.
Antennas 8r Towers

,

..

Ben Wall
President

6017 Triangle Di
Raleigh NC 27bl 3
(
9191781-3496
25891
Fox ( 919)781 F,1`-:

1990 POPULATION COUNT for PC

The World
Are You?

professionals worldwide by
advertising here in Radio
World International. Call our
U.S. office for information.

+1-703-998-7600

REN1011 1
201. ! Inn VI
RE\ I1I.S
Hear 50-8000 Hz audio response from
your next remote for much less than
costly TELCO loops by renting the:

GENTNER EFT-3000
COMREX 3XP/3XR

communocatons Speaaints

Our 1990 POPULATION COUNT for PC program utilizes the most
recently published census data required for FCC filings for the next
decade. Call today for more information. We also offer:

•Real World Propagation.. Studies
•3Second Terrain Data on CDROM
•FCCs AM, FM & TV Databases

Richard L & Richard P. Biby,
Principals

Communications Data Services, Inc.
6105-E Arlington Blvd. • Falls Church, VA 22044 • 0400) 441-0034

P.O. Box 1214 • Falls Church VA * 22041

1-800-336-3045

trequetw) extension system.

MARTI and TET-8888 RPU
equipment also rented. Call Dwight,

WELLER AUDIO-VISUAL
ENGINEERING
410-252-8351

BROADCAST
DESIGN &
CONSTRUCTION, INC
•Facility Relocation
•R.F. Systems

•On-Line Services

Contact Radio World Newspaper for availabilities.
VISA

SPECIALIZING IN ERECTION,
REPAIRING, PAINTING
AND MAINTENANCE
RADIO, TWO-WAY, TM. TOWERS
AND FLAG POLES

Don't gamble
with your
advertising dollars.

MIRKWOOD
ENGINEERING

1-800-832-2366 or 1-301-883-2030

Reach over 18,000 broadcast

1-703-998-7600

305-654-1386

18620 N.E. 2nd Ave.

2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(619) 438-4420

Erection
Maintenance

Call Simone Mullins at

305-651-5752
FAX:

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

"We climb anywhere anytime!"

AM Directional Antenna Proofs
AM-FM-TV-LPTV
FCC Applications & Exhibits
Station Inspections

THIS SPACE AVAILABLE

800-HOT-AMFM
(800-468-2636)

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

Eastern Tower Erector

a Terrible Thing Happens...

6204 Highland Drive
Chevy Chase. MD 20815-6610
Telefax 301-913-5799

Toll free:

FROM STOCK

( 301) 590-9757

Without Advertising

1-800-255-AMDA

FROM STOCK

Consulting Telecommunications
Engineers

MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.

Huntsville Antenna
Engineering

THE SOURCE

24-Hour feed—Low, low Cost!

Las Vegas, Nevada 89120

• FCC Data Bases
• FCC Applications and Field
Engineering
• Frequency Searches and
Coordination
• AM-FM-CATV•ITFS-LPTV

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

•Soundproof/Acoustical
•Custom Cabinetry
24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE

(313) 465-3226

EE
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TAX DEDUCTIBLE EQUIP ...
Educ station seeks tax deduc donation of any
brdcst equip, computers, carts, etc, will pay
shipping. JViolanti, WSJR, 5600 City Ave,
Philadelphia PA 19131-1395. 215-660-1082.
Student operated community NP radio station seeking prod ábrdcst equip of all kinds,
tax deductible receipt given. LCopeland,
Ivanhoe Civic League, POB 201, Ivanhoe VA
24350. 703-699-1383.
Culturally diverse community radio station
needs xmtr & board, will also accept other
equip incl cassette decks & CD players. B
Rawlins, WAIF FM, 2525 Victory Pkwy, Cincinnati OH 45206. 513-241-4260 X225.
Religious group needs board & Th to produce well-known Southern Gospel program
for world-wide audience, donation is tax
deductible, will pay shipping. Dr GPettyjohn,
615-988-6328.
High school FM gong Fr, need 1-3.5 kW xmtr
in wrkng cond, will pay shipping. SHarris,
WSHR, 212 Smith Rd, Lake Ronkonkoma NY
11779. 516-467-0424 8:30A-1:15P EST.

Guest Electronics 215 sound level meter &
CA-12 permissible sound calibrator, wlcase,
pristine cond, $425+shipping. CWagoner, Vision West, 12410 12th Ave S, Seattle WA
98168. 206-242-2042.

Tektronix 520A NTSC Vectorscope in gd
cond, $1500. Call Mike Murphy, 619-561-2726.

RCA WX2-E field intensity meter, excel cond,
$600; HP 3308 audio distortion meter, gd
cond, $100; Heath distortion meter, $50:
General Radio 91M RF impedance bridge,
gd cond, $200. D Messing, KNCY AM/FM,
722 Central Ave #1. Nebraska City NE 68410.
402-873-3348.

Phasing St Matching
Components

RCA BTA-1R2 1kW xmtr, on air at 1490 kHz.
$2500. LAfflerbach, CTC Media. 5550 Sterrett Pl, Columbia MD 21044. 301-964-5780

Tektronix 1420 vectorscope, excel cond,
$1100; Tektronix 52M waveform mon, $1100.
GGuarino, Sorcerer Sound, 19 Mercer St, NY
NY loon 212-925-1365.

GE 87-1-El 4E17181 10 W tube exciter, w/book.
no pwr supply, compl set tubes. $70. JCunningham, YSDA San Salvador, At 2Box 113B,
Stonewall OK 74871. 405-265-4496.
Harris MX-15 FM exciter on 101.7, easy freq
change, excel cond. manual. $3500/80. T
Bryan, KARO, 503 Old 63 N, Columbia MO
65201. 314-442-3116.

We can save you SSS on your
next equipment or supply purchase.
Ask for our current list
of quality pre-owned equipment.

ERI FM Combiner/Components:
(2) complete 2chnl x 20 kW multicouplers w/mdl 902 notch filters.
Can be configured as 4chnl system. Previously used on 8 chnl
system. Will well as system(s) or
as individual components. Bob
Fisher, Shaffer Communications.
713-621-4499.

Equipment available to rent
for aday or amonth...
Field strength meters
Audio test system
Impedence bridge
Telephone frequency extender
Spectrum analyzer

Kahn STR-84 Powerside, tuned to 1270 kHz,
$6000. JWillis. KNWZ. POB 1270, Palm Dessert CA 92255. 619-346-1270.

Call: 1-800-54-RADIO
1-800-547-2346
Fax: 1-301-783-4635

Want to Sell

Fidellpac 390 flutter meter; Heath IM-58 harmonic distortion meter; Heath IG-72 audio
gen. PWahl, WWIB/WOGO, 5558 Hallie Rd,
Chippewa Falls WI 54729. 715-723-1037.

Exciters: McMartin 8-910 tuned and
calibrated to your frequency, guaranteed:
Mono, stereo, SCA. Goodrich Ent. Inc.
11435 Manderson St., Omaha NE 68164.
402-493-1886 FAX: 402-493-6821

ESOURCES

Knight KG-635 oscilloscope, $50. Bud, TV40, 4237 Airline, Norton Shores MI 49442. 616733-4040.

Ask for Steve or Chuck

OFF AIR?

Triad isolation xformer (
2), 120 VI120 V, (1)
conducts 7amp load, $70; (1) conducts 300
W load, $15. S Lawson, MK Prod, 928
Hyland Dr, Santa Rosa CA 95404. 528-4055.

}

e-Cirde 3On Reader Service Card-4

CSI 1kW FM, 94.3, clean: 10 kW dry load:
4-port 1-5/8" relay. JPhillips. WZOM-FM, 408
1/2 Clinton St. Defiance OH 43512. 419-7841059

Sencore FC-71, never used, mint cond but
battery pack dead, $600. 303-744-2857.

TRANSMITTERS

B&B AM2B phasescope, checks headroom,
used 6mnths. $695. BLord, Lord Brdcstg,
13313 SE 208th St, Kent WA 98042. 206-6312374.

TV

FM

Some- Day • Major Cities
Next Day by 10 am Everywhere

800/279-3326

Potomac Instruments FIM-71 field intensity
meter, $4995 & Potomac Instruments FIM-41
held intensity meter, $2595 both with oak carrying cases; Potomac Instruments SD-31/RX31 synthesizer-receiver, $2295; Delta 01B-3
RF bridge, $2195, all in excellent condition.
BBingham, 518-798-4472.

Lowest priced
tube replacements

414-482-2638
Wilkinsen 100013 1000 W AM xmtr on 13(0
kHz, needs filter choke, $1500. B Hearit,
WWCH, 725 Wood St, Clarion PA 16214. 8,4226-8600.

Goodrich
Enterprises Inc.

( *
CAPACITORS
OVERNIGHT

11435 Manderson Street
Omaha, NE 68164
402-493-1886
FAX: 402-493-6821

•Power Supply
computer grade up to 450 VDC

•Transmitting- MICA
Sangamo. Cornell-Durdier
•

\.

Oil Filled
Non -PCB Oval.

Reclaogular

Motorola C-Guam AM stereo exciter & mon
system, on-air w/MW-1 xmtr, avail 1/92, $5995;
Collins 310Z-1 exciter w/67 SCA & BB input
cards, on 164.9 MHz, working when removed,
$375 JGoode, WCIT/WLSR, 419-228-9248.

1-800-323-0460

FAX 1-802-425-3664
.....Kellner Electronics, Inc.
Charlotte, VT 05445

>Circle 6On Reader Service Care -4
Harris ' 80 FM 25 kHz xmtr w/MS-15 excder,
spare 4X150A & 5CX1500A tubes, all manuals, currently on-air in excel cond, delivery in
45 days. $12,000. JWhite, 616-796-7684.
Bauer 707 1kW AM xmtr, 1000/250 pwr settings, gd for parts, $500 RChambers, KS/JE.
916-257-2121

W

VersaCount

300

W

0E1 6757300

LA- 150

1 kW

Collins 8300-1A

2

Collins 831D1

5 kW
10 kW

Wilkenson 5000E
Harris 10K

20

RCA BTF-20E1

kW

CCA 2500E FM 2.5 kW, w/Harris MX-15 exciter, excel cond, $18,000. CMadrazo, T1J, APDO Postal 453, Tijuana BC Mexico 22000. 6681-9677.

Mgrig In e.
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FM TRANSMITTERS
150

kW

5500 W FM, broadband grounded gnd
output circuit, VSWR protection, excellent efficiency 75-80% automatic recycling & overload status. Fully remote
controlled. FCC approved to 5500
watts.

High performance
at affordable prices.
• New front panel programmable
composite STLS.
• New directly programmable FM
composite receivers

PMA MARKETING, INC
Transmitting Savings To You
414- 48?- 2638

RCA BTF-5, -10, -20E1, over $15,000 in new
parts, some gently used, write/call for list. BO;
(2) RCA 81E-15A wtspares & manuals, tcned
to 102.1 MHz, wistereo gen & 67 kHz t;CA,
BO. M Tomlonson, WMUK, W Mich Univ,
Kalamazoo MI 49008. 616-387-5715.
CCA 20000E, tuned to 93.9 MHz but can be
changed, no exciter, excel cond & well kept,
$12.000. TShedlick, WMZO, 5513 Connecticut Ave NW, Washington DC 20015. 202.3628330.

• New options for synchronous
boosters and translators
• New FM exciters, transmitters.
amplifiers: 2W to 30kW
•Same old price, quality service and
reliability

Bext, Inc.

739 Fifth Menue.
San Diego, CA 92101
619-239-8462
Fax 619-2

3g 8474

LPTV

call JIMMIE JOYNT

Patchbays (4), 24 single inptits, also patch
cords; Edital splicing block, 1' tape, audiohead alignment tape for Ampex 75-15 ips, 1/4"
tape. Mr. Oliver, 212-874-7660.

NEW
McMARTIN
BF-5K

FM EMERGENCY
TRANSMITTER SERVICE

Want to Sell

Proof of performance machines: oscillator
wide range, distortion meter B&W, Gates
Gainset M3625, vgc, BO. LPopp, 814-4677894.

TEST EQUIPMENT

Sencore FC71 freq counter, $650; HP 239 oscillator, $385; HP 331A distortion meter, $500;
HP 400E voltmeter, $200. BMcKenney, 501967-5451.

TEL 416-421-5631
FAX 416-421-3880

HP 6754 sweep gen. 10 kHz-32 MHz, wistartstop. MAN center freq sweep & CW, (5) freq
markers, 80 dBm output. VAR sweep & width,
$150. JGagliardi, 20 Country Rd, Holliston
MA 01746. 617-432-1752/508-429-7846.

Monte Vista Christian School, would appreciate any donations of used TV broadcast
equipment. TQuinn, 408-475-0423.

HP 8690 Bsweep gen mainframe, $450; HP
8699B 100 MHz-4GHz YIG tuned plug in,
$500; I-IP 869M 19-26.5 GHz plug in, $400.
Gary/Mike, KFYI, Phoenix AZ. 602-258-6161.

GELECO ELECT LTD

TRANSMITTERS

Eng student desiring donation of old bdct
equip (anything)in repairable cond, will pay
all shipping charges, EE student at Purdue.
CGill, POB 371. Indianapolis IN 46206. 317923-2800.

Leader LPM880 RF wattmeter, 3scales: 0-5
W, 0-20 W, 0-120 W, $150. S Lawson, KAK
Prod, 928 Hyland Dr, Santa Rosa CA 95404.
528-4055.

Coils, Contactors ( 3 models),
MMB switches, Toroidal Current
Transformers and Meters.

Sencore DVM-32 multirneter, digital, like new
cond; Leeds áNorthrup resistance decade
box, .01 ohm to 20 K ohms precision 10
switches, $75/130. EDavison, 135 N Illinois,
Springfield IL 62702. 217-787-0800.

Youth radio station in public housing seeking tax deductible donations of radio brdcstng
equip. Frank/Julie, ARHA, Alexandria VA. 703549-7115.
Educ radio/TV needs any equip, esp cart R/P
&player, TT, stereo R-Rfor prod, all wrkng
cond, will pay shipping. KWest, SRSU, Dept
Fine Arts/Comm, Alpine TX 79832. 915-8378219.

Want to Buy

Radio World

Moseley SCG-9 stereo gen, $300+shipping.
DSeavy, KROC, 122 SW 4th St, Rochester
MN 55902. 507-286-1010.
McMartin 2.5 kW AM xmtr, vgc, also gd for
parts/backup. LPopp, 814-467-7894.
Belden 9275 1000' sweep-tested to 500 MHz
AG-59, $300; (3) Moseley LVK-3 line voltage
samplers, $75 ea: Moseley TAC15 remote,
wrkng cond, $200; Moseley relay panel, $50;
AMP-1metering panel for remote indications
of antenna phase/ratio from AM-19, $50; lighting choke suitable for about 2kW tvm lighting, $50; Belar FMM-1 FM mod mon, $250:
FMS-1stereo mon, $250; Dorrough SAP310,
$50: Antlitz processor w/manual, $250; (2)
Gates Statesman limiters, $20. FMcCoy, 312712-3529.
Nautel 1kW xmtr, new, never on air, w/xtras,
ready for shipping, $17,500 firm. TWayne,
800-477-8283
Kintronics 25 kW FM isocoupler, fair-gd
cond, usable range 95-98 MHz, tuned to 96.1
MHz, $1500/80. DGill, WHON, POB 1647,
Richmond IN 47374.
Eagle Hill PSA-1, allows my lw PSA & PSSA
pwrs from up to 1kW output xmtr, BO. G
Peterson, KIMM, POB 8205, Rapid City SD
57709. 605-348-1100.
Continental 317C2 50 kW, installed 5-84, grt
cond, new tubes, lw hrs (day time use only),
my reliable, no bugs, $13,500. TSittner, KSJL,
217 Alamo Plaza, San Antonio TX 78205. 512271-9600.
Moseley RLP3 15 W xmtr, rack mount rcvr,
166.25 MHz. $900/80; CSI 1kW FM xmtr.
$3500/B0. JPhillips, WZOM-FM, 408 Clinton,
Defiance OH 43512. 419-784-1059.
Continental 802A FM Exciter. 1989 model,
like new! 816-635-5959.
Molded replacement rectifiers for most
transmitters. Upgrade kits for older equioment. Reasonable prices, any quantities.
DEALERS WELCOME. Call Plastics Technology Inc. with your requirements. 205-6336277.
Used Transmission Line, many sizes &
lengths, many like new. 816-635-5959.
Want to Buy
if your station was trying to sell aHARRIS
5H/5KW xmtr with MX-15 exciter through Imperial Transmitter, aNebraska equipment
broker, we still want to buy it or asimilar FM
xmtr & exciter. We also want to buy that 96.1
antenna too. Please contact our station's GM
at 205-764-8170 or FAX: 205-764-1240.
Gates AM BC-58 oscillator coil Li, Harris A3263-101 or 910-3263-001, new/used or info
on specs. GReinheimer, VVGOL, Radio Lane,
Lynchburg VA 24506. 804-237-4700.

FM BROADCASTERS!!

Gates BC5P-2 witubes, BO; 5kW AM dummy load. VBaker, WKGM, POB 889, Blacksburg VA 24063. 703-552-4252,

We can meet all your

GEI 675 freq agile exciter, excel cond, w/OEI
675T 500 W xmtr, $4500. ACharles, WDLY
FM, POB 4340, Sevierville TN 37864. 615-4532844.

FM transmitter needs!!
SOLID STATE- LOW POWER

TRANSCOM CORP.
Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters
and Also New Equipment
For the best deals on Celwave products,
Andrew cable, Shively & Comark antennas.

Amplifiers and transmitters are available at the popular
levels of 20, 50, 100, 300, 500 and 1000 watts. All units are
broadbanded and designed for local and remote operation.

ZERO BIAS GROUNDED GRID TRANSMITTERS
SINGLE TUBE- MEDIUM POWER
Offered at 1.5, 3.5, 5.5, 7.5 and 12KW. These transmitters
include a broadbanded solid state IPA, which can be used

1 kW FM

1978 Collins 831C2

2.5 kW FM

1978 CCA 2500R

1976 McMartin BASK
1973 Harris BC5HA

5 kW AM

1972 CCA AM500 OD

5 kW AM

1977 RCA BTA 5L

10 kW AM

1972 Harris BC1OH

1974 Harris BC1H1

10 kW AM

1972 RCA BTA 10U

1982 CCA 2500

50 kW AM

1977 CCA AM50000D

1972 Collins 830F1

20 kW FM

1973 RCA BTF 20E1

as emergency transmitters and a single zero biased
grounded grid triode in their PA.

5 kW AM

10 kW FM

30 kW FM

2.5 kW AM

TWO TUBE- HIGH POWER
These transmitters utilize two grounded grid triodes and are
available at standard outputs of 15, 22, 25, 30, 40 and 50KW.

1981 BE FM30

1 kW AM

1986 Continental 314R1

1 kW AM
2.5 kW AM

201 Old York Rd. • York Plaza Ste 207
Jenkintown PA 19046
215-884-0888 • FAX No. 215-884-0738

"The Transmitter People"

A. Energy-Onix
752 Warren Street, Hudson, New York 12534
(518) 828-1690 FAX (518) 828-8476
A Wise Enterprise
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BEE

Radio World

TRANSMITTERS ... WTB
La« pwr, 3-10 W. JBenjamin, JC Enterprises,
3923 E Thunderbird Box 139, Phoenix AZ
85032.

Tepco/Rbt Jones J317/J317-2 translator,
snglIdual 10 W output, will consider dual 1
W. JStromquist, WNCB FM, 2828 Piedmont
Ave, Duluth MN 55811. 218-722-3017.

Collins 5 kW-AM 820/830 El

WANTED
AM and FM
Transmitters, all
powers. Finders fee
for locators. DON'T
take the chance of
not being paid, sell
to the oldest
broadcast supply
house in Latin
America.

1111111f
ems

w/tuning house;

Collins 10

‘111111

FACTORY NEW TUBES

kW-FM 831G; Harris 5H 5kW-

3CX10000A3, 3CX1500A7,
3CX2500A3, 3-5002,
4CV100000C, 4CX1000A,
4CX 1500B, 4CX 100000

FM 3 phase w/MX15 exciter;
Harris HT-5single phase 5kWFM w/THE-1 exciter. ALIUS,
POB 661447, Miami Springs,

4CX250B, 4CX300A,

FL 33166. FAX in Guatemala

4CX35000C, 4CX350A,
4CX5000A, 4-400A, 4-400C,
572B, 61468, PL328fTH328,
PL347/TH347, 807, 813,
833A, 833C, and more..

502-2-352045.
FM niter, any make/model, must work &
have manual, $100-150; also, into on carriercurrent systems sought for school station. B
Freeman, 526 Penn Ave, Pittsburgh PA 15222
412-263-6600.

GUARANTEE
RADIO
SUPPLY CO.

ot*

3CX1500A7, 4CX5000A, 61468, 4CX250B,
4CX3000A & more. We carry large inventory
all major brands, Eimac, Amperex, RCA, etc.
Call Stew 1-800-842-1489.

CALL
1-800-783-2555

WE BUY
MOSELEY PCL-303 & 606's
414-482-2638

JoLida Tube Factory
Annapolis Junction, MI)

1314 Iturbide
FM 10 kW, top price on recent model. Seeking Harris, Continental or BE. APatrick, 405536-2242.

4CX1500A, new, never used, $700. E
Histed, WWCC/VIDNH, ROB 1104, Honesdale PA 18431. 717-253-1616.

McMartin AtilfF11 xmtr, any model, exciter
or stereo modules. Goodrich Ent., 11435 Manderson, Omaha NE 68164. 402-493-1886.

ECONCO

Harris MW1 1 kW AM xmtr, gd cond.
Howard/Chuck, KINKY, 515-981-0981.

TUBES

Quality
Rebuilt Tubes

FM 350-1000 W mono, whvo exciter. FNotion, WAHI-FM, Box 195, Augusta IL 62311.

Want to Sell

Approximately /
2
1
the

LAREDO, TX 78040
(512) 722-3233
(512) 727-8458 (fax)
Any LPTV xrntr, for chat 60, lw priced only.
O Eatmon, WAHD FM, 19 W Hargett St, Raleigh NC 27601. 919-833-6259.

Cost of New

REBUILT
ELECTRON TUBES

USED TV

TRANSMITTERS,

Call for Our Price List

800-532-6626
916-662-7553

Partial List: 6623, 23791,
TH150, 6425F, 5604, 6696,
6697, 5681, 5682, 5671,
7804, 3CX10,000H3,
3CX20,000H3, 4CX5000A,
4CX35,000C

antennas cable.
rigid line. etc
one watt to 110 kW
Fair market price paid
BUY — SELL
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1-800-528-5014 —
508-584-4500

602-582-6550
FAX: 602-5 82-8229

RCA/SYIJGE, 32 pieces, also carbon resistors; Canon plugs, 3prop male & female, new;
Lafayette TE22 audio gen; Sencore transistor & diode tester. Mr. Oliver, 212-874-7660.

Kenneth Casey
Eimac 4CX3000A radio xmtr tube. MWarren,
WMEJ, Box 7575, Huntington WV 2577. 614867-5333 after 1:30 PM EST.

AM xmtrs, 1 & 5kW. prefer Nautel or Harris
SS. D Sawyer, 303/451-6700.

For the Beet Prices
8. 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes coll
402 493 1886 day or night. FAX 402 493 6821.
TELEX 940103 WU PUB T1X BSN

ARMSTRONG
TRANSMITTER
World Leaders in rebuilt transmitters!

AM- FM-TV TRANSMITTERS, FM ANTENNAS STL'S
r

TRANSMITTERS are

TUBE REBUILDING
FREELAND
PRODUCTS
Since 1940

SAVE ABOUT 50%
—We buy dud tubes800-624-7626
504-893-1243
FAX 504-892-7323
(20) RCA TA2669 transistors.
ALIUS, FOB 661447, Miami
Springs, FL 33166. FAX in
Guatemala 502-2-352045.

ELECTRON
TUBES
Partial List: 6623, 23791,
TH150, 6425F, 5604, 6696,
6697, 5681, 5682, 5671,
7804, 3CX10,000143,
3CX20,000H3, 40(50006,
4CX35,000C

Vacuum Tube
Industries,Inc.
1-800-528-5014 —
508-584-4500

FAX 916-666-7760

Vacuum Tube
Industries,Inc.

BROADCASTING SYSTEMS

Want to Buy

e-

available:

•Tuned & Tested on YOUR
Frequency
•Guaranteed

December 11, 1991

ORK 12-C (
2), need little work & tonearms,
$25 ea. M Knight, 339 New Kent Rd, Blacksburg VA 24060. 703-552-5809.

Blondeaongue ESM TVRO modulator, writs
grt, $50. M Knight, 339 New Kent Rd, Blacksburg VA 24060. 703-552-5809.

Technics SL1200, like new cond, $300. A
Neri, WGTK, Box 590, Middlebury VT 06753.
802-388-4101.

Dubners CBG2 charac gen, complete, excel,
w/CBG keyboard, (2) 10 meg drives, main
frame w/memory expansion, Lambda per
supply, bit pad, ICE 2000 encoder, some
shipping cases & manuals, $15,000180;
General Parametrics Video Show 150 video
presentation system wipqnter interlace option,
$300; WYSE terminal, futuristc design, BO.
MRG Assoc, 95 Colony Dr, Holbrook NY
11741. 516-447-1041.

Scully lathe customed by HAECO VP-131,
now in working condition, excellent. Westrex
311 AM head, if interested will send full
description of component parts, $3500. FVirtue, Virtue Recording Studios, 215-763-2825
(24 hrs) FAX 215-676-8992 (24 hrs).
Scully VP-131 disk cutting lathe w/Westrex
3-IIAH head & lyric drive system, now working, excel cond, $35,000. F Virtue, Virtue
Rcrdng, 1618 N Broad St, Philadelphia PA
19121. 215-763-2825.
Technics SP15/SL1015 IT wiredwood or
black base, Technics EPA-A501H tone arms,
$500. KRider, Unistar Radio Network, 1675
Broadway, NY NY 10019. 212-373-4947.

Want to Buy
Rek-O-Kut CVS 12/125 or similar wf78 rpm
variable speed á16" errs, RCaldwell, WTVF,
474 Jas Robertson Pkwy, Nashville TN 37219.
615-244-5000.
RCA, Presto disc rcrdrs & assoc equip,
blanks, needles & pre-recorded acetates or
pressed transcriptions BDavies, Virgo Prod,
5548 Elmer Ave, NHollywood CA 91601. 818761-9831.
Player, 16", or arm; also, 16" discs. HWhite,
Bijou Rcrdng, *
132 Colfax Ave S, Bloomington MN 55420.
T
urntable w/16" tone arm on standard base
or custom mount. LTelles Ell-Tee Service, 740
Bockman Rd, San Lorenzo CA 94580.
510/278-2691.
Fairchild disc itrdng equip: 670 stereo
limiter, 602 conax, 641 rcrdng system, 605 stereo preamp, 680 per amp, 740 lathe, 741 auto pitch, 742 cabinet; also, disc equip from
Neumann, Gotham/Grampian, Presto, etc. K
Gutzke, Custom Rcrdng, 7134 15th Ave S,
Minneapolis MN 55423. 612-866-6183.

TV FILM EQUIP
TURNTABLES
Want to Sell
Scully/Westrex VP131, remodled lathe by
Hazco Westrex, DAM-II cutting head & all
related disc mastering equip, wrkng cond,
$35,000. FVirtue, Virtue Rcrdng, 8809-11 Rising Sun Ave, Philadelphia PA 19115. 215-7632825.
Scully 351 disc cutting lathe, used by RCA
Records Hollywood, call for details. RBecker, 313-581-0520.
Presto disc cutter, wlamp-mixer, will do 331/3, 78 or 45 rpm, $500+shipping. ROsborne,
WMOU, POB 667, Ravenswood WV 26164.
304-273-2544.
Technics SL1015 DD quartz w/±10 0/0 speed
adj, w/Technics EPAA501H arm, used little, local area delivery, $800. BRosenberg, VVVXU
FM, 3684 Saybrook, Cincinnati OH 45208.
513-321-0606.
Harris CB1200 w/Micro-Trak tonearm &
preamp, gd cond, $75. GWachter, KFYI, 631
Nist Ave, Phoenix AZ 85003. 602-258-6161.
Howard rcrdng discs, metal core, slow burning, 6.5/$1.50, 8"/$2. W Keepers, Nostalgia
Tape Club, 215-338-3639.

CE!. P156-2 digital standards converter, PAL
to SECAM to NTSC, excel cond, $4000. P
Russell, Boudoin College, Sills Hall, Brunswick ME 04011. 207-725-3066.
Sorg, GVG, Metres, complete prod/post prod
facility equip incl Betacam SP, BVP-7S, GVG200, A-53D, Dubner 20K, BVE-901:0, must sell
as package, call for list, $30,000/80. TLindberg, Eagle Media, 18842 Teller Ave, Irvine
CA 92215. 714-851-9480.
Video Data Systems TFP2500 video prod
titter w/operator's manual, $600+shipping. N
Mishaan, ROB 335, Lynbrook NY 11563. 516582-1338.
JVC KM2000 switcher; Laird 1400 charac
gen. Zenith large screen prof. HLarson, Matrix TV, 615 Tank Farm Rd, San Luis Obispo
CA 93401. 805-544-2445.
Consolidated Video Systems/Harris 504B
digital TBC, split screen effect, signal correction, xtra boards áoptions, excel cond, cabinet ready for rack mount, $650/130. Pinetuclet
Rcrdng, 205-826-0390.
Convergence ECS-90controlier w/JVC interface cards, time code áfade to black card,
vgc, $1200/60; Laird CG-7000 charac gen,
(3) fonts, manual, excel cond, $1100/80;
Crosspoint 6119 SEG, excel cond, $1050/80.
David, 516-595-3619 days.
Want to Buy
Will trade (
2) 5acre Ic4s in San Luis Valley
CO, subdivision of Rio Grande Ranchos, surrounded by mountains, for video prod equip.
913-672-3428.
CVS 510 TBC instruction & service manual,
copy OK. CEaslick, MESCO, 2233 Cumberland, Lansing MI 48906. 517-321-19W.

Want to Sell
RCA TK-27-TP-66 complete film chain, gd
cond, opti & mag sound, all manuals, exterior boards, spare parts, $2000/trade. Bud, TV40, 4237 Airline, Norton Shores MI 49442. 616733-4040.

RECORDERS

RCA film island, 298 camera, (2) TP66
16mm prof, TP7 35mni slide pr, whrs, new
tubes, like new, BO. D Brennan, Brennan
Entrprs, 3596 Lorna Ridge Dr, Birmingham
AL 35216. 205-823-0088.

Ampex VPR-2B/TBC-2B training & tech
manuals, complete, $200. D Collins, 3354
Cove Lake Dr, Lexington KY 40515. 606-2634250.

VIDEO PROD EQUIP
Want to Sell
Microtime 1020 TBC w/manuals, $2001f rade;
EIA sync gen, Sylvania M-SCA12 034, $50;
Sylvania G-100 sync gen, $50; Cone/Cohu
video Mufti-Plexeus, $25 ea; Telemation TOM1425/TCG-1425 elect charac gen w/disk drive
memory, (2) keyboards, manuals, cables, $50;
Systems Programmer Zectex control unit, $50.
Bud, TV-40, 4237 Airline, Norton Shores MI
49442. 616-733-4040,
Sony CVM 1250 12" color video mon,
UHFNHF, NV, I/O, excel cond, $300/60. R
Glenn, WTGR, 1718 Shandoha, Wimauma FL
33598. 813-634-1940.

VIDEO TAPE

Want to Sell

VCR M-1 studio editing deck (3), brdcst quality, $1000/ea; editing controller, $500 cash.
913-672-3428.
Panasonic NV9400 314" portable, mint, less
than 50 hrs, w/(3) new NiCads, 14-10 pin cable optional, $650 incl UPS. Patrick, Video Velocity, 800-284-3362, 9-9 PST
Sony BVU-110 3/4" VTR w/Portabrace case,
like new, $1000. MPG Assoc, 95 Colony Dr,
Holbrook NY 11741. 516-447-1041.
Beta video tape, all lengths, bulk erased, vry
cln, any quantities, $5ea+shipping. Perry, PO
Prod, 5Behneit PI, Waldwick NJ 07463. 201670-0935.
Sony
VO2600
U-matic ( 2),
$395/ea + shipping; Panasonic NV-9100A Umatic, $350 + shipping. NMishaan, POB 335,
Lynbrook NY 11563. 516-582-1338.

•Parts and technical support
with every purchase
• Expedited Service Available
TRADE INS GLADLY
ACCEPTED

Saw

See your
transmitter WORKING in
our showroom BEFORE
you take it home!
NO ONE ELSE
OFFERS YOU MORE

ARMS TRONG
TRANSMITTER
Corporate

Office

5046 Smoral Rd.
Syracuse, NY 13031
PHONE ( 315) 488-1269
FAX ( 315) 488-1365
'

Over 500 customers
in 30 countries

ARMSTRONG INTERNATIONAL
- —
ARMSTRONG SOUTHWEST
Phone 512-599-0789
Fax 512-599-0799
San Antonio, TX

HABLO ESPANOLARMSTRONG SOUTHEAST
Phone 305-471-1175
Phone 615-822-0256
FAX 305-471-1182
FAX 615-826-0082
Miami FL
Hendersonville, TN.

Heavy Duty Replacement Transformers,
DC Filter chokes and capacitors for AM
& FM transmitters manufactured by:
AEL, CCA, CSI, COLLINS, CONTEL,
CONTINENTAL, BAUER, GATES, GE,
HARRIS, ITA, McMARTIN, RAYTHEON,
RCA, SINGER, SINTRONIX, WILKINSON.
Many other models also available.
FAST Delivery
and FREE
Technical
Support.
—Write For Free List5869 WAYCROSS AVENUE, EL PASO, TEXAS 79924
(915) 751-2300

VAX: (915) 751-0768
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SWheatitone CorPoration

The Closer You Gets.
W EMEAN

really DO provide the quality.
performance. technical support. and innovation we
promise!
Our model A-500 is a thoroughly engineered on- air
conso'e: it delivers the level of performance your clients
now expect. and DAB demands. All components are
selected for long life— gold bus connectors. gold I0
connectors. all gold contact switches. gas- filled relays.
tree burned- in integrated circuits. solid state ON OFF
lamps.. and precision laminated Lexan control surfaces
for a last-ng. wearproof finish. And we back that up
with a 3- year parts and labor warranty. complete with
IT— we

factory support from a technically competent and
responsive staff..
We've also handled your special requirements as
well with a super family of accessories, including a
choice of three different telephone modules. an
intercom module. an off-line mixer module for your
remote feeds. talent control stations. accessory panels.
failsafe power supplies, and auto cart and CD
sequencing options.
So take a close look: we've got the quality, we've
got the innovations. and you've got our commitment to
top-notch support.

The Better We Look!
A-500
-use,

NY. 13211 (tel 315-455-7740 fax-315-454-8104)
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The New Wheatstone
Production Air Console

In Fact, a Whole New Console Family...
These consoles give you full multitrack production
capability while at the sanie time providing familiar
program and audition busing so your production room
can double as a back-up on- air facility. They free up
your primary Air studio for routine calibration and
maintenance sessions. They are a perfect solution for
complex talk or news formats.
Beyond its on- air capability the SP-4 is a powerful
production console offered in 2. 4 and 8- track formats.
Production crews will love the smooth sounding
equalization, the auxiliary send buses. and. of course.
the full on- air type machine and console logic. There's
also plenty of room for those special functions: like a
phone module that can handle multiple callers. yet

doestit tie up your line inputs: an intercom module that
lets you communicate with other Wheatstone consoles
and rackmount locations throughout your facility: plus a
studio control module. line preselectors. tape controllers.
and automatic timers.
And. of course. there's the componentry: all gold
contact switches for the ultimate in reliability, gold bus
connectors. gold I0 connectors. solid state on off lamps.
and triple burned- in ICs. Naturally. each console is also
triple-tested.
The fact is. Wheatstone's got the features. the
componentry. the reliability, the performance and the
reputation you can depend on.
Call us.

SP- 44/4-Track
6720 V.I.P. Parkway. Syr‘qrt ,çr, NV 11211

,tel

315-155-'740 fax 315-454-8104)
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